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Introduction

This document presents some of the results I obtained in the recent years in the area of
cryptography.

My current and past researches were devoted to the design of efficient and provably
secure public-key cryptographic schemes. These days, when it comes to proposing a new
cryptosystem, it is (fortunately) a common practice to provide strong evidence of its security
by means of a rigorous security proof. To this end, one should first formally define what it
means for the specific cryptographic primitive to be secure. Then, a common approach con-
sists in giving a reduction showing that, in the sense of the considered security definition,
any efficient adversary (i.e., with polynomial running time in the security parameter) break-
ing the system with non-negligible probability would imply a polynomial algorithm solving
a hard problem (such as factoring large integers, computing discrete logarithms, etc). The
conjectured intractability of the problem in polynomial time thus implies the non-existence
of polynomial adversaries. In some cases, security proofs may take place in the random
oracle model [32], which is an idealized model of computation where hash functions are
modeled as oracles controled by the reduction. This notably implies that, whenver the ad-
versary wants to know the hash value of any input string, it has to ask an oracle for it and
thus reveal to the reduction which hash values it decides to compute. The random oracle
methodology has been subject to criticism as there are examples (see, e.g., [72]) of crypto-
graphic schemes that have no secure instantiation with a real hash function although they
do have a security proof in the random oracle model. For this reason, a security proof in the
standard model (i.e., without random oracles) may be preferrable, especially when it comes
at a reasonable cost. The results presented in this habilitation thesis do not rely on random
oracles and thus stand in the standard model of computation.

My contributions fit within several sub-areas of public-key cryptography. In order to de-
scribe the global context of my research, these sub-areas will briefly outlined in the follow-
ing pages. In this habiliation thesis, however, I will focus on the topics of anonymity-related
cryptographic protocols and homomorphic cryptography, which are discussed in sections
0.5 and 0.7 of this introduction.

0.1 Identity-Based Encryption

My PhD thesis presented new applications of bilinear maps over groups where the dis-
crete logarithm problem is presumably hard. These tools found many applications such
as identity-based encryption (IBE) [236, 45], where any human-readable identifier (e.g., an
email address) can serve as a public key so as to eliminate the need for digital certificates
and simplify key management. The most important contribution [27] of my PhD thesis was
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to describe the most efficient identity-based cryptosystem combining the functionalities of
signature and encryption. This research was carried out in collaboration with Paulo Barreto
and Noel McCullagh.

Part of my post-doctoral research was also related to identity-based encryption. In col-
laboration with Damien Vergnaud, we described an improved technique [186] allowing to
decrease the required amount of trust in authorities (that have to generate users’ private
keys and are obviously able to decrypt all ciphertexts) in IBE schemes as initially suggested
by Goyal [130]. We showed [186] an efficient way to prevent dishonest authorities from
re-distributing copies of users’ private keys without being detected. Our technique allows
tracing obfuscated decryption devices (based on their input-output behavior) that illegally
decrypt users’ communications back to their source. The advantage of our construction is
to provide a much better efficiency than previous constructions [130, 131] enabling black-
box traceability. In collaboration with Nuttapong Attrapadung, we also described [22] the
first identity-based broadcast encryption scheme — where the sender can encrypt messages
for several identities -– that simultaneously provides adaptive security and constant-size ci-
phertexts, regardless of the number of receivers. This result was published at the Public-Key
Cryptography 2010 conference. Together with Nuttapong Attrapadung and Elie de Panafieu
(who was an internship student of mine during the summer 2009), we also described several
constructions [24, 21] of attribute-based encryption (ABE) schemes featuring short cipher-
texts. In short, ABE schemes are a generalization of identity-based encryption where ci-
phertexts are labeled with sets of descriptive attributes whereas users’ private keys encode a
complex access formula specifying which ciphertexts users are entitled to decrypt. The ABE
primitive is motivated by fine-grained access control over encrypted data. For example, they
make it possible to selectively share one’s data in cloud storage systems. Our contribution
[24, 21] was to describe the first truly expressive solutions where the size of the ciphertext
does not depend on the number of associated attributes.

0.2 Key-Evolving Cryptography

Between 2006 and 2009, in collaboration with Moti Yung, I explored techniques allowing
to confine the effect of private key exposures – caused by hackers rather than actual crypt-
analysis – within a certain time interval. With the growing use of mobile devices, it has
become much easier to break into users’ computer than defeating cryptosystems by solving
hard problems. One way to address this concern is to update private keys at discrete time
periods (without changing the public key) in such a way that the security of past periods
is preserved after a key exposure. This property is termed “forward security”. Our main
result [181] was a generic technique allowing a computer to automatically handle key up-
dates (without any human intervention) in forward-secure signatures where private keys
are shielded by a second factor, such as a password. Most previous key-evolving signatures
were not compatible with this kind of additional password-based key protection since, in
straightforward implementations, users had to enter their password at each update opera-
tion, which was impractical in case of frequent updates. Our results [181, 182] consisted of
generic ways allowing an untrusted computing environment to update an encrypted version
of the user’s private key, in such a way that passwords only come into play to sign messages.
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0.3 Cryptographic Schemes with Delegation

In 2008, in collaboration with Damien Vergnaud, we studied [184] key delegation techniques
that find applications in the secure forwarding of encrypted emails or in distributed file
systems. As initially suggested by Blaze, Bleumer and Strauss [35], a proxy re-encryption
system (PRE) is an encryption scheme where a delegator A can provide a proxy with a re-
encryption key allowing to translate ciphertexts initially encrypted for A into ciphertexts
encrypted for a delegatee B. The proxy should be able to do so without seeing underlying
plaintexts or any user’s private key. Our contribution [184] was to describe the first unidi-
rectional PRE system (where the proxy can translate from A to B without being also able to
translate from B to A) that can be proven secure against chosen-ciphertext attacks, where the
adversary has access to a decryption oracle. Later on, we addressed similar problems in the
context of signature schemes [183], where a proxy should be able to translate B’s signatures
into signatures bearing A’s name. In 2005, Ateniese and Hohenberger showed how crypto-
graphic bilinear maps can be used to design unidirectional proxy re-signatures (PRS), which
are useful for the inter-domain conversion of digital certificates. They left open the problem
of constructing unidirectional PRS schemes where signatures can be translated in sequence
(from A to B first, then from B to C and so on). We provided the first step [183] towards
efficiently solving this problem suggested for the first time by Blaze, Bleumer and Strauss in
1998 [35].

0.4 Distributed Cryptography

Threshold cryptography [96, 98] aims at avoiding single points of failure by splitting private
keys into n shares, each one of which is given to a different server, in such a way that at
least t of these shares should be combined to recover the original private key. This implies
that at least t servers should contribute to private key operations (namely, the decryption
procedure in a public-key encryption scheme and the signing process in digital signatures).
A threshold primitive is said robust if a malicious adversary who corrupts at most t − 1
servers cannot prevent the honest majority (which exists when n ≥ 2t− 1) from successfully
completing their operations. Threshold cryptographic schemes have been mostly analyzed
in the scenario of static corruptions, where the adversary has to choose which servers he
wants to corrupt before the generation of the public key. Unfortunately, adaptive adver-
saries (who can choose whom to corrupt at any time, based on their complete view) turn out
to be harder to deal with. In the context of robust threshold public-key encryption systems
with chosen-ciphertext security (i.e., that resist adversaries equipped with a decryption ora-
cle), most adaptively secure solutions have a relatively complex decryption protocol, where
some interaction is required among decryption servers. In collaboration with Moti Yung, we
proposed the first fully non-interactive robust threshold cryptosystems that provide chosen-
ciphertext security against adaptive adversaries in the standard model. In 2011, we first
described a scheme [189] based on specific number theoretic assumptions. In 2012, we pro-
vided a more general framework [191] for constructing such threshold cryptosystems and
gave several instantiations with a better efficiency than our initial realization.
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0.5 Anonymity-Related Cryptographic Primitives

Between 2009 and 2014, I also worked on privacy-enhancing cryptographic mechanisms
such as those allowing users to accountably hide in a crowd. Group signatures1, as intro-
duced by Chaum and Van Heyst [85], allow registered members of a group to anonymously
sign messages in the name of the entire group. If necessary, an authority is able to identify the
signer using some secret information. This primitive finds applications in trusted computing
platforms or in electronic auction systems. It is well-known how to construct efficient group
signatures in the random oracle model [15] and in the standard model [55, 56, 134]. Traceable
signatures [155] extend group signatures in that the group manager can additionally reveal
a user-specific trapdoor allowing to publicly trace all signatures issued by a given member
suspected of illegal activity. Hence, misbehaving users’ signatures can be traced without
requiring the opening authority to open all signatures, which would harm the privacy of
honest users. In a joint work with Moti Yung [187, 190], we constructed the first efficient
traceable signature scheme that does not appeal to the random oracle model.

In the area of group signatures, I also paid attention to the revocation problem, which
consists in efficiently disabling the anonymous signing capability of expelled group mem-
bers and only these members. Together with Damien Vergnaud [185], we proposed a first
solution in the standard model in 2009. Unfortunately, this approach has the disadvantage
of incurring a verification cost linear in the number of revocations. In collaboration with
Moti Yung and Thomas Peters [180, 179], we subsequently showed how to avoid this limi-
tation. Specifically, we described a new revocation mechanism which is borrowed from the
literature on broadcast encryption. This approach is well-suited to group signatures in the
standard model. Its main advantage over many existing solutions is that unrevoked group
members do not need to update their private keys when other members are revoked. At
the same time, the verification cost and the size of signatures are constant (where “constant”
means that it only depends on the security parameter and not on the number of revocations
or the maximal number group members). Our initial scheme improves upon a comparable
mechanism (published by Nakanishi et al. [202]) in that it completely avoids linear com-
plexities in the maximal cardinality of the group: the complexity is at most poly-logarithmic
in all metrics. Subsequently, we further showed how to additionally obtain constant-size
private keys without degrading the efficiency in other metrics.

Group encryption [156] is the encryption analogue of group signatures. Namely, a sender
should be able to encrypt a message for some anonymous member of a group while append-
ing to the ciphertext a proof that the latter is well-formed and intended for some certified
group member. The primitive finds applications in the asynchronous transfer of credentials
between peer devices or the verifiable encryption of keys to anonymous trusted parties. The
first scheme, proposed by Kiayias, Tsiounis and Yung in 2007 [156], requires interactive con-
versations (at least if one is willing to avoid the random oracle model) between the sender
and the proof verifier. The need for interaction is a limitation since it requires senders to be
online at the same time as verifiers and to remember the random numbers that were used to
encrypt all ciphertexts. In collaboration with Julien Cathalo and Moti Yung [81], we showed
the first truly non-interactive scheme (i.e., no interaction is ever needed between the sender
and the verifier) with a security proof in the standard model. In the same article on non-
interactive group encryption [81], we described one of the first realizations (actually, the first

1Note that, here, the term “group” refers to a population for users rather than an algebraic structure.
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practical one with a security proof under non-interactive number theoretic assumptions) of
a primitive initially suggested by Groth [133] and that was subsequently called “structure-
preserving signature” in the literature [4, 6]. Structure-preserving signatures are signature
schemes where messages and public keys only consist of elements of an abelian group over
which a bilinear map is efficiently computable. They have many applications in privacy-
preserving protocols because they are fully compatible with the Groth-Sahai non-interactive
proof systems [138]. The reason is that Groth-Sahai proofs can only serve as proofs of knowl-
edge – in the sense that a knowledge extractor can recover the witnesses from any valid
proof – when the witnesses are elements of an abelian group over which a bilinear map is
efficiently computable. The useful property of structure-preserving signatures is that they
precisely allow signing elements of bilinear groups without destroying their algebraic struc-
ture (in particular, without first hashing them). For example, this allows one to efficiently
prove knowledge of a hidden message-signature pair, as typically done in group signature
schemes. More efficient structure-preserving signatures appeared in the literature later on
[4, 6, 2, 3].

In the context of group signatures, I also considered alternatives to factoring and discrete-
logarithm-based solutions. In collaboration with Fabien Laguillaumie, Adeline Langlois and
Damien Stehlé [166], we proposed the first group signature based on lattice hardness as-
sumptions with logarithmic signature size in the cardinality of the group. In earlier lattice-
based constructions [129, 69], the signature length was linear in the maximal number of
group members.

0.6 Commitment Schemes with Special Properties

A commitment scheme is the digital analogue of a safe or a sealed envelope. Namely, what-
ever is in the envelope remains secret until the opening of that envelope. At the same time,
the sender is bound to a unique message and cannot change his mind about the content
when the envelope is sealed. Commitment schemes are a fundamental cryptographic prim-
itive (often used in auction protocols, for example) which comes into play when it comes
to force a party to choose a value without directly revealing it. Zero-knowledge sets (ZKS)
[199] allow a prover to commit to a set of values S so as to be able to subsequently (and
non-interactively) prove statements such as « element x belongs to the set S » or « element y
does not belong to S » without revealing anything else, not even the overall cardinality of the
set S. In collaboration with Moti Yung, we described [188] a ZKS protocol where proofs of
membership and non-membership can both be short (less than 2 kB in implementations us-
ing suitable parameters). We thus improved upon previous ZKS schemes (and notably the
construction of Catalano, Fiore and Messina [76]), where only proofs of non-membership
can be made compact. So far, our construction remains the most efficient ZKS system in
terms of communication complexity. In comparison with the first proposal of Micali, Rabin
and Kilian [199], proofs are compressed to 13 % of their original length. In addition, we
showed how to provide our scheme with certain non-malleability properties. Namely, we
can prevent dishonest provers from correlating their hidden set to those of honest provers
and still generating convincing proofs. In the same paper [188], as an intermediate result,
we also proposed the first commitment scheme that allows committing to vectors of mes-
sages in such a way that the commitment – which has constant size – can be selectively
opened with respect to one coordinate of the vector without revealing the content of other
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coordinates and with an opening of constant size (here, “constant” means independent of
the dimension of the vector). As a second contribution to the area of commitment schemes,
in collaboration with Marc Fischlin and Mark Manulis, we described [108] new construc-
tions of universally composable commitments [71]. These are commitment schemes that,
as required by Canetti’s universal composition framework [70], provably remain secure in
arbitrary environments, when composed with any other protocol. Universally composable
(UC) commitments provide very strong security guarantees, including non-malleability, but
they are notoriously very hard to construct (some setup assumption, like a common refer-
ence string generated by some trusted party, is inevitable, as shown by Canetti and Fischlin
[71]). Yet, our new constructions feature a previously unique combination of efficiency and
security properties. Namely, they are the first adaptively secure UC commitments where:
(1) The sender can commit to multiple bits at once (so that n-bit strings can be committed
to using O(k + n) bits instead of O(kn), where k is the security parameter); (2) The common
reference string can be re-used across multiple commitments (and not only once as in certain
constructions); (3) The commitment and opening phases both consist of a single message
from the sender to the receiver.

0.7 Homomorphic Cryptography

Homomorphic signatures were first suggested by Desmedt [97] and formally defined by
Johnson et al. [148]. They can be seen as the signature counterpart of homomorphic public-
key encryption in that they allow a signer to authenticate messages in such a way that any-
one can publicly derive a signature on certain functions of previously signed messages. In
linearly homomorphic signatures [48], for example, the signer can authenticate vectors using
his private key. Later on, anyone will be able to compute a signature on any linear combi-
nation of the signed vectors. As another example, homomorphic subset signatures [148, 11]
make it possible for the signer to sign a set of values so that it will be possible to publicly
derive a signature on a subset of the original set. Homomorphic signatures notably find ap-
plications in proofs of storage [13, 16] or proofs of correct computation [47, 46, 11] in cloud
computing systems: when a client wants to outsource large datasets on a remote storage
server, he can ask the latter to perform computations on his data. If the original dataset
is signed by the client using a homomorphic signature scheme, the server will be able to
authenticate the result of his computation, by publicly deriving a signature on the result
of the carried out operation. For example, a linearly homomorphic scheme allows one to
authenticate sums, averages or Fourier transforms on outsourced data: by verifying the sig-
nature derived by the server, the client will be convinced that the server properly archived
his dataset and correctly computed the requested statistics. Certain applications need homo-
morphic signatures that satisfy certain privacy properties requiring derived signatures to be
perfectly indistinguishable from original signatures. In proofs of correct computation, one
may want the derived signature to hide all partial information about the original dataset:
only the mean or the average should become public. If homomorphic subset signatures are
used by an administration to authenticate e-ID cards, the latter privacy notion guarantees
that the card holder will be able to prove that he is above 18 years old (by deriving a signa-
ture on the “date of birth” field of his ID card) without revealing his exact place of birth or
any other private information. In collaboration with Nuttapong Attrapadung and Thomas
Peters, we suggested stronger definitions of information-theoretic privacy for homomorphic
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signatures. In [25, 26], we also described the first constructions of homomorphic subset sig-
natures and linearly homomorphic signatures that satisfy our strongest privacy notion in
the standard model. We also described the most efficient (notably in terms of signature size)
linearly homomorphic signature with a security proof under standard assumptions in the
standard model. At PKC 2013, we also designed a homomorphic quotable signature scheme
– where a signature on a string allows publicly computing a signature on any substring of
the original string – satisfying the strongest privacy property while retaining signatures of
optimal size.

In 2013, in collaboration with Marc Joye, Moti Yung and Thomas Peters [177], we showed
a somewhat surprising application of linearly homomorphic signatures in the construction
of non-interactive non-malleable commitments [101, 102] in the common reference string
model. The goal of non-malleable commitments is to enforce the independence among dis-
tinct parties’ committed values. To our knowledge, there was previously no efficient con-
struction of non-interactive non-malleable commitment where a short commitment string
allows committing to a vector while remaining able to efficiently prove properties about
committed coordinates (which precludes the trivial solution consisting in committing to
hashed vectors). In [177], we showed that any linearly homomorphic signature that fits a
certain template – as is the case of all known constructions based on bilinear maps – can
be turned into a primitive called non-interactive simulation-sound trapdoor commitment
[116, 195] which, in turn, implies non-interactive non-malleable commitments in the sense of
a definition used by Damgård and Groth [94]. Our construction yields constant-size commit-
ments to vectors which preserve the ability to prove statements about committed vectors in a
zero-knowledge manner (using interaction or not). In the same paper [177], we also consid-
ered linearly homomorphic signature schemes that are also structure-preserving. Namely,
they make it possible to sign vectors of group elements of unknown discrete logarithms. We
described efficient constructions of linearly homomorphic structure-preserving signatures
(LHSPS) and used them to generically build non-malleable commitments to group elements.
These were the first examples of non-malleable commitments allowing to prove knowledge
of an opening using the Groth-Sahai techniques [138]. Later on [178], we also used linearly
homomorphic structure-preserving signatures to build quasi-adaptive non-interactive zero-
knowledge (QA-NIZK) proof systems, as defined by Jutla and Roy [151], with constant-size
proofs. Specifically, our construction [178] allows proving that a vector of group elements
v ∈ Gn belongs to a linear subspace spanned by t < n independent vectors of group ele-
ments v1, . . . , vt ∈ Gn. The novelty of our proof system – which is actually an argument
system since only polynomially bounded adversaries are unable to prove false statements –
is to provide constant-size proofs (typically made of 2 or 3 group elements), regardless of the
dimension of the subspace. In addition, we showed how our QA-NIZK proof system can
be endowed with a property called simulation-soundness [231], which basically prevents
a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary from proving false statements, even after
having seen simulated proofs for possibly false statements. As an application, we described
[178] more efficient non-interactive threshold cryptosystems that are both chosen-ciphertext-
secure and secure against adaptive corruptions.
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0.8 Organization

In the upcoming chapters, this thesis will give an overview of my results on the applications
of structure-preserving cryptography. Chapter 1 will provide some background material
which will ease the reading of subsequent chapters. Chapter 2 will describe my results on
the design of group encryption [81] and revocable group signatures [180, 179], which are
amongst my most important results on privacy-enhancing cryptographic protocols based
on structure-preserving cryptography. Chapter 3 will finally present my constructions [178]
of structure-preserving signatures with additive homomorphic properties and explain their
applications in the design of non-interactive non-malleable primitives. These include non-
malleable commitments, space-efficient simulation-sound QA-NIZK argument systems and
chosen-ciphertext-secure public-key encryption.
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CHAPTER 1
Background

This chapter briefly recalls several notions and definitions that are related to non-interactive
zero-knowledge proofs and structure-preserving cryptography. These reminders will make
it easier to explain the results of subsequent chapters.

1.1 Bilinear Maps and Hardness Assumptions

Definition 1 (Bilinear Groups). A bilinear group system is a tuple (p, G1, G2, GT, e, g1, g2)
where G1, G2 and GT are cyclic abelian groups of prime order p > 2λ, where λ ∈ N is
a security parameter, generated respectively by g1 ∈ G1, g2 ∈ G2 and e(g1, g2) ∈ GT. If
e : G1 ×G2 → GT is a non-degenerated bilinear form, for all X ∈ G1, for all Y ∈ G2, for all
a, b ∈ Zp,

e(Xa, Yb) = e(X, Y)ab. (1.1)

For a security parameter λ, it is assumed that bilinear groups are efficiently samplable so
that p > 2λ. Mainly, there are three types of elliptic-curve instantiations [115]:

Type I: where G1 = G2 and g1 = g2. We usually refer to Type-I instances as symmetric
pairings. We denote by (p, G, GT, e, g)← Λ(λ) the generation of this setting.

Type II: where G1 6= G2 and an efficient isomorphism ψ : G2 → G1 is available but none is
efficiently computable from G1 to G2.

Type III: where G1 6= G2 but no efficient isomorphism between G1 and G2 is efficiently
computable in either direction.

Type III elliptic curves have the most efficient instantiations and admit a smaller repre-
sentation of G1-elements than those of G2-elements. At a same bit-security level, G-elements
of Type I elliptic curves have an intermediate size relatively to Type III curves. In the fol-
lowing chapters we will often use Type I groups in order to keep the description of systems
as simple as possible. We will, however, mention extensions to Type II or Type III pairings
whenever they are possible.

1.1.1 Algorithmic Assumptions

All the schemes proposed in the thesis have their security based on one or several of the
following assumptions. To simplify their descriptions we will say “a problem is hard in a
group G” for “a problem is hard relatively to the generation of G”, which means that the
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probability to efficiently solve the problem is negligible in the security parameter λ where
the random coins are taken over the distribution of the λ-bit length instance of the problem
and the distribution that generates the group G whose cardinality is at least 2λ. In symmetric
bilinear groups, the latter distribution is that of Λ(λ) such that (p, G, GT, e, g)← Λ(λ).

As a warm-up, we start with the weakest assumption of the thesis. Breaking this as-
sumption means breaking all the other ones since the underlying problem is the hardest to

solve. For a set S, s $← S means that s is equally-likely sampled from S.

Assumption 1 (DLOG). The Discrete Logarithm (DLOG) problem in a cyclic group (p, G, g),

is to compute a ∈ Zp such that h = ga for some h $← G. The Discrete Logarithm Assumption
asserts that the DLOG problem is hard in G.

Assumption 2 (CDH). In a cyclic group G = 〈g〉 of order p, the Computational Diffie-

Hellman (CDH) problem is, given (g, ga, gb) ∈ G3, for some a, b $← Z∗p, to compute gab ∈
G. The Computational Diffie-Hellman Assumption posits the intractability of the CDH
problem in the group G.

In some cases, reductions from the hardness of CDH may be difficult to obtain. In such
situations, the following assumption is sometimes convenient to use.

Assumption 3 (Flex-CDH [163]). The Flexible Diffie-Hellman Assumption (Flex-CDH) in
G asserts the hardness of finding a non-trivial triple (gµ, ga·µ, gab·µ) ∈ (G\{1G})3, for some

non-zero µ ∈ Z∗p, given (g, ga, gb)
$← G.

When it comes to proving indistinguishability-based security, the hardness of decisional
problems often come in handy. A well-known decisional assumption is the difficulty of the
Decision Diffie-Hellman DDH problem which amounts to recognizing the solution of a CDH
instance.

Assumption 4 (DDH). In a cyclic group G = 〈g〉 of order p, the Decision Diffie-Hellman

(DDH) problem, is to distinguish the distributions (g, ga, gb, gab) and (g, ga, gb, gc), with a, b $←
Zp, c $← Zp. The Decision Diffie-Hellman Assumption posits that DDH is hard in G. The
DDH assumption holds in G if, for any PPT distinguisher A, it holds that

AdvDDH
A (λ) =

∣∣∣Pr[A(g, ga, gb, gab) = 1 | a, b R←− Zp]

− Pr[A(g, ga, gb, gc) = 1 | a, b, c R←− Zp]
∣∣∣ ∈ negl(λ),

where the probabilities are taken over all coin tosses.

In symmetric bilinear groups (p, G, GT, e, g) ← Λ(λ), the DDH assumption does not
hold. Indeed, given (g, h, f , T) ∈ G4, deciding whether T = f logg(h) can be done efficient by
checking whether e(g, T) = e(h, f ).

On the other hand, the DDH assumption is believed [234] to hold in G1 for asymmetric
bilinear groups (p, G1, G2, GT, e, g1, g2) of Type II since there is no apparent way to invert
the isomorphism ψ : G2 → G1. In Type III configurations (p, G1, G2, GT, e, g1, g2) (where
no isomorphism is efficiently computable in either direction between G1 and G2), the DDH
assumption is believed to hold in both G1 and G2. The simultaneous intractability of DDH
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in G1 and G2 for Type III pairings is called Symmetric eXternal Diffie-Hellman assumption
(SXDH) [234].

In symmetric pairings, the hardness of the DLIN problem appears as a reasonable as-
sumption to rely on.

Assumption 5 (DLIN [44]). In a cyclic group G = 〈g〉 of order p, the Decision Linear (DLIN)
problem is to distinguish the distributions (ga, gb, gac, gbd, gc+d) and (ga, gb, gac, gbd, gz), with

a, b, c, d $← Zp, z $← Zp. The Decision Linear Assumption is the intractability of DLIN for
any PPT distinguisher D. The advantage of a distinguisher is defined analogously to the
DDH case.

Equivalently, for random group elements g, h, f ← G3, the DLIN assumption is the hard-
ness of deciding whether an given triple ( f c, hd, Z) ∈ G3, for unknown (c, d) ∈ Z2

p, satisfies
( f c, hd, Z) ∈ span〈( f , 1, g), (1, h, g)〉 (i.e., Z = gc+d), where span stands for the linear span of
two or more vectors.

Assumption 6 (DP [4]). In asymmetric bilinear groups (p, G1, G2, GT, e, g1, g2), the Double

Pairing (DP) problem is, given gz, gr
$← G1, to find a non-trivial (z, r) ∈ (G2\{1G2})2 satisfy-

ing 1GT = e(gz, z) · e(gr, r). The Double Pairing Assumption asserts that the DBP problem
is hard in G.

It is easy to see that the DP assumption is implied by the DDH assumption in G1. Given
a DDH instance (gz, gr, gθ

z , gθ′
r ), for any non-trivial pair (z, r) ∈ G2

2 satisfying the equality
e(gz, z) · e(gr, r) = 1GT , we have θ = θ′ if and only if e(gθ

z , z) · e(gθ′
r , r) = 1GT .

In symmetric pairings, the DP and DDH problems are both easy. However, the DP as-
sumption has an analogue, which we introduced in [81], that seems to hold in Type I pair-
ings. This assumption is called Simultaneous Double Pairing (SDP) and, as shown in [81], it
is implied by DLIN.

Assumption 7 (SDP [81]). The Simultaneous Double Pairing Problem (SDP) in a symmetric

bilinear group (p, G, GT, e, g) ← Λ(λ) is, given gz, gr, hz, hu
$← G4, to find (z, r, u) ∈ G3

satisfying the equalities

1GT = e(gz, z) · e(gr, r), 1GT = e(hz, z) · e(hu, u). (1.2)

The Simultaneous Double Pairing Assumption is the hardness of the SDP problem.

The assumption can be generalized to asymmetric pairing configurations (G1, G2, GT). If
gz, gr, hz, hu are in G1 (resp. G2), finding a non-trivial (z, r, u) ∈ G3

2 (resp. (z, r, u) ∈ G3
1) such

that (resp. e(z, gz) · e(r, gr) = e(z, hz) · e(u, hu) = 1GT ) is at least as hard as breaking the DLIN
assumption in G1 (resp. G2).

In the symmetric setting, the connection between SDP and DLIN was observed [81] by
noticing that, given a DLIN instance (gr, hu, g, gθ1

r , hθ2
u , T) where either T = gθ1+θ2 or T ∈R G,

for any triple (z, r, u) ∈ G such that e(gθ1
r , z) · e(gr, r) = e(hθ2

u , z) · e(hu, u) = 1GT , we have the
equivalence

T = gθ1+θ2 ⇔ e(T, z) · e(g, r · u) = 1GT .

The DLIN assumption can be generalized as the problem of deciding whether K + 1
vectors of dimension K + 1 are linearly independent.
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Assumption 8 (K-LIN [235, 143]). In a cyclic group G = 〈g〉 of order p, the K-Linear (K-LIN)
problem is to distinguish the distributions

{(ga1
1 , ga2

2 , . . . , gaK
K , g∑K

i=1 ai) | g1, . . . , gK
$← G, a1, . . . , aK

$← Zp}

and
{(ga1

1 , ga2
2 , . . . , gaK

K , gz) | g1, . . . , gK
$← G, a1, . . . , aK, z $← Zp}.

The K-linear assumption is the infeasibility of K-LIN for any PPT algorithm.

The DDH and DLIN assumptions can be seen as special cases of the K-LIN assumption
for K = 1 and K = 2, respectively. The difficulty of the problem is believed to increase
with the dimension K. In the generic group model, it was shown [235, 143] that, for each
K > 1, the K-linear problem remains hard in the presence of an oracle solving (K− 1)-linear
instances.

The SDP assumption as a similar generalization, which is implied by the K-linear as-
sumption in the same way as SDP is implied by DLIN.

Assumption 9. The Simultaneous K-wise Pairing (K-SDP) problem is, given a random tuple

(g1,z, . . . , gK,z, g1,r, . . . , gK,r) ∈R G2K,

to find a non-trivial vector (z, r1, . . . , rK) ∈ GK+1 such that

e(gj,z, z) · e(gj,r, rj) = 1GT j ∈ {1, . . . , K} (1.3)

and z 6= 1G.

Given a K-linear instance (g1,r, . . . , gk,r, ga1
1,r, . . . , gaK

K,r, η) ∈ G2K+1, for any non-trivial tuple
(z, r1, . . . , rK) satisfying e(g

aj
j,r, z) · e(gj,r, rj) = 1GT for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we have

η = g∑K
j=1 aj ⇔ e(g,

K

∏
j=1

rj) · e(z, η) = 1GT .

Hence, any algorithm solving K-SDP with non-negligible probability implies a K-linear dis-
tinguisher.

All the above assumptions can be classified in the category of simple assumptions [249].
By “simple assumption”, we mean an assumption which is simultaneously falsifiable1 [206]
and with a description made of a constant number of group elements. In particular, the
number of input elements does not depend on the number of queries made by the adversary
or any feature (such as the maximal number of users in a system) of a specific cryptographic
scheme. Simple assumptions are usually deemed more reliable than so-called q-type as-
sumptions, which are parametrized and variable-length assumptions.

In some applications, more efficient schemes may be obtained by relying on a family of
q-type assumptions. While these assumptions are usually falsifiable, the number of group
elements in a problem instance depends on a parameter q determined by the cryptographic
system (e.g., the maximal number of members in a group of users) or the power of adver-
sary (via the number of queries). The strength of the assumption thus depends on the de-
sired scalability of the considered protocol or the resources made available to the adversary.
However, the assumptions described in this section all resist generic adversaries [237].

1Namely, it should be possible to publicize a problem instance as a challenge and efficiently check the cor-
rectness of any candidate solution to this challenge.
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q-type assumptions We also rely on assumptions that can be seen as non-interactive vari-
ants of “one-more” problems, where the goal of the problem solver is to find a new solution
given q initial solutions. However, a difference between q-type problems and one-more prob-
lems is that, in in the former, the solver is given q inputs at once at the beginning instead of
dynamically interacting with an oracle. Still, the length and the strength of the assumption
are determined by a parameter q, which usually depends on the scalability of the system
or the power of the adversary. For example, in the first use of the q-Strong Diffie-Hellman
assumption [41], q was the number of signing queries made by the adversary.

Assumption 10 (q-SDH [41]). The q-Strong Diffie-Hellman problem (q-SDH) in a group

(p, G, g) is, given (g, ga, . . . , g(aq)), for some a $← Zp, to find a pair (g1/(a+s), s) ∈ G×Zp.
The q-Strong Diffie-Hellman Assumption asserts the hardness of the q-SDH problem.

In [56], Boyen and Waters considered the following variant of the q-SDH assumption.

Assumption 11 ([56]). The q-Hidden Strong Diffie-Hellman problem (q-HSDH) in G con-

sists in, given (g, Ω = gω, u) $← G3 and triples {(g1/(ω+si), gci , uci)}q
i=1 with c1, . . . , cq

$← Zp,
finding another triple (g1/(ω+c), gc, uc) such that c 6= ci for i = 1, . . . , q.

While stronger than the q-SDH assumption, the q-HSDH assumption was shown [56] to
hold in generic bilinear groups.

The following assumption has been used to prove the security of a constant-size structure-
preserving signature [4, 6] scheme that allows signing vectors of group elements. It will also
serve as a building block for some of our constructions in the forthcoming chapters.

Assumption 12 (q-SFP [6]). The q-Simultaneous Flexible Pairing Problem (q-SFP) in a sym-
metric bilinear group (p, G, GT, e, g) is, given gz, hz, gr, hr, a, ã, b, b̃ ∈ G and q ∈ poly(λ) tuples
(zj, rj, sj, tj, uj, vj, wj) ∈ G7 such that

e(a, ã) = e(gz, zj) · e(gr, rj) · e(sj, tj)

e(b, b̃) = e(hz, zj) · e(hr, uj) · e(vj, wj),
(1.4)

to find a new tuple (z?, r?, s?, t?, u?, v?, w?) ∈ G7 satisfying relation (1.4) and such that z? 6=
1G and z? 6= zj for j ∈ {1, . . . , q}. The q-Simultaneous Flexible Pairing assumption states
that the q-SFP problem is intractable in G.

Assumption 13 (q-DHE [49]). The q-Diffie-Hellman Exponent Problem (q-DHE) in a cyclic
group (p, G, g) is, given (g, g1, . . . , gq, gq+2, . . . , g2q) ∈ G2q such that gi = g(α

i) for each i and

where α
$← Z∗p, to compute the missing element gq+1 = g(α

q+1). The hardness of the q-DHE
problem is referred to as the q-Diffie-Hellman Exponent assumption in G.

The latter assumption and the q-SDH assumption are somewhat incomparable. On one
hand, the q-DHE assumption is stronger as the adversary is given more input elements for
the same parameter q. On the other hand, unlike the q-SDH problem, any instance of the
q-DHE problem has only one possible answer.

As observed in [66], the q-DHE problem is not easier than the q-Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
Exponent (q-BDHE) problem defined by Boneh, Gentry and Waters [49], which is to compute
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e(g, h)(α
q+1) on input of the same values and the additional element h ∈ G. The generic hard-

ness of q-DHE thus follows from the generic security of the family of assumptions analyzed
by Boneh, Boyen and Goh [43].

We also appeal to a stronger variant of Assumption 13, which was defined in [145], where
its generic hardness was proved. While the Flex-CDH assumption relaxes the resolution of
the CDH problem, the following assumption relaxes the q-DHE problem in a similar way.

Assumption 14 (q-Flex-DHE). In a cyclic group G = 〈g〉 of prime order p, the Flexible q-
Diffie-Hellman Exponent (q-FlexDHE) problem is, given (g, g1, . . . , gq, gq+2, . . . , g2q) ∈ G2q

where gi = g(α
i) for each i and with α

$← Z∗p, to find a triple (gµ, gµ
q+1, gµ

2q) ∈ (G\{1G})3, for

some non-zero µ ∈ Z∗p and where gq+1 = g(α
q+1). The Flexible q-Diffie-Hellman Exponent

assumption is the hardness of the q-FlexDHE problem for any PPT adversary.

1.2 Non-Interactive Zero-Knowledge and Witness Indistinguish-
able Proofs

Zero-knowledge proofs [127, 126] allow a prover to convince a verifier that a given statement
x belongs to some specific languageLwithout revealing anything beyond the fact that x ∈ L.
In a proof system for an NP language, the prover uses an additional private input w, called
the witness, which allows efficiently generating a convincing proof. This witness is generally
hard-to-compute for the verifier since, otherwise, the latter could get convinced without any
help from the prover.

1.2.1 Definition and Security Notions

Let V be a set whose elements are efficiently recognizable. A family of relations R defines
a hard-to-invert NP language L ( V if, for a security parameter λ, given the description of
a relation R ← R(λ), there exists an efficient algorithm for sampling a pair (x, w), made of
a statement x and a witness w, such that R(x, w) = 1. Moreover, given only the statement
x ∈ L := {x ∈ V | ∃w : R(x, w) = 1}, it is computationally hard to compute a witness w
such that R(x, w) = 1.

A language L ⊂ V is said hard-to-decide if no PPT algorithm can distinguish random
elements of L from random elements of V\L. When speaking of a hard language, we mean
a language which is hard-to-decide. For example, for fixed generators (g, h) ∈ G2 in a cyclic
group G, the Diffie-Hellman relation R((g1, g2), w) :=

(
(g1, g2) = (gw, hw)

)
defines a hard-

to-decide language in V = G2 as long as the DDH assumption holds in G.
Proving a statement x ∈ L can be done by demonstrating the existence of w such that

that R(x, w) = 1. Also, the relation R can be defined so as to take as input a set of public
parameters pp ← Setup(λ), so that R is generated as R ← R(pp) rather than simply from
the security parameter.

In non-interactive zero-knowledge proof systems, there is no online conversation be-
tween the prover and the verifier: each proof consists of a single message from the former to
the latter. In addition to common public parameters pp, the prover and the verifier both take
as input a common reference string crs which can be seen as another set of public parame-
ters generated by a trusted party. In some cases, the public parameters pp can be part of the
common reference string crs but it will be useful to separate them.
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Definition 2 (NIZK Proofs [38, 37]). A non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proof system
ΠP for a family of hard relationsR is a tuple of algorithms (SetupP ,CRS-GenP ,Prove,VerifyP ).

SetupP (1
λ): from the security parameter λ, generates the public parameters pp of the proof

system;

CRS-GenP (pp): takes in pp and outputs the common reference string crs that are public
elements helping performing a proof for R← R(pp)

Prove(crs, x, w): computes a proof π for x using the public crs and the private witness w.

VerifyP (crs, x, π): returns either 1 or 0 if π is a valid proof associated to the language LR.

A NIZK proof system ΠP has the following properties:

Perfect Completeness: for any PPT adversary A1,

Pr[pp← SetupP (λ); crs← CRS-GenP (pp); (x, w)← A1(crs);
π ← Prove(crs, x, w) : Verify(crs, x, π) = 0 ∧ R(x, w) = 1] = 0,

Computational Soundness: for any PPT adversary A2,

Pr[pp← SetupP (λ); crs← CRS-GenP (pp); (x, π)← A2(crs) :
VerifyP(crs, x, π) = 1 ∧ ( 6 ∃w : R(x, w) = 1)] ∈ negl(λ),

The notion of statistical soundness is obtained by allowing A2 to be a computationally un-
bounded adversary. Non-interactive proof systems where the soundness property is only
guaranteed in the computational sense are often called arguments.

Zero-Knowledge: there exists a PPT simulator (S1,S2) such that, for any PPT adversary A3,

Pr[pp← SetupP (λ); (crs, τ)← S1(pp) : AS2(crs,τ,.,.)
3 (crs) = 1]

≈ Pr[pp← SetupP (λ); crs← CRS-GenP (pp) : AP(crs,.,.)3 (crs) = 1],

- P(crs, ., .) emulates the actual prover. It takes as input a pair (x, w) and outputs a proof
π if (x, w) ∈ R. Otherwise, it outputs ⊥,

- S2(crs, τ, ., .) is an oracle that takes as input (x, w) and outputs a simulated proof π ←
S2(crs, τ, x) if (x, w) ∈ R and ⊥ if (x, w) 6∈ R. Importantly, π is computed without
using the witness w if (x, w) ∈ R.

In some cases, the public parameters are generated at the same time as the CRS crs by
the CRS-GenP algorithm. The above definition allows them to be generated separately in
order to capture Quasi-Adaptive NIZK proofs, which will be discussed later on.

The above definition of the zero-knowledge (ZK) property is computational since A3 is
restricted to be efficient. By removing this restriction and allowing for an all powerful A3,
we can capture statistical or perfect ZK if the distributions are statistically close or perfectly
indistinguishable, respectively.

Intuitively, the zero-knowledge property captures that, for any x ∈ L, the only infor-
mation revealed by an honestly generated proof π is the same as a simulated proof that
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is generated without using w. Hence, the verifier learns nothing beyond the truth of the
proven statement x ∈ L. In particular, no information about the witness w is revealed. In
many applications, a weaker notion called witness-indistinguishability suffices. It requires
that, when a given statement x ∈ L admits at least two distinct witnesses w0, w1 such that
R(x, w0) = R(x, w1) = 1, the distribution of a proof π for x does not depend on which wit-
ness is used to compute π. However, π may not be computable by an efficient simulator
(S1,S2) as in the zero-knowledge property.

Definition 3 (Witness Indistinguishability). A non-interactive proof system ΠP = (SetupP ,
CRS-GenP , Prove, VerifyP ) for a hard language L is witness-indistinguishable (NIWI) if, for
any PPT adversary (A4,A5), for any pp← SetupP (λ) and crs← CRS-GenP (pp),

Pr[(x, w0, w1, st)← A4(crs); π ← Prove(crs, x, w0) : A5(π, st) = 1]
≈ Pr[(x, w0, w1, st)← A4(crs); π ← Prove(crs, x, w1) : A5(π, st) = 1],

where (x, w0), (x, w1) ∈ R.

For hard languages that admit efficient an zero-knowledge simulator, the latter can al-
ways use its simulation trapdoor to compute proof for true statements without knowing
the witnesses. The trapdoor can also be used for computing proofs for false statements,
i. e.proofs that satisfy the verification test although x 6∈ L. This property is a very useful the-
oretic tool for building chosen-ciphertext-secure cryptosystems, for example based on the
Naor-Yung/Sahai [208, 231] paradigm. The ability to simulate proofs for false statements
should be used with caution as observing such fake proofs may help the adversary prove
false statements by itself. The notion of simulation-soundness, as introduced by Sahai [231]
captures that seeing a polynomial number of fake proofs should not break the soundness
property.

Definition 4 (Simulation-Soundness [231]). A non-interactive proof system ΠP = (SetupP ,
CRS-GenP , Prove, VerifyP ) for a hard language L is simulation-sound if there exists a PPT
simulator (S1,S2) such that, for any PPT adversary A6,

Pr[pp← SetupP (λ); (crs, τ)← S1(pp); (x, π)← AS2(crs,τ,.,.)
6 (crs) :

VerifyP(crs, x, π) = 1 ∧ ¬(∃w : R(x, w) = 1) ∧ (x, π) 6∈ Q] ∈ negl(λ)

where the adversary is granted access to an oracle S2(crs, τ, .) that takes as input a statement
x (where x may be outside L) and outputs a simulated proof π ← S2(crs, τ, x) before setting
Q := Q ∪ {(x, π)}, which is initially empty.

The proof system is said unbounded simulation-sound if it provides simulation-soundness
against adversaries which are allowed to invoke the oracle S2(crs, τ, .) an a priori unbounded
(but polynomial) number of times. In the strictly weaker notion of one-time simulation-
soundness, the adversary is restricted to query S2(crs, τ, .) only once.

Note that, since proofs for false statements do exist in simulation-sound proof systems,
the soundness property can only hold in the computational sense.
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1.3 Groth-Sahai Proof Systems

In their seminal paper published in 2008, Groth and Sahai gave efficient non-interactive wit-
ness indistinguishable proof systems allowing to efficiently prove algebraic statements in
groups with a bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → GT. Their techniques build on earlier ideas
suggested by Groth, Ostrovsky and Sahai [137, 136] in that they rely on homomorphic com-
mitments that can be either perfectly hiding or perfectly binding depending on how the
commitment key is generated. A difference with [137, 136], however, is that the Groth-Sahai
methods directly demonstrate the validity of algebraic statements without proving the satis-
fiability of a circuit. While this restricts the range of provable languages, it allows for a much
better efficiency as it avoids the need for an expensive NP reduction.

In Groth-Sahai proofs, the statements to be proved involve witnesses that can be either
exponents in Zp or group elements in G1 or G2. One caveat is that these NIWI proofs can
only be used as proofs of knowledge when the witnesses are all group elements.

The Groth-Sahai (GS) proof systems can be instantiated using the K-linear assumption
for any K > 0. In their instantiation based on the DLIN assumption (with K = 2) in
symmetric pairing configurations (i.e., with G1 = G2), the Groth-Sahai (GS) proof systems
[138] use a common reference string (CRS) consisting of three vectors g1, g2, g3 ∈ G3, where
g1 = (g1, 1, g), g2 = (1, g2, g) for some g1, g2 ∈ G. In order to commit to a group element

X ∈ G, the prover computes C = (1, 1, X) · g1
r · g2

s · g3
t with r, s, t $← Zp. When the proof

system is configured to provide perfectly sound proofs, g3 is set as g3 = g1
ξ1 · g2

ξ2 with

ξ1, ξ2
$← Zp. In this case, commitments can be written as

C = (gr+ξ1t
1 , gs+ξ2t

2 , X · gr+s+t(ξ1+ξ2)),

so that they can be interpreted as Boneh-Boyen-Shacham (BBS) ciphertexts. Moreover, the
committed X ∈ G can be recovered by running the BBS decryption algorithm using the pri-
vate key (α1, α2) = (logg(g1), logg(g2)). When the CRS is set up to give perfectly witness
indistinguishable (WI) proofs, g1, g2 and g3 are linearly independent vectors, so that C is a
perfectly hiding commitment to X ∈ G: a typical choice is g3 = g1

ξ1 · g2
ξ2 · (1, 1, g)−1. Under

the DLIN assumption, the two distributions of CRS are computationally indistinguishable.

To commit to an exponent x ∈ Zp, the prover computes C = ϕx · g1
r · g2

s, with r, s $← Zp,
using a CRS containing ϕ, g1, g2. In the perfect soundness setting ϕ, g1, g2 are linearly inde-
pendent (typically ϕ = g3 · (1, 1, g) where g3 = g1

ξ1 · g2
ξ2) whereas, in the perfect WI setting,

choosing ϕ = g1
ξ1 · g2

ξ2 yields perfectly hiding commitments since C is statistically indepen-
dent of x.

To prove that committed variables satisfy a set of relations, the GS techniques replace
variables by the corresponding commitments in each relation. The entire proof consists of
one commitment per variable and one proof element (made of a constant number of ele-
ments) per relation.

Efficient NIWI proofs are available for pairing-product relations, which are equations of
the type

n

∏
i=1

e(Ai,Xi) ·
n

∏
i=1
·

n

∏
j=1

e(Xi,Xj)
aij = tT, (1.5)

for constants tT ∈ GT, A1, . . . ,An ∈ G, aij ∈ Zp, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and variables X1,
. . . ,Xn ∈ G. Efficient proofs also exist for multi-exponentiation equations, which are of the
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form

m

∏
i=1
Ayi

i ·
n

∏
j=1
X bj

j ·
m

∏
i=1
·

n

∏
j=1
X yiγij

j = T,

for constants T,A1, . . . ,Am ∈ G, b1, . . . , bn ∈ Zp and γij ∈ Zp, for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and variables X1, . . . ,Xn ∈ G, y1, . . . , ym ∈ Zp.

Multi-exponentiation equations always admit non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK)
proofs at no additional cost. On a perfectly witness indistinguishable CRS, a trapdoor (such
as the hidden exponents (ξ1, ξ2) ∈ Z2

p when g3 = g1
ξ1 · g2

ξ2 · (1, 1, g)−1) makes it possible
to simulate proofs without knowing witnesses and simulated proofs are perfectly indistin-
guishable from real proofs. As for pairing-product equations, zero-knowledge proofs are
often possible – this is usually the case when the right-hand-side member tT of (1.5) is a
product of pairings involving known group elements – but the number of group elements
per proof may not be constant anymore. Here, when using such NIZK simulators, we just
introduce a constant number of extra group elements in the proofs.

In both cases, proofs for quadratic equations cost 9 group elements. Linear pairing-
product equations (when aij = 0 for all i, j) take 3 group elements each. Linear multi-

exponentiation equations of the type ∏n
j=1 X

bj
j = T (resp. ∏m

i=1A
yi
i = T) demand 3 (resp. 2)

group elements.
Groth-Sahai proofs can also be instantiated under the SXDH assumption. This instan-

tiation uses prime order groups and a common reference string containing two vectors
f1, f2 ∈ G2, where f1 = (g, f1), f2 = (h, f2), for some g, h, f1, f2 ∈ G. To commit to a group

element X ∈ G, the prover chooses r, s $← Zp and computes C = (1, X) · f1
r · f2

s. On a
perfectly sound common reference string, we have f2 = f1

ξ , for some ξ ∈ Zp. Commitments
C = (gr+ξs, f r+ξs

1 · X) are extractable as their distribution coincides with that of an Elgamal
ciphertexts [103] and the committed X can be extracted using β = logg( f1). In the witness
indistinguishability (WI) setting, the vector f2 is chosen so that (f1, f2) are linearly indepen-
dent vectors and C is a perfectly hiding commitment. Under the DDH assumption in G, the
two kinds of CRS can be exchanged for one another without the adversary noticing.

To convince the verifier that committed variables satisfy a set of relations, the prover
computes one commitment per variable and one proof element per equation.

In pairing-product equations, proving a linear equation of the form

n

∏
i=1

e(Xi,Ai) = tT, (1.6)

where X1, . . . ,Xn ∈ G and A1, . . . ,An ∈ Ĝ, costs two elements of Ĝ. If variables are in Ĝ,
proofs must live in G2 instead of Ĝ2. Quadratic equations are somewhat more expensive
to prove and they main contain elements of both G and Ĝ. Multi-exponentiation equations
have similar proof sizes.

In [28], Belenkiy et al. showed that Groth-Sahai proofs are perfectly randomizable. Given
commitments {CXi}n

i=1 and a NIWI proof πPPE that committed {X }n
i=1 satisfy (1.5), anyone

can publicly compute re-randomized commitments {CX ′i }
n
i=1 and a re-randomized proof

π′PPE of the same statement. Moreover, {CX ′i }
n
i=1 and π′PPE are distributed as freshly gener-

ated commitments and proof.
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Groth-Sahai proofs are also malleable [83] in that it is often possible to publicly modify
a proof π of a given statement x and turn it into a proof π′ of another statement x′ which
is related to x. This malleability property – which appears unique to GS proofs – can be a
useful property in certain situations. For example, Belenkiy et al. used it to construct dele-
gatable anonymous credentials [28]. More recently, Chase et al. [83] took advantage of the
malleability of Groth-Sahai proofs to build homomorphic encryption schemes satisfying a
relaxed form of chosen-ciphertext security [222], efficient non-interactive proofs for shuffles
and elections systems [83, 84].

In the design of non-malleable protocols like chosen-ciphertext-secure public-key en-
cryption, however, this malleability property is usually undesirable. Groth [133] showed an
elegant technique, inspired by earlier ideas due to Lindell [192], for tweaking Groth-Sahai
proofs and obtain unbounded simulation-soundness. The upcoming chapters will present
more efficient methods for obtaining one-time and unbounded simulation-sound variants of
Groth-Sahai proofs.

1.4 Quasi-Adaptive NIZK Proofs

While much more efficient than general NIZK proofs, the GS techniques remain more expen-
sive than non-interactive proofs obtained from the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [107] in the random
oracle model [32]: for example, proving that t variables satisfy a system of n linear equations
demands Θ(t + n) group elements where Σ-protocols allow for Θ(t)-size proofs.

For languages consisting of linear subspaces of a vector space, Jutla and Roy [151] showed
how to significantly improve upon the GS paradigm in the quasi-adaptive setting. In quasi-
adaptive NIZK proofs (QA-NIZK) for a class of languages {Lρ} parametrized by ρ, the com-
mon reference string (CRS) is allowed to depend on the particular language Lρ of which
membership must be proved. At the same time, a single simulator should be effective for
the whole class of languages {Lρ}. As pointed out in [151], QA-NIZK proofs are sufficient
for many applications of Groth-Sahai proofs. In this setting, Jutla and Roy [151] gave very
efficient QA-NIZK proofs of membership in linear subspaces. If A ∈ Zt×n

p is a matrix or
rank t < n, in order to prove membership of L = {v ∈ Gn | ∃x ∈ Zt

p s.t. v = gx·A}, the
Jutla-Roy proofs only take O(n − t) group elements – instead of Θ(n + t) in [138] – at the
expense of settling for computational soundness.

Quasi-Adaptive NIZK (QA-NIZK) proofs are NIZK proofs where the CRS is allowed to
depend on the specific language for which proofs have to be generated. The CRS is divided
into a fixed part Γ, produced by an algorithm K0, and a language-dependent part ψ. How-
ever, there should be a single simulator for the entire class of languages.

Let λ be a security parameter. For public parameters Γ produced by K0, letDΓ be a prob-
ability distribution over a collection of relations R = {Rρ} parametrized by a string ρ with
an associated language Lρ = {x | ∃w : Rρ(x, w) = 1}.

We consider proof systems where the prover and the verifier both take a label lbl as ad-
ditional input. For example, this label can be the message-carrying part of an Elgamal-like
encryption. Formally, a tuple of algorithms (K0, K1,P,V) is a QA-NIZK proof system for R
if there exists a PPT simulator (S1,S2) such that, for any PPT adversaries A1,A2 and A3, we
have the following properties:
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Quasi-Adaptive Completeness:

Pr[Γ← K0(λ); ρ← DΓ; ψ← K1(Γ, ρ);
(x, w, lbl)← A1(Γ, ψ, ρ); π ← P(ψ, x, w, lbl) : V(ψ, x, π, lbl) = 1 if Rρ(x, w) = 1] = 1.

Quasi-Adaptive Soundness:

Pr[Γ← K0(λ); ρ← DΓ; ψ← K1(Γ, ρ); (x, π, lbl)← A2(Γ, ψ, ρ) :
V(ψ, x, π, lbl) = 1 ∧ ¬(∃w : Rρ(x, w) = 1)] ∈ negl(λ).

Quasi-Adaptive Zero-Knowledge:

Pr[Γ← K0(λ); ρ← DΓ; ψ← K1(Γ, ρ) : AP(ψ,.,.)
3 (Γ, ψ, ρ) = 1]

≈ Pr[Γ← K0(λ); ρ← DΓ; (ψ, τsim)← S1(Γ, ρ) : AS(ψ,τsim,.,.,.)
3 (Γ, ψ, ρ) = 1],

where

- P(ψ, ., ., .) emulates the actual prover. It takes as input (x, w) and lbl and outputs
a proof π if (x, w) ∈ Rρ. Otherwise, it outputs ⊥.

- S(ψ, τsim, ., ., .) is an oracle that takes as input (x, w) and lbl. It outputs a simulated
proof S2(ψ, τsim, x, lbl) if (x, w) ∈ Rρ and ⊥ if (x, w) 6∈ Rρ.

We assume that the CRS ψ contains an encoding of ρ, which is thus available to V. The def-
inition of Quasi-Adaptive Zero-Knowledge requires a single simulator for the entire family
of relationsR.

It is often useful to have a property called simulation-soundness, which requires that the
adversary be unable to prove false statements even after having seen simulated proofs for
possibly false statements.

Unbounded Simulation-Soundness: For any PPT adversary A4, it holds that

Pr[Γ← K0(λ); ρ← DΓ; (ψ, τsim)← S1(Γ, ρ); (x, π, lbl)← AS2(ψ,τsim,.,.)
4 (Γ, ψ, ρ) :

V(ψ, x, π, lbl) = 1 ∧ ¬(∃w : Rρ(x, w) = 1) ∧ (x, π, lbl) 6∈ Q] ∈ negl(λ),

where the adversary is allowed unbounded access to an oracle S2(ψ, τ, ., .) that takes as
input statement-label pairs (x, lbl) (where x may be outside Lρ) and outputs simulated
proofs π ← S2(ψ, τsim, x, lbl) before updating the set Q = Q ∪ {(x, π, lbl)}, which is
initially empty.

In the weaker notion of one-time simulation-soundness, only one query to the S2 oracle is
allowed.

In some applications, one may settle for a weaker notion, called relative soundness by
Jutla and Roy [150], which allows for more efficient proofs, especially in the single-theorem
case. Informally, relatively sound proof systems involve both a public verifier and a private
verification algorithm, which has access to a trapdoor. For hard languages, the two veri-
fiers should almost always agree on any adversarially-created proof. Moreover, the private
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verifier should not accept a non-trivial proof for a false statement, even if the adversary has
already seen proofs for false statements.

A labeled single-theorem relatively sound QA-NIZK proof system is comprised of a
quasi-adaptive labeled proof system (K0, K1,P,V) along with an efficient private verifier
W and an efficient simulator (S1,S2). Moreover, the following properties should hold for
any PPT adversaries (A1,A2,A3,A4).

Quasi Adaptive Relative Single-Theorem Zero-Knowledge:

Pr[Γ← K0(λ); ρ← DΓ; ψ← K1(Γ, ρ); (x, w, lbl, s)← AV(ψ,.,.)
1 (Γ, ψ, ρ);

π ← P(ψ, ρ, x, w, lbl) : AV(ψ,.,.)
2 (π, s) = 1]

≈ Pr[Γ← K0(λ); ρ← DΓ; (ψ, τ)← S1(Γ, ρ); (x, w, lbl, s)← AW(ψ,τ,.,.)
1 (Γ, ψ, ρ);

π ← S2(ψ, ρ, τ, x, lbl) : AW(ψ,τ,.,.)
2 (π, s) = 1],

Here, A1 is restricted to choosing (x, w) such that Rρ(x, w) = 1.

Quasi Adaptive Relative Single-Theorem Simulation-Soundness:

Pr[Γ← K0(λ); ρ← DΓ; (ψ, τ)← S1(Γ, ρ); (x, lbl, s)← AW(ψ,τ,.,.)
3 (Γ, ψ, ρ);

π ← S2(ψ, ρ, τ, x, lbl) : (x′, lbl′, π′)← AW(ψ,τ,.,.)
4 (s, π) :

(x, π, lbl) 6= (x′, π′, lbl′) ∧ 6 ∃w′ s.t. Rρ(x′, w′) = 1 ∧ W(ψ, τ, x′, lbl′, π′) = 1] ∈ negl(λ)

Note that the definition of relative simulation-soundness does not require the adversary
to provide a witness but the definition of single-theorem zero-knowledge does.

1.5 Structure-Preserving Cryptography

Many anonymity-related cryptographic protocols (e.g., [81, 6, 4, 112, 5, 2]) build on Groth-
Sahai proofs in order to prove security in the standard model of computation. In order to
guarantee the extractability of witnesses for proofs generated on a perfectly sound CRS, it is
convenient to have signature schemes which allow one to sign elements of bilinear groups
while maintaining the feasibility of conveniently proving that a committed signature is valid
for a committed message.

Signature schemes where messages only consist of group elements appeared for the first
time as ingredients of Groth’s construction [133] of group signatures in the standard model.
The scheme of [133] was mostly a proof of concept, with signatures consisting of thousands
of group elements. More efficient solutions were described by Fuchsbauer [112] and, inde-
pendently, in a paper of mine [81]. While the scheme of [112] is somewhat more efficient, it
only allows signing messages with a particular structure (typically, Diffie-Hellman tuples).
The construction of Cathalo, Yung and myself [81] does not have this restriction but its dis-
advantage resides in the linear length O(n) of signatures if Gn is the message space. Abe,
Haralambiev and Ohkubo [6, 4] – who introduced the “structure-preserving” terminology –
subsequently showed how to sign messages of n group elements at once using O(1)-size sig-
natures. Lower bounds on the size of structure-preserving signatures were given in [5] while
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Abe et al. [5] provided evidence that optimally short SPS necessarily rely on interactive as-
sumptions. As an ingredient for their tightly secure cryptosystems, Hofheinz and Jager [142]
gave constructions based on the Decision Linear assumption [44] while similar results were
independently achieved in [63, 82]. Quite recently, Abe et al. [2, 3] obtained constant-size
signatures without sacrificing the security guarantees offered by security proofs under sim-
ple assumptions.

In the context of symmetric pairings, the description below assumes public parameters
pp =

(
(G, GT), g

)
consisting of bilinear groups (G, GT) of prime order p > 2λ, where λ ∈N

and a generator g ∈ G.

Keygen(pp, n): given an upper bound n ∈ N on the number of group elements per signed

message, choose generators Gr, Hr
$← G. Pick γz, δz

$← Zp and γi, δi
$← Zp, for i = 1 to

n. Then, compute Gz = Gγz
r , Hz = Hδz

r and Gi = Gγi
r , Hi = Hδi

r for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Finally, choose αa, αb

$← Zp and define A = e(Gr, gαa) and B = e(Hr, gαb). The public
key is defined to be

pk =
(
Gr, Hr, Gz, Hz, {Gi, Hi}n

i=1, A, B
)
∈ G2n+4 ×G2

T

while the private key is sk =
(
αa, αb, γz, δz, {γi, δi}n

i=1

)
.

Sign(sk, (M1, . . . , Mn)): to sign (M1, . . . , Mn) ∈ Gn using sk = (αa, αb, γz, δz, {γi, δi}n
i=1),

choose ζ, ρa, ρb, ωa, ωb
$← Zp and compute θ1 = gζ as well as

θ2 = gρa−γzζ ·
n

∏
i=1

M−γi
i , θ3 = Gωa

r , θ4 = g(αa−ρa)/ωa ,

θ5 = gρb−δzζ ·
n

∏
i=1

M−δi
i , θ6 = Hωb

r , θ7 = g(αb−ρb)/ωb ,

The signature consists of σ = (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6, θ7).

Verify(pk, σ, (M1, . . . , Mn)): parse σ as (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4, θ5, θ6, θ7) ∈ G7 and return 1 iff these
equalities hold:

A = e(Gz, θ1) · e(Gr, θ2) · e(θ3, θ4) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(Gi, Mi),

B = e(Hz, θ1) · e(Hr, θ5) · e(θ6, θ7) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(Hi, Mi).

The scheme was proved [6, 4] existentially unforgeable under chosen-message attacks
under the q-SFP assumption, where q is the number of signing queries.

As shown in [6, 4], Signatures components {θi}7
i=2 can be publicly randomized to obtain

a different signature {θ′i}7
i=1 ← ReRand(pk, σ) on (M1, . . . , Mn). After randomization, we

have θ′1 = θ1 whereas other signature components {θ′i}7
i=2 are uniformly distributed among

the values satisfying the relations

e(Gr, θ′2) · e(θ′3, θ′4) = e(Gr, θ2) · e(θ3, θ4)

e(Hr, θ′5) · e(θ′6, θ′7) = e(Hr, θ5) · e(θ6, θ7).
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Moreover, {θ′i}i∈{3,4,6,7} are statistically independent of the message and the rest of the sig-
nature. This implies that, in privacy-preserving protocols, re-randomized {θ′i}i∈{3,4,6,7} can
safely appear in clear as long as (M1, . . . , Mn) and {θ′i}i∈{1,2,5} are given in committed form.

In [5], Abe, Groth, Haralambiev and Ohkubo described shorter structure-preserving
signatures based on interactive assumptions (or, alternatively, in the generic group model
[237]). In the forthcoming chapters, we only rest on non-interactive and falsifiable assump-
tions, so that the above scheme will be preferred to those of [5].

In [2, 3], Abe et al. described constant-size structure-preserving signatures based on
the standard DLIN assumption. While these constructions allow for the modular design of
many privacy-enhancing protocols (e.g., group signatures) based on simple assumptions,
they are somewhat less efficient than the original AHO signature [6]. While several of our
results build on the latter system (as they were published before [2, 3]), they can often be
modified by using the DLIN-based structure-preserving signatures of [2, 3] so as to avoid
non-standard q-type assumption.

Regarding primitives beyond signature schemes, Camenisch et al. [65] showed a structure-
preserving variant of the Cramer-Shoup cryptosystem [88] and used it to implement obliv-
ious third parties [64]. Groth [135] described length-reducing trapdoor commitments (i. e.,
where the commitment is shorter than the committed message) to group elements whereas
[7] showed the impossibility of realizing such commitments when the commitment string
lives in the same group as the message. Sakai et al. [233] recently suggested to use structure-
preserving identity-based encryption [236] systems to restrict the power of the opening au-
thority in group signatures.





CHAPTER 2
Applications of Structure-Preserving

Cryptography and NIZK Proofs to
Privacy-Enhancing Primitives

This chapter presents two applications of structure-preserving cryptography and Groth-
Sahai proofs in the setting of privacy-preserving protocols where users can retain anonymity
while taking certain actions within a group they belong to.

The first application is the design of a non-interactive group encryption system [156],
where anyone can encrypt a message for a certified but anonymous member of a group of
users. At the same time, the sender can convince anyone that a ciphertext is a valid encryp-
tion intended for some group member which an authority can identify if necessary.

The second application deals with the revocation problem in group signatures. Group
signatures [85] are signatures schemes where group users can sign messages while hiding
their identify within a group of members. Again, in order to deter abuses of the system, an
authority is capable of identifying the author of any signature.

In this chapter, although group signatures are an older primitive than group encryption,
our result on group encryption will be presented first since it makes use of our realization of
structure-preserving signatures [81], which is less efficient than the one of Abe et al. [6] that
we use in our revocable group signatures [180, 179].

2.1 Non-Interactive Group Encryption

Introduced by Kiayias, Tsiounis and Yung [156], group encryption (GE) is the encryption
analogue of group signatures [85]. The latter primitives allow a group member to sign mes-
sages in the name of a group without revealing his identity. In a similar spirit, GE systems
aim to hide the identity of a ciphertext’s recipient and still guarantee that he belongs to a
population of registered members in a group administered by a group manager (GM). A
sender can generate an anonymous encryption of some plaintext m intended for a receiver
holding a public key that was certified by the GM (message security and receiver anonymity
being both in the CCA2 sense). The ciphertext is prepared while leaving an opening author-
ity (OA) the ability to “open” the ciphertext (analogously to the opening operation in group
signatures) and uncover the receiver’s name. At the same time, the sender should be able to
convince a verifier that: (1) The ciphertext is a valid encryption under the public key of some
group member holding a valid certificate; (2) If necessary, the opening authority will be able
to find out who the receiver is; (3) The plaintext is a witness satisfying some public relation.
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MOTIVATIONS. As a natural use case, group encryption allows a firewall to block all en-
crypted emails attempting to enter a network unless they are generated for some certified
organization member and they carry a proof of malware-freeness. Group encryption also
enables oblivious retriever storage mechanisms in the cloud. Namely, when encrypting
datasets on a remote storage server, the sender can convince this server that the data is
intended for some legitimate certified user (who paid a subscription for storing his data)
without disclosing the latter’s identity. The GE primitive was also motivated by various pri-
vacy applications such as anonymous trusted third parties. Many cryptographic protocols
such as fair exchange, fair encryption or escrow encryption, involve trusted third parties that
remain offline most of the time and are only involved to resolve problems. Group encryption
allows one to verifiably encrypt some message to such a trusted third party while hiding his
identity among a set of possible trustees. For instance, a user can encrypt a key (e.g., in an
“international key escrow system”) to his own national trusted representative without let-
ting the ciphertext reveal the latter’s identity, which could leak information on the user’s
citizenship. At the same time, everyone can be convinced that the ciphertext is heading for
an authorized trustee.

Group encryption also finds applications in ubiquitous computing, where anonymous
credentials must be transferred between peer devices belonging to the same group. Asyn-
chronous transfers may require to involve an untrusted storage server to temporarily store
encrypted credentials. In such a situation, GE schemes may be used to simultaneously guar-
antee that (1) the server retains properly encrypted valid credentials that it cannot read; (2)
credentials have a legitimate anonymous retriever; (3) if necessary, an authority will be able
to determine who the retriever is.

By combining cascaded group encryptions using multiple trustees and according to a se-
quence of identity discoveries and transfers, one can also implement group signatures where
signers can flexibly specify how a set of trustees should operate to open their signatures.

PRIOR WORKS. Kiayias, Tsiounis and Yung (KTY) [156] formalized the concept of group
encryption and gave a suitable security modeling. They presented a modular design of GE
system and proved that, beyond zero-knowledge proofs, anonymous public key encryption
schemes with CCA2 security, digital signatures, and equivocal commitments are necessary
to realize the primitive. They also showed how to efficiently instantiate their general con-
struction using Paillier’s cryptosystem [216]. While efficient, their scheme is not a single
message encryption, since it requires the sender to interact with the verifier in a Σ-protocol
to convince him that the aforementioned properties are satisfied. Interaction can be removed
using the Fiat-Shamir paradigm [107] (and thus the random oracle model [32]), but only
heuristic arguments [128] (see also [72]) are then possible in terms of security.

Independently, Qin et al. [224] considered a closely related primitive with non-interactive
proofs and short ciphertexts. However, they avoid interaction by employing a random ora-
cle and also rely on strong interactive assumptions. As we can see, none of these schemes is
a truly non-interactive encryption scheme without the random oracle idealization.

OUR CONTRIBUTION. As already noted in various contexts such as anonymous credentials
[29], rounds of interaction are expensive and even impossible at times as, in some appli-
cations, proofs should be verifiable by third parties that are not present when provers are
available. In the setting of group encryption, this last concern is even more constraining as it
requires the sender, who may be required to repeat proofs with many verifiers, to maintain a
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state and remember the random coins that he uses to encrypt every single ciphertext. In the
frequent situation where many encryptions have to be generated using independent random
coins, this becomes a definite bottleneck.

Together with Julien Cathalo and Moti Yung [81], we solved the above problems and
described the first realization of fully non-interactive group encryption with CCA2-security
and anonymity in the standard model. In our scheme, senders do not need to maintain a
state: thanks to the Groth-Sahai [138] non-interactive proof systems, the proof of a cipher-
text can be generated once-and-for-all at the same time as the ciphertext itself. Furthermore,
using suitable parameters and for a comparable security level, we can also shorten cipher-
texts by a factor of 2 in comparison with the KTY scheme. As far as communication goes, the
size of proofs allows decreasing by more than 75% the number of transmitted bits between
the sender and the verifier.

Since our goal is to avoid interaction, we also design a joining protocol (i.e., a protocol
whereby the user effectively becomes a group member and gets his public key certified by
the GM) which requires the smallest amount of interaction: as in the Kiayias-Yung group
signature [157], only two messages have to be exchanged between the GM and the user and
the latter need not to prove anything about his public key. In particular, rewinding is not
necessary in security proofs and the join protocol can be safely executed in a concurrent en-
vironment, when many users want to register at the same time. The join protocol uses a non-
interactive public key certification scheme where discrete-logarithm-type public keys can be
signed as if they were ordinary messages (and without knowing the matching private key)
while leaving the ability to efficiently prove knowledge of the certificate/public key using
the Groth-Sahai techniques. To certify users without having to rewind1 in security proofs,
the KTY scheme uses groups of hidden order (and more precisely, Camenisch-Lysyanskaya
signatures [68]). In public order groups, to the best of our knowledge, our construction is
the first certification method that does not require any form of proof of knowledge of pri-
vate keys. We believe it to be of independent interest as it can be used to construct group
signatures (in the standard model) where the joining mechanism tolerates concurrency in
the model of [157] without demanding more than two moves of interaction.

2.1.1 Model and Security Notions

Syntax. Group encryption schemes involve a sender, a verifier, a group manager (GM) that
manages the group of receivers and an opening authority (OA) which is able to uncover the
identity of ciphertext receivers. A GE system is formally specified by the description of a rela-
tionR as well as a collection GE =

(
SETUP, JOIN, 〈Gr,R, sampleR〉,ENC,DEC,OPEN, 〈P ,V〉

)
of algorithms or protocols. Among these, SETUP is a set of initialization procedures that
all take (explicitly or implicitly) a security parameter λ as input. They can be split into
one that generates a set of public parameters params (a common reference string), one for
the GM and another one for the OA. We call them SETUPinit(λ), SETUPGM(params) and
SETUPOA(params), respectively. The latter two procedures are used to produce key pairs
(pkGM, skGM), (pkOA, skOA) for the GM and the OA. In the following, params is incorporated
in the inputs of all algorithms although we sometimes omit to explicitly write it.

JOIN = (Juser, JGM) is an interactive protocol between the GM and the prospective user.

1Although the simulator does not need to rewind proofs of knowledge in [156], users still have to interactively
prove the validity of their public key.
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As in [157], we will restrict this protocol to have minimal interaction and consist of only
two messages: the first one is the user’s public key pk sent by Juser to JGM and the latter’s
response is a certificate certpk for pk that makes the user’s group membership effective. We
do not require the user to prove knowledge of his private key sk or anything else about it.
In our construction, valid keys will be publicly recognizable and users do not need to prove
their validity. After the execution of JOIN, the GM stores the public key pk and its certificate
certpk in a public directory database.

Algorithm sample allows sampling pairs (x, w) ∈ R (made of a public value x and a
witness w) using keys (pkR, skR) produced by Gr. Depending on the relation, skR may be
the empty string (as will be the case in our scheme). The testing procedure R(x, w) returns
1 whenever (x, w) ∈ R. To encrypt a witness w such that (x, w) ∈ R for some public x,
the sender fetches the pair (pk, certpk) from database and runs the randomized encryption
algorithm. The latter takes as input w, a label L, the receiver’s pair (pk, certpk) as well as
public keys pkGM and pkOA. Its output is a ciphertext ψ ← ENC(pkGM, pkOA, pk, certpk, w, L).
On input of the same elements, the certificate certpk, the ciphertext ψ and the random coins
coinsψ that were used to produce it, the non-interactive algorithm P generates a proof πψ

that there exists a certified receiver whose public key was registered in database and that is
able to decrypt ψ and obtain a witness w such that (x, w) ∈ R. The verification algorithm V
takes as input ψ, pkGM, pkOA, πψ and the description ofR and outputs 0 or 1. Given ψ, L and
the receiver’s private key sk, the output of DEC is either a witness w such that (x, w) ∈ R
or a rejection symbol ⊥. Finally, OPEN takes as input a ciphertext/label pair (ψ, L) and the
OA’s secret key skOA and returns a receiver’s public key pk.

Security notions. The security model of Kiayias, Tsiounis and Yung [156] considers three
notions called message security, anonymity and soundness. The first one captures the CCA2-
security of messages encrypted under the receiver’s public key, even if the adversary con-
trols both the group manager and the opening authority. The notion of anonymity subsumes
the anonymity of group encryption ciphertexts (in particular, the inability to tell apart en-
cryptions of ciphertexts encrypted under pk0 from those encrypted under pk1), even given
access to an opening oracle (run on behalf of the opening authority) and decryption oracles
for both pk0 and pk1. The notion of soundness captures the security of the group manager
against malicious encryptors colluding with a dishonest opening authority. In short, no ma-
licious sender (even with the help of a corrupted opening authority) can create a valid proof
for a ciphertext whose receiver cannot be traced to a certified group member. Detailed defi-
nitions are given in [156, 81]

2.1.2 Building Blocks: Structure-Preserving Commitments and Signatures

Our structure-preserving signature uses a trapdoor commitment to group elements as an
important ingredient to dispense with proofs of knowledge of users’ private keys.

A Strictly Structure-Preserving Trapdoor Commitment

We need a trapdoor commitment scheme that allows committing to elements of a group G

where bilinear map arguments are taken. The scheme has to be structure-preserving in the
strict sense in that commitments will have to be themselves elements of G, which prevents
us from using Groth’s scheme [135] where commitments live in the range GT of the pairing.
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Such commitments can be obtained using the perfectly hiding Groth-Sahai commitment
based on the linear assumption recalled in section 1.3. This commitment scheme uses a
common reference string describing a prime order group G and a generator f ∈ G. The
commitment key consists of vectors (f1, f2, f3) chosen as f1 = ( f1, 1, f ), f2 = (1, f2, f ) and

f3 = f1
ξ1 · f2

ξ2 · (1, 1, f )ξ3 , with f1, f2
$← G, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3

$← Z∗p. To commit to a group element

X ∈ G, the sender picks φ1, φ2, φ3
$← Z∗p and sets CX = (1, 1, X) · f1

φ1 · f2
φ2 · f3

φ3 , which, if f3

is parsed as ( f3,1, f3,2, f3,3), can be written CX = ( f φ1
1 · f φ3

3,1, f φ2
2 · f φ3

3,2, X · f φ1+φ2 · f φ3
3,3). Due to

the use of GS proofs, commitment openings need to only consist of group elements (and no
scalar). To open CX = (C1, C2, C3), the sender reveals (D1, D2, D3) = ( f φ1 , f φ2 , f φ3) and X.
The receiver is convinced that the committed value was X by checking that

e(C1, f ) = e( f1, D1) · e( f3,1, D3)

e(C2, f ) = e( f2, D2) · e( f3,2, D3)

e(C3, f ) = e(X · D1 · D2, f ) · e( f3,3, D3).

If a cheating committer can produce distinct openings of CX, we can solve a SDP instance
(g1, g2, g1,c, g2,d). Namely, the commitment key is set as ( f1, f2, f3,1, f3,2) = (g1, g2, g1,c, g2,d)
and f , f3,3 are chosen at random. When the adversary outputs openings (X, (D1, D2, D3))
and (X′, (D′1, D′2, D′3)), these openings must simultaneously satisfy the equalities

e( f1, D1/D′1) = e( f3,1, D′3/D3), e( f2, D2/D′2) = e( f3,2, D′3/D3)

and e((XD1D2)/(X′D′1D′2), f ) = e( f3,3, D′3/D3). A solution to the SDP instance is obtained
as (u, v, w) = (D1/D′1, D2/D′2, D′3/D3), which is a non-trivial triple as long as X′ 6= X.

We also observe that, using the trapdoor (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3), the receiver can equivocate commit-
ments. Given a commitment CX and its opening (X, (D1, D2, D3)), one can trapdoor open
CX to any other X′ ∈ G (and without knowing logg(X′)) by computing

D′1 = D1 · (X′/X)ξ1/ξ3 , D′2 = D2 · (X′/X)ξ2/ξ3 , D′3 = (X/X′)1/ξ3 · D3.

Unlike Groth’s trapdoor commitment to group elements [135], the above construction is
not length-reducing in that the commitment string is longer than the message. In strictly
structure-preserving commitments (i.e., where the commitment lives in the source group
G instead of the target group GT), however, Abe, Haralambiev and Ohkubo showed [7]
that this is inevitable. A slightly more efficient construction of strictly structure-preserving
trapdoor commitment was given in [7].

A Structure-Preserving Signature Scheme

In [81], we first described a structure-preserving signature scheme in order to certify pub-
lic keys for the DLIN-based variant [235, 143] of the Cramer-Shoup cryptosystem [88, 90].
These keys should be signed while retaining algebraic properties that make it possible to
prove knowledge of a public key and its corresponding certificate in an efficient way. In
particular, signing hashed public keys is proscribed as it would destroy their algebraic struc-
ture. In the interactive setting, several papers (e.g., [39, 134]) described efficient interactive
protocols where a public key is jointly generated by a user and a certification authority in
such a way that the user eventually obtains a certified public key and no one else learns the
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underlying private key. In our construction, we aim at minimizing the amount of interaction
and let users generate their public key entirely on their own before requesting their certifi-
cation. Ideally, we would like to be able to sign public keys without even requiring users
to prove knowledge of their private key and, in particular, without having to first rewind a
proof of knowledge so as to extract the user’s private key in the security proof. This is where
structure-preserving signatures come in handy.

In the description, we assume common public parameters cp consisting of bilinear groups

(G, GT) of prime order p > 2λ, for a security parameter λ, and a generator g $← G. We also
assume that certified public keys always consist of a fixed number n of group elements (i.e.,
PK = Gn).

The scheme borrows from the Boyen-Waters group signature [56] in the use of the Hid-
den Strong Diffie-Hellman assumption. A simplified version of this scheme involves a signer
that holds a public key PK = (Ω = gω, A = (g, g)α, u, u0, u1 = gβ1 , . . . , un = gβn), for private
elements SK = (ω, α, β1, . . . , βn), where n denotes the number of groups elements that certi-
fied public keys consist of. To certify a public key pk = (X1 = gx1 , . . . , Xn = gxn), the signer

chooses an exponent cID
$← Z∗p and computes S1 = (gα)1/(ω+cID), S2 = gcID , S3 = ucID ,

S4 = (u0 ·∏n
i=1 Xβi

i )cID and S5 = (S5,1, . . . , S5,n) = (XcID
1 , . . . , XcID

n ). Verification then checks
whether e(S1, Ω · S2) = A and e(S2, u) = e(g, S3) as in [56]. It must also be checked that
e(S4, g) = e(u0, S2) ·∏n

i=1 e(ui, S5,i) and e(S5,i, g) = e(Xi, S2) for i = 1, . . . , n.
The security of this simplified scheme can only be proven if, when answering certifi-

cation queries, the simulator can control the private keys (x1, . . . , xn) and force them to be
random values of its choice. To allow the simulator to sign arbitrary public keys without
knowing the private keys, we modify the scheme so that the signer rather signs commit-
ments (calculated using our structure-preserving trapdoor commitment) to public key ele-
ments X1, . . . , Xn. In the security proof, the simulator first generates a signature on n fake
commitments Ci = (Ci,1, Ci,2, Ci,3) that are all generated in such a way that it knows logg(Ci,j)

for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, 3. Using the trapdoor of the commitment scheme, it can then
open Ci to any arbitrary Xi ∈ G without knowing logg(Xi).

This use of the trapdoor commitment is reminiscent of a technique (notably used in
[89]) to construct signature schemes in the standard model using chameleon hash functions
[162]: the simulator first signs messages of its choice using a basic signature scheme and
then “equivocates” the chameleon hashes to make them correspond to adversarially-chosen
messages.

Keygen(pp, n): given common public parameters pp = {g, G, GT}, select u, u0
$← G as well

as α, ω
$← Z∗p and set A = e(g, g)α, Ω = gω. Then, pick βi,1, βi,2, βi,3

$← Z∗p and define

ui = (ui,1, ui,2, ui,3) = (gβi,1 , gβi,2 , gβi,3)

for i = 1, . . . , n. Choose f , f1, f2, f3,1, f3,2, f3,3
$← G that define a commitment key con-

sisting of vectors f1 = ( f1, 1, f ), f2 = (1, f2, f ) and f3 = ( f3,1, f3,2, f3,3). Define the
private key to be SK =

(
α, ω, {βi = (βi,1, βi,2, βi,3)}i=1,...,n

)
and the public key as

PK =
(

f = (f1, f2, f3), A = e(g, g)α, Ω = gω, u, u0, {ui}i=1,...,n

)
.

Sign(pp, SK, M): parse SK as
(
α, ω, {βi}i=1,...,n

)
, M as (X1, . . . , Xn) and do the following.
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1. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, pick φi,1, φi,2, φi,3
$← Z∗p and compute a commitment

Ci = (Ci,1, Ci,2, Ci,3) = ( f φi,1
1 · f φi,3

3,1 , f φi,2
2 · f φi,3

3,2 , Xi · f φi,1+φi,2 · f φi,3
3,3 )

and the matching de-commitment (Di,1, Di,2, Di,3) = ( f φi,1 , f φi,2 , f φi,3).

2. Choose cID
$← Z∗p and compute S1 = (gα)1/(ω+cID), S2 = gcID , S3 = ucID as well

as

S4 =
(

u0 ·
n

∏
i=1

(Cβi,1
i,1 · C

βi,2
i,2 · C

βi,3
i,3 )

)cID

S5 = {(S5,i,1, S5,i,2, S5,i,3)}i=1,...,n = {(CcID
i,1 , CcID

i,2 , CcID
i,3 )}i=1,...,n

Return certM =
(
{(Ci,1, Ci,2, Ci,3), (Di,1, Di,2, Di,3)}i=1,...,n, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5

)
.

Verify(pp, PK, M, certM): parse M as (X1, . . . , Xn) and certM as above. Return 1 if, for indices
i = 1, . . . , n, it holds that Xi ∈ G and

e(Ci,1, f ) = e( f1, Di,1) · e( f3,1, Di,3) (2.1)
e(Ci,2, f ) = e( f2, Di,2) · e( f3,2, Di,3) (2.2)
e(Ci,3, f ) = e(Xi · Di,1 · Di,2, f ) · e( f3,3, Di,3), (2.3)

and if the following checks are also satisfied. Otherwise, return 0.

e(S1, Ω · S2) = A (2.4)
e(S2, u) = e(g, S3) (2.5)

e(S4, g) = e(u0, S2) ·
n

∏
i=1

(
e(ui,1, S5,i,1) · e(ui,2, S5,i,2) · e(ui,3, S5,i,3)

)
, (2.6)

e(S5,i,j, g) = e(Ci,j, S2) for i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, 3 (2.7)

A signature on (X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ Gn is comprised of 9n + 4 group elements. Subsequently to
our work, Abe et al. [6, 4] showed how to sign messages in Gn using O(1) group elements.

We note that the scheme is not structure-preserving in the strict sense since the public
key component A = e(g, g)a lives in the group GT. However, everything goes through
if A = e(g, g)a is replaced by a pair of public group elements (A1, A2) ∈ G2 such that
e(A1, A2) = e(g, g)a.

Regarding the security of the scheme, the following theorem is proved in [81].

Theorem 1 ([81]). The scheme is secure under chosen-message attacks if the HSDH, FlexDH
and SDP problems are all hard in G.

The scheme can also be used to construct non-frameable group signatures that are se-
cure in the concurrent join model of [157] without resorting to random oracles. To the best
of our knowledge, before 2009, the Kiayias-Yung construction [157] was the only scalable
group signature where joining supports concurrency at both ends while requiring the small-
est amount of interaction. In the standard model, our signature scheme thus provided the
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first2 way to achieve the same result. In this case, we have n = 1 (since prospective group
members only need to certify one group element if non-frameability is ensured by signing
messages using Boneh-Boyen signatures [42] in the same way as in Groth’s group signature
[134]) so that membership certificates comprise 13 group elements and their shape is fully
compatible with GS proofs.

2.1.3 A Group Encryption Scheme with Non-Interactive Proofs

In [81], we built a non-interactive GE scheme for the Diffie-Hellman relationR = {(X, Y), W}
where e(g, W) = e(X, Y), for which the keys are pkR = {G, GT, g} and skR = ε. While our
example is for the Diffie-Hellman relation, it can be easily generalized to any relation that
can be expressed in terms of pairing-product equations for which NIZK proofs are available.

The construction slightly departs from the modular design of [156] in that commitments
to the receiver’s public key and certificate are part of the proof (instead of the ciphertext),
which simplifies the proof of message-security. The security of the scheme eventually relies
on the HSDH, FlexDH and DLIN assumptions. All security proofs are available in the full
version of [81].

The group manager uses a key pair for our structure-preserving signature of Section 2.1.2
to sign public keys of the DLIN-based version [143, 235] of the Cramer-Shoup cryptosystem
[88]. In the latter system, if we assume public generators g1, g2, g that are parts of public
parameters, each receiver’s public key is made of n = 6 group elements

X1 = gx1
1 gx X3 = gx3

1 gy X5 = gx5
1 gz

X2 = gx2
2 gx X4 = gx4

2 gy X6 = gx6
2 gz.

To encrypt a plaintext m ∈ G under the label3 L (see [238] for a definition of encryption

schemes with labels), the sender picks r, s $← Z∗p and computes

ψCS =
(
U1, U2, U3, U4, U5

)
=
(

gr
1, gs

2, gr+s, m · Xr
5Xs

6, (X1Xα
3 )

r · (X2Xα
4 )

s
)

,

where α = H(U1, U2, U3, U4, L) ∈ Z∗p is a collision-resistant hash4. Given (ψCS, L), the re-
ceiver computes α. He returns ⊥ if U5 6= Ux1+αx3

1 Ux2+αx4
2 Ux+αy

3 and m = U4/(Ux5
1 Ux6

2 Uz
3)

otherwise.
Our GE scheme goes as follows.

SETUPinit(λ): choose bilinear groups (G, GT) of order p > 2λ, g $← G and g1 = gα1 , g2 = gα2

with α1, α2
$← Z∗p. Define g1 = (g1, 1, g), g2 = (1, g2, g) and g3 = g1

ξ1 · g2
ξ2 with

2Non-frameable group signatures described in [95, 54] achieve concurrent security by having the prospective
user generate an extractable commitment to some secret exponent (which the simulator can extract without
rewinding using the trapdoor of the commitment) and prove that the committed value is the discrete log. of
a public value. In the standard model, this technique requires interaction and the proof should be simulatable
in zero-knowledge when proving security against framing attacks. Another technique [113] requires users to
prove knowledge of their secret exponent using Groth-Sahai non-interactive proofs. It is nevertheless space-
demanding as each bit of committed exponent requires its own extractable GS commitment.

3A label is basically a set of public data that is bound to the ciphertext in a non-malleable manner.
4The proof of CCA2-security [88, 235] only requires a universal one-way hash function (UOWHF) [207] but

collision-resistance is required when the scheme uses labels.
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ξ1, ξ2
$← Z∗p, which form a CRS g = (g1, g2, g3) for the perfect soundness setting. Select

a strongly unforgeable (as defined in [12]) one time signature scheme Σ = (G,S ,V)
and a random member H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp of a collision-resistant hash family. Public
parameters consists of param = {λ, G, GT, g, g, Σ, H}.

SETUPGM(params): runs the setup algorithm of the certification scheme described in section
2.1.2 with n = 6. The obtained public key consists of

pkGM =
(

f, A = e(g, g)α, Ω = gω, u, u0, {ui}i=1,...,6

)
and the matching private key is skGM =

(
α, ω, {βi = (βi,1, βi,2, βi,3)}i=1,...,6

)
.

SETUPOA(params): generates pkOA = (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4) = (gy1 , gy2 , gy3 , gy4), as a public key for
Kiltz’s tag-based encryption (TBE) scheme [160], and the corresponding private key as
skOA = (y1, y2, y3, y4).

JOIN: the user sends a linear Cramer-Shoup public key pk = (X1, . . . , X6) ∈ G6 to the GM
and obtains a certificate

certpk =
(
{(Ci,1, Ci,2, Ci,3), (Di,1, Di,2, Di,3)}i=1,...,6, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5

)
.

ENC(pkGM, pkOA, pk, certpk, W, L): to encrypt W ∈ G such that ((X, Y), W) ∈ R (for public
elements X, Y ∈ G), parse pkGM, pkOA and pk as above and do the following.

1. Generate a one-time signature key pair (SK,VK)← G(λ).

2. Choose r, s $← Z∗p and compute a linear CS encryption of W, the result of which
is denoted by ψCS, under the label L1 = L||VK (and using the collision-resistant
hash function specified by params).

3. For i = 1, . . . , 6, choose wi,1, wi,2
$← Z∗p and encrypt Xi under pkOA using Kiltz’s

TBE scheme [160] with the tag VK. Let

ψKi = (Ywi,1
1 , Ywi,2

2 , (gVKY3)
wi,1 , (gVKY4)

wi,2 , Xi · gwi,1+wi,2)

be the ciphertexts.

4. Set the GE ciphertext ψ as ψ = VK||ψCS||ψK1 || · · · ||ψK6 ||σ where σ is a one-time
signature obtained as σ = S(sk, (ψCS||ψK1 || · · · ||ψK6 ||L)).

Return (ψ, L) and coinsψ consist of {(wi,1, wi,2)}i=1,...,6, (r, s). If the one-time signature
of [133] is used, VK and σ take 3 and 2 group elements, respectively, so that ψ comprises
40 group elements.

P(pkGM, pkOA, pk, certpk, (X, Y), W, ψ, L, coinsψ): parse pkGM, pkOA, pk and ψ as above. Con-
duct the following steps.

1. Generate commitments (as explained in section 1.3) to the 9n + 4 = 58 group ele-
ments that certpk consists of. The resulting overall commitment comcertpk contains
184 group elements.
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2. Generate GS commitments to the public key elements pk = (X1, . . . , X6) and ob-
tain the set compk = {comXi}i=1,...,6, which consists of 18 group elements.

3. Generate a proof πcertpk that comcertpk is a commitment to a valid certificate for the
public key contained in compk. For each i = 1, . . . , 6, relations (2.1)-(2.3) cost 9
elements to prove (and thus 54 elements altogether). The quadratic equation (2.4)
takes 9 elements and linear ones (2.5)-(2.6) both require 3 elements. Finally, (2.7)
is a set of 18 linear equations which demand 54 elements altogether. The whole
proof πcertpk thus takes 123 group elements.

4. For i = 1, . . . , 6, generate a NIZK proof πeq-key,i that comXi (which is part of compk)
and ψKi are encryptions of the same Xi. If ψKi comprises

(Vi,1, Vi,2, Vi,5) = (Ywi,1
1 , Ywi,2

2 , Xi · gwi,1+wi,2)

and comXi is parsed as (cXi1 , cXi2 , cXi3) = (gθi1
1 · g

θi3
3,1, gθi2

2 · g
θi3
3,2, Xi · gθi1+θi2 · gθi3

3,3),
where wi,1, wi,2 ∈ coinsψ, θi1, θi2, θi3 ∈ Z∗p and g3 = (g3,1, g3,2, g3,3), this amounts
to prove knowledge of values wi,1, wi,2, θi1, θi2, θi3 ∈ Z∗p such that(Vi,1

cXi1

,
Vi,2

cXi2

,
Vi,3

cXi3

)
=
(
Ywi,1

1 · g−θi1
1 · g−θi3

3,1 , Ywi,2
2 · g−θi2

2 · g−θi3
3,2 , gwi,1+wi,2−θi1−θi2 · g−θi3

3,3

)
.

Committing to the encryption exponents wi,1, wi,2, θi1, θi2, θi3 introduces 90 group
elements whereas the above relations only require two elements each. Overall,
proof elements πeq-key,1, . . . , πeq-key,6 incur 126 elements.

5. Generate a NIZK proof πval-enc that ψCS = (U1, U2, U3, U4, U5) is a valid CS en-
cryption. This requires to commit to underlying encryption exponents r, s ∈
coinsψ and prove that U1 = gr

1, U2 = gs
2, U3 = gr+s (which only takes 3 times

2 elements as base elements are public) and U5 = (X1Xα
3 )

r · (X2Xα
4 )

s (which takes
9 elements since base elements are themselves variables). Including commitments
comr and coms to exponents r and s, πval-enc demands 21 group elements overall.

6. Generate a NIZK proof πR that the ciphertext ψCS encrypts a group element W ∈
G such that ((X, Y), W) ∈ R. To this end, generate a commitment

comW = (cW,1, cW,2, cW,3) = (gθ1
1 · g

θ3
3,1, gθ2

2 · g
θ3
3,2, W · gθ1+θ2 · gθ3

3,3)

and prove that the underlying W is the same as the one for which U4 = W ·Xr
5 ·Xs

6
in ψCS. In other words, prove knowledge of exponents r, s, θ1, θ2, θ3 such that( U1

cW,1
,

U2

cW,2
,

U4

cW,3

)
=
(

gr−θ1
1 · g−θ3

3,1 , gs−θ2
2 · g−θ3

3,2 , g−θ1−θ2 · g−θ3
3,3 · X

r
5 · Xs

6
)
. (2.8)

Commitments to r, s are already part of πval-enc. Committing to θ1, θ2, θ3 takes
9 elements. Proving the first two relations of (2.8) requires 4 elements whereas
the third one is quadratic and its proof is 9 elements. Proving the linear pairing-
product relation e(g, W) = e(X, Y) in NIZK5 demands 9 elements. Since πR in-
cludes comW , it entails a total of 34 elements.

5It requires to introduce an auxiliary variable X and prove that e(g,W) = e(X , Y) and X = X, for variables
W ,X and constants g, X, Y. The two proofs take 3 elements each and 3 elements are needed to commit to X .
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The entire proof πψ = comcertpk ||compk||πcertpk ||πeq-key,1|| · · · ||πeq-key,6||πval-enc||πR even-
tually takes 516 elements.

V(params, ψ, L, πψ, pkGM, pkOA): parse pkGM, pkOA, pk, ψ and πψ as above. Return 1 if and
only if V(VK, σ, (ψCS||ψK1 || · · · ||ψK6 ||L)) = 1, all proofs verify and if ψK1 , . . . , ψK6 are
all valid tag-based encryptions w.r.t. the tag VK.

DEC(sk, ψ, L): parse the ciphertext ψ as VK||ψCS||ψK1 || · · · ||ψK6 ||σ. Return ⊥ in the event
that V(VK, σ, (ψCS||ψK1 || · · · ||ψK6 ||L)) = 0. Otherwise, use sk to decrypt (ψCS, L).

OPEN(skOA, ψ, L): parse ψ as VK||ψCS||ψK1 || · · · ||ψK6 ||σ. Return ⊥ if ψK1 , . . . , ψK6 are not
all valid TBE ciphertexts w.r.t. the tag VK or if V(VK, σ, (ψCS||ψK1 || · · · ||ψK6 ||L)) = 0.
Otherwise, decrypt ψK1 , . . . , ψK6 using skOA and return the resulting pk = (X1, . . . , X6).

The following security result was proved in [81].

Theorem 2 ([81]). The above group encryption system provides message privacy, anonymity
and soundness assuming that H is a collision-resistant hash function and that the HSDH,
FlexDH, and DLIN problems are all hard in G.

From an efficiency standpoint, the length of ciphertexts is about 4.5 kB in an implementa-
tion using symmetric pairings with a 512-bit group order. Moreover, our proofs only require
32.250 kB. This is significantly cheaper than in the original GE scheme [156] where, for 1024-
bit RSA moduli, interactive proofs reach a communication cost of 70 kB to achieve a 2−50

knowledge error.
Of course, the above construction can be made significantly more efficient if our structure-

preserving signature is replaced by the construction of Abe et al. [6], which was recalled in
Section 1.5. In [176], we used the latter SPS system to build a group encryption scheme
where, as in traceable signatures [155], the tracing authority can release a user-specific trap-
door that allows tracing all ciphertexts encrypted for a given user.

2.2 Group Signatures with Efficient Revocation in the Standard
Model

Group signatures are a central cryptographic primitive, suggested by Chaum and van Heyst
[85], which allows members of a population of users managed by some authority to sign
messages in the name of the group while hiding their identity. At the same time, a tracing
authority is capable of identifying the signer if necessary. A crucial problem is the revocation
of the anonymous signing capability of users when they are banned from or intentionally
leave the group.

2.2.1 Related Work

GROUP SIGNATURES. The first efficient and provably coalition-resistant group signature
dates back to the work of Ateniese, Camenisch, Joye and Tsudik [15]. By the time their
scheme appeared, the security of the primitive was not appropriately formalized yet. Suit-
able security definitions remained lacking until the work of Bellare, Micciancio and Warin-
schi [31] (BMW) who captured all the requirements of group signatures in three properties.
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In (a variant of) this model, Boneh, Boyen and Shacham [44] obtained very short signatures
using the random oracle methodology [32].

The BMW model assumes static groups where no new member can be introduced af-
ter the setup phase. The setting of dynamically changing groups was analyzed later on by
Bellare-Shi-Zhang [33] and, independently, by Kiayias and Yung [158]. In the models of
[33, 158], constructions featuring relatively short signatures were proposed in [210, 95]. A
construction in the standard model was also suggested by Ateniese et al. [14] under interac-
tive assumptions. At the same time, Boyen and Waters gave a different solution [55] without
random oracles using more standard assumptions. By improving upon their own scheme,
they managed [56] to obtain signatures of constant size. Their constructions [55, 56] were
both presented in the BMW model [31] and provide anonymity in the absence of signature
opening oracle. In the dynamic model [33], Groth [133] showed a system in the standard
model with O(1)-size signatures but, due to very large hidden constants, his scheme was
mostly a feasibility result. Later on, Groth came up with an efficient realization [134] (and
signatures of about 50 group elements) with the strongest anonymity level.

REVOCATION. As in ordinary PKIs, where certificate revocation is a critical issue, member-
ship revocation is a complex problem that has been extensively studied [57, 17, 68, 52] in the
last decade. Generating a new group public key and distributing new signing keys to unre-
voked members is a simple solution. In large groups, it is impractical to update the public
key and provide members with new keys after they joined the group. Bresson and Stern sug-
gested a different approach [57] consisting of having the signer prove that his membership
certificate does not belong to a list of revoked certificates. Unfortunately, the length of sig-
natures grows with the number of revoked members. In forward-secure group signatures,
Song [240] chose a different way to handle revocation but verification takes linear time in
the number of excluded users.

Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [68] proposed an elegant method using accumulators6 [34].
Their technique, also used in [243, 66], allows revoking members while keeping O(1) costs
for signing and verifying. The downside of this approach is its history-dependence: it re-
quires users to follow the dynamic evolution of the group and keep track of all changes: each
revocation incurs a modification of the accumulator value, so that unrevoked users have to
upgrade their membership certificate before signing new messages. In the worst case, this
may require up to O(r) exponentiations, if r is the number of revoked users.

Another drawback of accumulator-based approaches is their limited applicability in the
standard model. Indeed, for compatibility reasons with the central tool of Groth-Sahai
proofs, pairing-based accumulators are the only suitable candidates. However, in known
pairing-based accumulators [209, 66], public keys have linear size in the maximal number of
accumulations, which would result in linear-size group public keys in immediate implemen-
tations. To address this concern in delegatable anonymous credentials, Acar and Nguyen [8]
chose to sacrifice the constant size of proofs of non-membership but, in group signatures,
this would prevent signatures from having constant size. Boneh, Boyen and Shacham [44]
managed to avoid linear dependencies in a revocation mechanism along the lines of [68].
Unfortunately, their technique does not seem to readily interact7 with Groth-Sahai proofs

6An accumulator is a kind of “hash” function mapping a set of values to a short, constant-size string while
allowing to efficiently prove that a specific value was accumulated.

7In [44], signing keys consist of pairs (g1/(ω+s), s) ∈ G×Zp, where ω ∈ Zp is the secret key of the group
manager, and the revocation method relies on the availability of the exponent s ∈ Zp. In the standard model,
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[138] so as to work in the standard model. Moreover, like the Camenisch-Lysyanskaya tech-
nique [68], the Boneh-Boyen-Shacham method may require up to O(r) exponentiations to
update unrevoked users’ private keys if r is the cardinality of the processed revocation list.

In [58], Brickell considered the notion of verifier-local revocation group signatures, for
which formal definitions were given by Boneh and Shacham [52] and other extensions were
proposed in [203, 251, 185]. In this approach, revocation messages are only sent to verifiers
and the signing algorithm is completely independent of the number of revocations. Verifiers
take as additional input a revocation list (RL), maintained by the group manager, and have
to perform a revocation test for each RL entry in order to be convinced that signatures were
not issued by a revoked member (a similar revocation mechanism is used in [59]). The veri-
fication cost is thus inevitably linear in the number of expelled users.

In 2009, Nakanishi, Fuji, Hira and Funabiki [202] came up with a revocable group sig-
nature with constant complexities for signing/verifying. At the same time, group members
never have to update their keys. On the other hand, their proposal suffers from linear-size
group public keys in the maximal number N of users, although a variant reduces the group
public key size to O(N1/2).

In anonymous credentials, Tsang et al. [241, 242] showed how to prevent users from
anonymously authenticating themselves without compromising their anonymity or involv-
ing a trusted third party. Their schemes either rely on accumulators (which may be prob-
lematic in our setting) or have linear proving complexity in the number of revocations. Ca-
menisch, Kohlweiss and Soriente [67] dealt with revocations in anonymous credentials by
periodically updating users credentials in which a specific attribute indicates a validity pe-
riod. In group signatures, their technique would place an important burden on the group
manager who would have to generate updates for each unrevoked individual credential.

2.2.2 Our Results

For various reasons, none of the previously mentioned constructions conveniently supports
large groups, especially if we restrict ourselves to constructions without random oracles.

Together with Moti Yung and Thomas Peters [180], we described a novel revocation
mechanism, borrowed from the literature on broadcast encryption, which is truly scalable
and well-suited to constructions in the standard model. Using the Subset Cover framework
of Naor, Naor and Lotspiech [205] (NNL), we provided two distinct constructions [180, 179]
of history-independent revocable group signatures in the standard model. Our technique
[180] blends well with structure-preserving signatures and Groth-Sahai proofs.

Constructions with polylog-size private keys

As in the NNL Subset Cover framework [205], our first revocable group signature assigns
each group member to a leaf of a binary tree and, at any time, the set {1, . . . , N}\R of unre-
voked group members is partitioned into a collection S1, . . . , Sm of disjoint subsets of leaves,
for some m ∈ N. Each unrevoked member should belong to exactly one subset Si in the
cover of authorized leafs determined by the group manager. In order to sign a message, an
authorized member thus has to demonstrate that he is not revoked by proving his mem-
bership of one of the subsets Si without revealing which one. In its best tradeoff, our first

the Groth-Sahai techniques would require to turn the membership certificates into triples (g1/(ω+s), gs, us), for
some u ∈ G (as in [56]), which is not compatible with the revocation mechanism.
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construction [180] builds on the public-key variant, due to Dodis and Fazio [99], of the Sub-
set Difference (SD) method [205], where unrevoked group members {1, . . . , N}\R =

⋃m
i=1 Si

are partitioned into a collection of m = O(|R|) subsets, each of which is the difference be-
tween two sub-trees.

Like the Dodis-Fazio construction [99], our first group signature builds on hierarchical
identity-based encryption (HIBE) and uses the property that, in the broadcast encryption
system of [99], each ciphertext can be seen as a collection of m = O(|R|) HIBE ciphertexts
(one for each subset Si of the partition), which is turned into a revocation list. In short, our
group signature can be seen as having authorized group members prove that they are not re-
voked by showing their ability to decrypt a HIBE ciphertext contained in the revocation list.
Of course, for anonymity purposes, the signer should not reveal which HIBE ciphertext he
is able to decrypt since it would leak information on his position in the tree. For this reason,
the relevant entry of the revocation list only appears in committed form in the group signa-
ture. In order to prove that he is using a legal entry of the revocation list, the user generates
a set membership proof [61] and proves knowledge of a signature from the group manager
on the committed RL entry. It is worth noting that RLs are not part of the group public key:
verifiers only need to know the number of the latest revocation epoch and they should not
bother to read RLs entirely.

This method features constant signature size and verification time, O(log N)-size group
public keys, revocation lists of size O(r) (as in standard PKIs and group signatures with
verifier-local revocation) and membership certificates of size O(log3 N). In a different trade-
off of the same high-level construction, we can reduce the private key size to O(log N) using
the Complete Subtree method [205]. In this case, however, revocation lists are inflated by a
factor of O(log N/r). While the Layered Subset Difference method [140] allows for notice-
able improvements, the constructions of [180] still suffer from relatively large membership
certificates. We remark, however, that some logarithmic dependency is expected when bas-
ing revocation on a tree-like NNL methodology.

For groups of N members, our first constructions thus feature constant-size signatures
and verification time at the cost of membership certificates of size O(log3 N) (or O(log2.5 N)
using the Layered Subset Difference method). In many applications, this can become rather
expensive even for moderately large groups: for example, using the Subset Difference method
with N = 1000 ≈ 210, users may have to privately store thousands of group elements. In
order to be competitive with other group signatures in the standard model such as [134] and
still be able to revoke members while keeping them “stateless”, it is desirable to avoid this
storage complexity.

Constructions with Short Private Keys

In our second main construction of revocable group signature [179], we managed to get rid of
the polylogarithmic complexity in the private key size and obtained constant-size member-
ship certificates while retaining the same complexities in other metrics. This improvement
was achieved at the expense of relying on a somewhat stronger (but still falsifiable) hardness
assumption in the security proofs.

Our improved construction [179] also builds on the NNL Subset Cover framework [205]
to partition the subset of authorized users using the Subset Difference method. However,
instead of relying on a broadcast encryption system, it leverages the properties of a special
kind of commitment schemes introduced by Moti Yung and myself in 2010 [188]. These com-
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mitments yield private keys of constant size without degrading other performance criteria.
This may sound somewhat surprising since, in the SD method, (poly)logarithmic complexi-
ties inherently seem inevitable in several metrics. Indeed, in the context of broadcast encryp-
tion [205], it requires private keys of size O(log2 N) (and even O(log3 N) in the public key
setting [99] if the result of Boneh-Boyen-Goh [43] is used). Here, we reduce this overhead to
a constant while the only dependency on N is a O(log N)-size group public key.

Instead of relying on hierarchical identity-based encryption [45, 144, 123] as in the public-
key variant [99] of NNL, our improved construction employs concise vector commitment
schemes [188, 75], where each commitment can be opened w.r.t. individual coordinates in a
space-efficient manner (namely, the size of a coordinate-wise opening does not depend on
the length of the vector). These vector commitments interact nicely with the specific shape
of subsets – as differences between two subtrees – in the SD method. Using them, we com-
pactly encode as a vector the path from the user’s leaf to the root. To provide evidence of
their inclusion in one of the SD subsets, group members successively prove the equality and
the inequality between two coordinates of their vector (i.e., two nodes of the path from their
leaf to the root) and specific node labels indicated by an appropriate entry of the revocation
list. This is where the position-wise openability of concise commitments is very handy.

The use of concise commitments allows making the most of the Subset Cover approach
[180] by reducing the size of membership certificates to a small constant: at the cost of length-
ening signatures by a small constant factor (roughly 1.5), we obtain membership certificates
consisting of only 9 group elements and a small integer. For N = 1000, users’ private keys
are thus compressed by a multiplicative factor of several hundreds and this can only become
more dramatic for larger groups. At the same time, our main scheme retains all the useful
properties of [180]: like the construction of Nakanishi et al. [202], it does not require users to
update their membership certificates at any time but, unlike [202], our group public key size
is O(log N). Like the SD-based construction of [180], our improved system uses revocation
lists of size O(r), which is on par with Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) of standard PKIs.

Eventually, we thus obtain revocable group signatures that become competitive with the
regular CRL approach in PKIs: signature generation and verification have constant cost, sig-
natures and membership certificates being of O(1)-size while revocation lists have size O(r).
It is conceivable that our improved revocation technique can find applications beyond group
signatures.

2.2.3 Definition of Group Signatures with Revocation

We consider group signature schemes that have their lifetime divided into revocation peri-
ods at the beginning of which group managers update their revocation lists. The syntax and
the security model are built on those defined by Kiayias and Yung [158]. Like the Bellare-
Shi-Zhang model [33], the Kiayias-Yung (KY) model assumes an interactive join protocol
whereby a prospective user becomes a group member by interacting with the group man-
ager. This protocol provides the user with a membership certificate and a membership secret.

Syntax. We denote by N ∈ poly(λ) the maximal number of group members. At the begin-
ning of each revocation period t, the group manager publicizes an up-to-date revocation list
RLt and we denote by Rt ⊂ {1, . . . , N} the corresponding set of revoked users (we assume
thatRt is part of RLt). A revocable group signature (R-GS) scheme consists of the following
algorithms or protocols.
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Setup(λ, N): given a security parameter λ ∈ N and a maximal number of group members
N ∈ N, this algorithm (which is run by a trusted party) generates a group public key
Y , the group manager’s private key SGM and the opening authority’s private key SOA.
Keys SGM and SOA are given to the appropriate authority while Y is publicized. The
algorithm also initializes a public state St comprising a set data structure Stusers = ∅
and a string data structure Sttrans = ε, which are initially empty.

Join: is an interactive protocol between the group manager GM and a user Ui who becomes
a group member. The protocol involves two interactive Turing machines Juser and JGM
that both take Y as input. The execution ends with user Ui obtaining a membership
secret seci, that no one else knows, and a membership certificate certi. If the protocol is
successful, the GM updates the public state St by setting Stusers := Stusers ∪ {i} as well
as Sttrans := Sttrans||〈i, transcripti〉.

Revoke: is a (possibly randomized) algorithm allowing the GM to generate an updated re-
vocation list RLt for the new revocation period t. It takes as input a public key Y
and a set Rt ⊂ Stusers that identifies the users to be revoked. It outputs an updated
revocation list RLt for period t.

Sign: given a revocation period t with its revocation list RLt, a membership certificate certi,
a membership secret seci and a message M, this algorithm outputs ⊥ if i ∈ Rt and a
signature σ otherwise.

Verify: given a signature σ, a revocation period t, the corresponding revocation list RLt, a
message M and a group public key Y , this algorithm returns either 0 or 1.

Open: takes as input a message M, a valid signature σ w.r.t. Y for the indicated revocation
period t, the opening authority’s private key SOA and the public state St. It outputs
i ∈ Stusers ∪ {⊥}, which is the identity of a group member or a symbol indicating an
opening failure.

In our extension of the Kiayias-Yung model [158], a R-GS scheme must satisfy three se-
curity notions.

The first one is called security against misidentification attacks. It requires that, even
if the adversary can introduce and revoke users at will, it cannot produce a signature that
traces outside the set of unrevoked adversarially-controlled users. As in ordinary group sig-
natures, the notion of security against framing attacks captures that under no circumstances
should an honest user be held accountable for messages that he did not sign, even if the
whole system conspired against him. Finally, the notion of anonymity is also defined by
granting the adversary access to a signature opening oracle as in the models of [33, 158].

These security properties are formalized using experiments which are described in the
articles in appendices. In short, they can be outlined as follows.

In a misidentification attack, the adversary can corrupt the opening authority. Moreover,
he can also introduce malicious users in the group and revoke users at any time. His purpose
is to come up with a signature σ? that verifies w.r.t. RLt? , where t? denotes the current
revocation period. He is deemed successful if the produced signature σ? does not open to
any unrevoked adversarially-controlled. The definition extends the usual definition [158] in
that A also wins if his forgery σ? verifies w.r.t. RLt? but opens to an adversarially-controlled
user that was revoked during the revocation period t?.
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Framing attacks consider the situation where the entire system, including the group man-
ager and the opening authority, is colluding against some honest user. The adversary can
corrupt the group manager as well as the opening authority. He is also allowed to intro-
duce honest group members, observe the system while these users sign messages and create
dummy users. In addition, before the possible corruption of the group manager, the adver-
sary can revoke group members at any time. As a potentially corrupted group manager, A
is allowed to come up with his own revocation list RLt? at the end of the game. We assume
that anyone can publicly verify that RLt? is correctly formed so that the adversary does not
come up with an ill-formed revocation list.

The notion of anonymity is formalized by means of a game involving a two-stage ad-
versary. The first stage allows the adversary A to open arbitrary signatures by probing a
signature opening oracle. When this stage ends, A chooses a message-period pair (M?, t?)
as well as two pairs (sec?0 , cert?0), (sec

?
1 , cert?1), consisting of a valid membership certificate

and a corresponding membership secret. Then, the challenger flips a coin d ← {0, 1} and
computes a challenge signature σ? using (sec?d, cert?d). The adversary is given σ? with the
task of eventually guessing the bit d ∈ {0, 1}. Before doing so, he/she is allowed further
oracle queries throughout the second stage, called guess stage, but is restricted not to query
the opening oracle for (M?, σ?, t?).

2.2.4 Our Construction with Short Private Keys

Our construction [179] with short private keys relies on concise vector commitment schemes,
where commitments can be opened with a short de-commitment string for each individual
coordinate. Such commitments based on ideas from [49, 66] were described by Libert and
Yung [188] and, under weaker assumptions, by Catalano and Fiore [75]. In [188], the com-
mitment key is ck = (g, g1, . . . , g`, g`+2, . . . , g2`) ∈ G2`, where gi = g(α

i) for each i. The
trapdoor of the commitment is g`+1, which does not appear in ck. To commit to a vector

(m1, . . . , m`), the committer picks r $← Zp and computes C = gr ·∏`
κ=1 gmκ

`+1−κ. A single
group element Wi = gr

i ·∏
`
κ=1,κ 6=i gmκ

`+1−κ+i provides evidence that mi is the i-th component
of the vector as it satisfies the relation e(gi, C) = e(g, Wi) · e(g1, g`)mi . The infeasibility of
opening a commitment to two distinct messages for some coordinate i relies on the `-DHE
assumption. For our purposes, we only rely on the position-wise binding property of vector
commitments and do not need them to be hiding. The randomizer r will thus be removed
from of C.

Intuition

The number of users is assumed to be N = 2`−1 ∈ poly(λ), for some integer `, so that each
group member is assigned to a leaf of the tree. Each node is assigned a unique identifier.
For simplicity, the root is identified by ID(ε) = 1 and, for each other node x, we define the
identifier ID(x) ∈ {1, . . . , 2N − 1} to be ID(x) = 2 · ID(parent(x)) + b, where parent(x)
denotes x’s father in the tree and b = 0 (resp. b = 1) if x is the left (resp. right) child of its
father. The root of the tree is assigned the identifier ID(ε) = 1.

At the beginning of each revocation period t, the GM generates an up-to-date revoca-
tion list RLt containing one entry for each generic subset Sk1,u1 ,. . . , Skm,um produced by the
Subset Difference method. These subsets are encoded in such a way that unrevoked users
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can anonymously prove their membership of one of them. Our technique allows doing this
using a proof of constant size.

The intuition is as follows. In the generation of RLt, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, if xki (resp.
xui ) denotes the primary (resp. secondary) root of Ski ,ui , the GM encodes Ski ,ui as a vector of
group elements Ri that determines the levels of nodes xki and xui in the tree (which are called
φi and ψi hereafter) and the identifiers ID(xki) and ID(xui). Then, the resulting vector Ri is
authenticated by means of a structure-preserving signature Θi, which is included in RLt and
will be used in a set membership proof.

During the join protocol, users obtain from the GM a structure-preserving signature on
a compact encoding Cv – which is computed as a concise commitment to a vector of node
identifiers (I1, . . . , I`) – of the path (I1, . . . , I`) between their leaf v and the root ε. This path
is encoded as a single group element.

The group manager uses two key pairs for the AHO structure-preserving signature. The
first one is used during the join protocol to bind a group element X chosen by the user, who
knows x = logg(X), to the path from the user’s leaf v to the root ε.

In order to anonymously prove his/her non-revocation, a group member Ui uses RLt to
determine the generic subset Skl ,ul , with l ∈ {1, . . . , m}, where his/her leaf vi lies. He/she
commits to the corresponding vector of group elements Rl that encodes the node identi-
fiers ID(xkl ) and ID(xul ) of the primary and secondary roots of Skl ,ul at levels φl and ψl ,
respectively. If (I1, . . . , I`) identifies the path from his/her leaf vi to ε, the unrevoked mem-
ber Ui generates a membership proof for the subset Skl ,ul by proving that ID(xkl ) = Iφl and
ID(xul ) 6= Iψl (in other words, that xkl is an ancestor of vi and xul is not). To succinctly prove
these statements, Ui uses the properties of the LY concise vector commitment scheme8. Fi-
nally, in order to convince the verifier that he used a legal element of RLt, Ui follows the
technique of [61] and proves knowledge of a signature Θl on the committed vector of group
elements Rl . By doing so, Ui thus provides evidence that his/her leaf vi is a member of some
authorized subset Skl ,ul without revealing l ∈ {1, . . . , m}.

In order to obtain the strongest flavor of anonymity (i.e., where the adversary has ac-
cess to a signature opening oracle), the scheme uses Kiltz’s tag-based encryption scheme
as in Groth’s construction [134] exactly as we did in the previous construction. In non-
frameability concerns, the group member Ui also generates a weak Boneh-Boyen signature
(which yields a fully secure signature when combined with a one-time signature) using
x = logg(X), where X ∈ G is a group element certified by the GM and bound to the path
(I1, . . . , I`) during the join protocol.

Description

As in standard security models for group signatures, we assume that, before joining the
group, user Ui chooses a long term key pair (usk[i], upk[i]) and registers it in some PKI.

Setup(λ, N): given a security parameter λ ∈N and the number of users N = 2`−1,

1. Choose bilinear groups (G, GT) of prime order p > 2λ, with g← G.

2. Define n0 = 2 and n1 = 5. Generates key pairs (sk(0)AHO, pk(0)AHO) and (sk(1)AHO, pk(1)AHO)
for the AHO signature in order to sign messages of n0 and n1 group elements,

8Note that no randomness is needed here since we do not rely on the hiding property of the commitment.
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respectively. These key pairs are

pk(d)AHO =
(

G(d)
r , H(d)

r , G(d)
z = Gγ

(d)
z

r , H(d)
z = Hδ

(d)
z

r ,

{G(d)
i = Gγ

(d)
i

r , H(d)
i = Hδ

(d)
i

r }nd
i=1, A(d), B(d)

)
and sk(d)AHO =

(
α
(d)
a , α

(d)
b , γ

(d)
z , δ

(d)
z , {γ(d)

i , δ
(d)
i }

nd
i=1

)
, where d ∈ {0, 1}. These will be

used to sign messages consisting of 2 and 5 group elements, respectively.

3. Generate a public key ck = (g1, . . . , g`, g`+2, . . . , g2`) ∈ G2`−1 for `-dimension
vectors of the LY concise vector commitment scheme. The trapdoor g`+1 is not
needed and can be discarded.

4. As a Groth-Sahai CRS for the NIWI proof system, select three vectors f = (f1, f2, f3)
such that f1 = ( f1, 1, g) ∈ G3, f2 = (1, f2, g) ∈ G3, and f3 = f1

ξ1 · f2
ξ2 , where

f1 = gβ1 , f2 = gβ2 in G and random β1, β2, ξ1, ξ2 ← Z∗p. We also define the vector
ϕ = f3 · (1, 1, g).

5. Choose random (U, V) ← G2 that, together with generators f1, f2, g ∈ G, will
form a public encryption key.

6. Select a strongly unforgeable one-time signature Σ = (G,S ,V).

7. Sets SGM :=
(
sk(0)AHO, sk(1)AHO

)
, SOA :=

(
β1, β2

)
as authorities’ private keys and the

group public key is

Y :=
(

g, pk(0)AHO, pk(1)AHO, ck, f, ϕ, (U, V), Σ
)

.

Join(GM,Ui): the GM and the prospective user Ui run the following protocol:

1. Ui draws x ← Zp at random and computes X = gx which is sent to the GM. If
X ∈ G already appears in some entry transcriptj of the database Sttrans, JGM halts
and returns ⊥ to Ui .

2. The GM assigns to the user Ui an available leaf v of identifier ID(v) in the tree
T. Let x1, . . . , x` be the path from the chosen leaf x` = v to the root x1 = ε of
T. Let also (I1, . . . , I`) = (ID(x1), . . . , ID(x`)) be the corresponding vector of
identifiers (with I1 = 1 and I` = ID(v) ∈ {N, . . . , 2N − 1}). Then, the GM does
the following.

(a) Compute a compact encoding Cv = ∏`
κ=1 gIκ

`+1−κ = gI1
` · · · g

I`
1 of (I1, . . . , I`).

(b) Using sk(0)AHO, generate an AHO signature σv = (θv,1, . . . , θv,7) on the pair
(X, Cv) ∈ G2 so as to bind Cv to the value X that identifies Ui.

3. The GM sends ID(v) ∈ {N, . . . , 2N − 1} and Cv to Ui that halts if ID(v) 6∈
{N, . . . , 2N − 1} or if Cv is found incorrect. Otherwise, Ui sends an ordinary digi-
tal signature sigi = Signusk[i]

(
X||(I1, . . . , I`)

)
to the GM.

4. The GM checks that Verifyupk[i]
(
(X||(I1, . . . , I`)), sigi

)
= 1. If not, the GM aborts.

Otherwise, it returns the structure-preserving signature σv to the user Ui and
stores transcripti = (X, ID(v), Cv, σv, sigi) in the database Sttrans.
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5. The user Ui defines his membership certificate certi as

certi =
(
ID(v), X, Cv, σv

)
∈ {N, . . . , 2N − 1} ×G9,

where X will serve as the tag identifying Ui. The membership secret seci is defined
as seci = x ∈ Zp.

Revoke(Y ,SGM, t,Rt): Parse SGM as §GM :=
(
sk(0)AHO, sk(1)AHO

)
and do the following.

1. Using the covering algorithm of the SD method, find a cover of the unrevoked
user set {1, . . . , N}\Rt as the union of disjoint subsets of the form Sk1,u1 , . . . , Skm,um ,
with m ≤ 2 · |Rt| − 1.

2. For i = 1 to m, do the following.
(a) Consider Ski ,ui as the difference between sub-trees rooted at an internal node

xki and one of its descendants xui . Lets φi, ψi ∈ {1, . . . , `} be the depths of xki

and xui , respectively, in T assuming that the root ε is at depth 1. Encode Ski ,ui

as a vector
(

gφi , g
ID(xki

)

1 , gψi , gID(xui )
)
.

(b) In order to authenticate Ski ,ui and bind it to the revocation period t, use sk(1)AHO
to generate a structure-preserving signature Θi = (Θi,1, . . . , Θi,7) ∈ G7 on the

message Ri =
(

gt, gφi , g
ID(xki

)

1 , gψi , gID(xui )
)
∈ G5, where the period number

t is interpreted as an element of Zp.

Returns the revocation data

RLt =
(

t, Rt,
{

φi, ψi, ID(xki), ID(xui), Θi = (Θi,1, . . . , Θi,7)
}m

i=1

)
. (2.9)

Sign(Y , t, RLt, certi, seci, M): returns ⊥ if i ∈ Rt. Otherwise, to sign M ∈ {0, 1}∗, gener-
ates a one-time signature key pair (sk,VK) ← G(λ). Parse the membership certifi-
cate certi as certi =

(
ID(vi), X, Cvi , σvi

)
∈ {N, . . . , 2N − 1} ×G9 and seci as x ∈ Zp.

Let ε = x1, . . . , x` = vi denote the path connecting vi to the root ε of T and let
(I1, . . . , I`) = (ID(x1), . . . , ID(x`)) be the vector of node identifiers. First, Ui gen-
erates a commitment comCvi

to the encoding Cvi of the path (I1, . . . , I`) from vi to the
root. Then, he does the following.

1. Using RLt, find the set Skl ,ul , with l ∈ {1, . . . , m}, that contains the leaf vi identified
by ID(vi). Let xkl and xul denote the primary and secondary roots of Skl ,ul at
depths φl and ψl , respectively. Since xkl is an ancestor of vi but xul is not, it must
be the case that Iφl = ID(xkl ) and Iψl 6= ID(xul ).

2. In order to prove that vi belongs to Skl ,ul without leaking l, re-randomize the l-
th AHO signature Θl contained in RLt as {Θ′l,i}7

i=1 ← ReRand(pk(1)AHO, Θl). Then,
commit to the l-th revocation message

Rl = (Rl,1, . . . , Rl,5) =
(

gt, gφl , g
ID(xkl

)

1 , gψl , gID(xul )
)

(2.10)

and its signature Θ′l = (Θ′l,1, . . . , Θ′l,7) by computing Groth-Sahai commitments
{comRl,τ}5

τ=2 and {comΘ′l,j
}j∈{1,2,5} to {Rl,τ}5

τ=2 and {Θ′l,j}j∈{1,2,5} respectively.
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(a) To prove that Iφl = ID(xkl ), compute Wφl = ∏`
κ=1, κ 6=φl

gIκ

`+1−κ+φl
that satisfies

the equality e(gφl , Cvi) = e(g1, g`)Iφl · e(g, Wφl ). Then, generate a Groth-Sahai
commitment comWφl

to Wφl . Compute a NIWI proof that committed variables
(Rl,2, Rl,3, Cvi , Wφl ) satisfy

e(Rl,2, Cvi) = e(Rl,3, g`) · e(g, Wφl ). (2.11)

We denote by πeq ∈ G9 the proof for the quadratic equation (2.11).
(b) To prove that Iψl 6= ID(xul ), compute Wψl = ∏`

κ=1, κ 6=ψl
gIκ

`+1−κ+ψl
that satis-

fies e(gψl , Cvi) = e(g1, g`)Iψl · e(g, Wψl ). Then, compute a Groth-Sahai commit-
ment comWψl

to Wψl as well as commitments comΓl and {comΨl,τ}τ∈{0,1,2`} to
the group elements

(Γl , Ψl,0, Ψl,1, Ψl,2`) =
(

g1/(Iψl−ID(xul )), gIψl , g
Iψl
1 , g

Iψl
2`

)
.

The next step is to generate a NIWI proof that the committed group elements
(Rl,4, Rl,5, Cvi , Γl , Ψl,0, Ψl,1, Ψl,2`) satisfy

e(Rl,4, Cvi) = e(Ψl,1, g`) · e(g, Wψl ), (2.12)
e(Ψl,0/Rl,5, Γl) = e(g, g), (2.13)

e(Ψl,1, g) = e(g1, Ψl,0), (2.14)
e(Ψl,2`, g) = e(g2`, Ψl,0). (2.15)

We denote this NIWI proof by πneq = (πneq,1, πneq,2, πneq,3, πneq,4). Since the
first two equations (2.12) and (2.13) are quadratic, πneq,1 and πneq,2 consist of
9 elements each. The last two equations (2.14) and (2.15) are linear and both
cost 3 elements to prove.

3. Provide evidence that the tuple Rl of (2.10) is a certified revocation message for
period t: namely, compute a NIWI proof πRl that committed message elements
{Rl,τ}5

τ=2 and signature components {Θ′l,j}j∈{1,2,5} satisfy the equations

A(1) · e(Θ′l,3,Θ′l,4)
−1 · e(G(1)

1 , gt)−1 = e(G(1)
z , Θ′l,1) · e(G

(1)
r , Θ′l,2) ·

5

∏
τ=2

e(G(1)
τ , Rl,τ),

B(1) · e(Θ′l,6,Θ′l,7)
−1 · e(H(1)

1 , gt)−1 = e(H(1)
z , Θ′l,1) · e(H(1)

r , Θ′l,5) ·
5

∏
τ=2

e(H(1)
τ , Rl,τ).

(2.16)

Since {Θ′l,j}j∈{3,4,6,7} are constants, equations (2.16) are both linear and thus re-
quire 3 elements each. Hence, πRl takes 6 elements altogether.

4. Let σvi = (θvi ,1, . . . , θvi ,7) be the AHO signature on (X, Cvi). Re-randomize σvi as
{θ′vi ,j

}7
j=1 ← ReRand(pk(0)AHO, σvi) and generate commitments {comθ′vi ,j

}j∈{1,2,5} to

{θ′vi ,j
}j∈{1,2,5} as well as a commitment comX to X. Then, generate a NIWI proof

πσvi
that committed variables satisfy the verification equations

A(0) · e(θ′l,3, θ′l,4)
−1 = e(G(0)

z , θ′l,1) · e(G
(0)
r , θ′l,2) · e(G

(0)
1 , X) · e(G(0)

2 , Cvi),

B(0) · e(θ′l,6, θ′l,7)
−1 = e(H(0)

z , θl,1) · e(H(0)
r , θ′l,5) · e(H(0)

1 , X) · e(H(0)
2 , Cvi).

Since these equations are linear, πσvi
requires 6 group elements.
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5. Using VK as a tag, compute a tag-based encryption [160] of X by drawing random
exponents z1, z2 ← Zp at random and setting

(Υ1, Υ2, Υ3, Υ4, Υ5) =
(

f z1
1 , f z2

2 , X · gz1+z2 , (gVK ·U)z1 , (gVK ·V)z2
)
.

6. Generate a NIZK proof that comX = (1, 1, X) · f1
wX,1 · f2

wX,2 · f3
wX,3 and (Υ1, Υ2, Υ3)

are BBS encryptions of the same value X. If we write f3 = ( f3,1, f3,2, f3,3), the
commitment comX can be written as ( f wX,1

1 · f wX,3
3,1 , f wX,2

2 · f wX,3
3,2 , X · gwX,1+wX,2 · f wX,3

3,3 ),
so that we have

comX · (Υ1, Υ2, Υ3)−1 =
(

f χ1
1 · f χ3

3,1, f χ2
2 · f χ3

3,2, gχ1+χ2 · f χ3
3,3

)
(2.17)

with χ1 = wX,1− z1, χ2 = wX,2− z2, χ3 = wX,3. Compute commitments to {χj}3
j=1

as comχj = ϕ χj · f1
wχj ,1 · f2

wχj ,2 , with wχj,1, wχj,2
$← Zp for j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and generate

proofs {πeq-com,j}3
j=1 that χ1, χ2, χ3 satisfy the three linear relations (2.17). These

latter proofs {πeq-com,j}3
j=1 cost 2 elements each.

7. Compute a Boneh-Boyen signature σVK = g1/(x+VK) on VK and a commitment
comσVK to σVK. Then, generate a NIWI proof πσVK = (πσVK,1, πσVK,2, πσVK,3) ∈ G9

that the committed variables (σVK, X) ∈ G2 satisfy e(σVK, X · gVK) = e(g, g).

8. Compute a one-time signature σots = S(sk, (M, RLt, Υ1, Υ2, Υ3, Υ4, Υ5, Ω, com, Π))
where Ω = {Θ′l,i, θ′l,i}i∈{3,4,6,7} and

com =
(
comCvi

, comX, {comRl,τ}
5
τ=2, comWφl

, comWψl
, comΓl , {comΨl,τ}τ∈{0,1,2`},

{comΘ′l,j
}j∈{1,2,5}, {comθ′l,j

}j∈{1,2,5}, {comχj}3
j=1, comσVK

)
,

Π =
(
πeq, πneq, πRl , πσvi

, {πeq-com,j}3
j=1, πσVK

)
.

Return the signature

σ =
(
VK, Υ1, Υ2, Υ3, Υ4, Υ5, Ω, com, Π, σots

)
. (2.18)

Verify(σ, M, t, RLt,Y): parse σ as in (2.18). If (Υ1, Υ2, Υ3, Υ4, Υ5) is not a well-formed tag-
based encryption (that is, if e(Υ1, gVK ·U) 6= e( f1, Υ4) or e(Υ2, gVK · V) 6= e( f2, Υ5)) or
if V(VK, (M, RLt, Υ1, Υ2, Υ3, Υ4, Υ5, Ω, com, Π), σots) = 0, return 0. Then, return 1 if all
proofs properly verify. Otherwise, return 0.

Open(M, t, RLt, σ,SOA,Y , St): parse σ as above and return ⊥ if Verify(σ, M, t, RLt,Y) = 0.
Otherwise, given SOA = (β1, β2), compute X̃ = Υ3 · Υ−1/β1

1 · Υ−1/β2
2 . In the database

Sttrans, find a record 〈i, transcripti = (Xi, ID(vi), Cvi , σvi , sigi)〉 such that Xi = X̃. If no
such record exists in Sttrans, returns ⊥. Otherwise, return i.

At first glance, the variable Ψl,2` and the proof of the second equality (2.14) may seem
unnecessary in step 2.b of the signing algorithm. However, this element plays a crucial role
when it comes to proving the security under the `-FlexDHE assumption. Indeed, the proof
of security against misidentification attacks ceases to go through if we remove Ψl,2` and its
corresponding proof.
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Efficiency

As far as efficiency goes, each entry of RLt contains 7 group elements and two node identi-
fiers of O(log N) bits each. If λG is the bitlength of a group element, we have log N � λG/2
(since λ ≤ λG and N is polynomial), so that the number of bits of RLt is bounded by
2 · |Rt| · (7 ·λG + 2 log N + 2 log log N) < 2 · |Rt| · (9λG) bits. The size of RLt is thus bounded
by that of 18 · |Rt| group elements.

Unlike our first scalable construction [180], group members only need to store 9 group
elements in their membership certificate. As far as the size of signature goes, com and Π

require 66 and 60 group elements, respectively. If the one-time signature of [133] is used,
VK and σots consist of 3 elements of G and 2 elements of Zp, respectively. The global size
σ amounts to that of 144 group elements, which is about 50% longer than [180]. In com-
parison with [134] (which does not natively support revocation), signatures are only longer
by a factor of 3. At the 128-bit security level, each group element should have a 512-bit
representation and a signature takes 9 kB.

Verifying signatures takes time O(1). The signer has to compute 2` = O(log N) exponen-
tiations to obtain Wφl and Wψl at the beginning of each period. Note that these exponentia-
tions involve short exponents of O(log N) bits each. Hence, computing Wφl and Wψl requires
O(log2 N) multiplications in G. For this reason, since log2 N � λ (as long as N � 2λ1/2

),
this cost is dominated by that of a single exponentiation in G.

Security

The security of the scheme relies on the same assumptions as in our first revocable group sig-
nature [180] (namely, the q-SFP, q-SDH and DLIN assumptions) and the `-FlexDHE assump-
tion. While we need an addition non-standard assumption, we only need the `-FlexDHE
assumption to hold for small values of the parameter ` = log N, where N is the maximal
number of users.

In the article [179, Appendix C], we suggest a variant of the scheme where the `-FlexDHE
assumption is replaced by an assumption of constant size, introduced by Laguillaumie et al.
[167], at the expense of increasing the group public key size from O(log N) to O(log2 N).
This is achieved by replacing the concise vector commitment of Libert and Yung [188] by the
one of Catalano and Fiore [75], which relies on the CDH assumption instead of the `-DHE
assumption but has a longer commitment key. By applying the results of Abe et al. [2] to
our modified scheme [179, Appendix C], it is further possible to construct a revocable group
signature with O(log2 N)-size group public keys which only relies on simple assumptions
in the standard model.

In a follow-up work, Attrapadung et al. [20] used a different mechanism from the broad-
cast encryption literature – due to Attrapadung, Libert and de Panafieu [24, 21] – to achieve
an efficiency tradeoff which is exactly dual to ours. While we obtain membership certificates
and revocation lists made of O(1) and O(r) group elements, respectively, Attrapadung et al.
[20] perform the other way around with O(1)-size revocation lists and O(R)-size member-
ship certificates, where R is an upper bound on the number of revoked users. However, the
maximal number R of revoked users must be fixed in advance even if it is much smaller than
the total number of users N. Similar results were obtained by Nakanishi and Funabiki [204].
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2.3 Conclusion

This chapter presented two important applications of structure-preserving cryptographic
primitives in the design of anonymity-related cryptographic mechanisms. One of our contri-
butions was the first reasonably efficient construction [81] – which was proposed at the same
time as (and independently of) Fuchsbauer’s automorphic signatures [112] – of the primi-
tive, initially introduced by Groth [133], that was subsequently named “structure-preserving
signature” by Abe et al. [6, 4]. This construction allowed us to obtain the first fully non-
interactive group encryption system in the standard model and also immediately implied
the first group signatures with concurrent join in the standard model [157]. Together with
other techniques (such as the NNL framework [205] and our construction of concise vector
commitments [188]), the optimized SPS scheme of Abe et al. [6] also enabled the design of a
new revocation mechanism for group signature schemes in the standard model.

Structure-preserving signatures were also used in other results of mine [176, 173] on
privacy-preserving primitives which are not discussed in this manuscript. In collaboration
with Marc Joye, Moti Yung and Thomas Peters, we built on the Abe et al. [6] system to
construct a group encryption scheme [176] with refined tracing capabilities similar to those
of traceable signatures [155]: specifically, the opening authority can disclose a user-specific
trapdoor that makes it possible to trace all ciphertexts encrypted for a given suspicious user
without affecting the privacy of well-behaved users. Together with Marc Joye, we also de-
signed a partially structure-preserving identity-based encryption (IBE) scheme [173] – where
“partially” means that identities are still encoded as bitstrings (rather than group elements)
but encrypted messages live in the source group G of the bilinear map e : G × G → GT
instead of the target group GT as in most IBE schemes in the standard model [248] – and
used it to construct the first efficient standard model realization of group signatures with
message-dependent opening (GS-MDO) [233]. In short GS-MDO schemes, as introduced by
Sakai et al. [233], are group signatures where the opening authority can only open signa-
tures for which a separate authority has released a message specific trapdoor. Sakai et al.
[233] showed that GS-MDO implies identity-based encryption, which raised the intuition
that realizing GS-MDO schemes in the standard model requires a structure-preserving IBE.
In [173], we showed that a partially structure-preserving IBE suffices for this purpose and
we built a GS-MDO scheme with logarithmic signature size in the standard model.



CHAPTER 3
Constructions of Non-Malleable

Primitives from Structure-Preserving
Cryptography

In the last three years, a large body of work has analyzed the feasibility and the efficiency
of structure-preserving signatures (SPS) [133, 81, 112, 6, 4, 5, 63, 82, 142, 2, 3], public-key
encryption [65] and commitments schemes [135, 7].

In this chapter, we consider applications of structure-preserving signatures in the design
of non-malleable protocols such as non-interactive non-malleable commitments or chosen-
ciphertext-secure public-key encryption. Paradoxically, this is achieved by first considering
structure-preserving signatures which are intentionally made malleable. We consider SPS
schemes with linearly homomorphic properties and argue that such primitives have many
applications, even independently of Groth-Sahai proofs.

3.0.1 Linearly Homomorphic Structure-Preserving Signatures

The concept of homomorphic signatures can be traced back to Desmedt [97] while proper
definitions remained lacking until the work of Johnson et al. [148]. Since then, constructions
have appeared for various kinds of homomorphisms (see [11] and references therein).

Linearly Homomorphic Schemes. Linearly homomorphic signatures are an important class
of homomorphic signatures for arithmetic functions, whose study was initiated by Boneh,
Freeman, Katz and Waters [48]. While initially motivated by applications to network coding
[48], they are also useful in proofs of storage [13, 16] or in verifiable computation mecha-
nisms, when it comes to authenticate servers’ computations on outsourced data (see, e. g.,
[11]). The recent years, much attention was given to the notion and a variety of constructions
[120, 23, 47, 46, 77, 78, 111, 25, 26] based on various assumptions have been studied.

Structure-Preserving Signatures Made Homomorphic. In collaboration with Thomas Pe-
ters, Marc Joye and Moti Yung [177], we put forth the notion of linearly homomorphic
structure-preserving signatures (LHSPS). While structure-preserving signatures and linearly
homomorphic signatures have both been studied before, simultaneously combining the ho-
momorphic and structure-preserving properties turns out to be useful and non-trivial. As we
will see in this chapter, such a combination has unexpected applications that are not known
to be possible with only one of these two properties individually. In particular, we describe
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applications of LHSPS schemes beyond their compatibility with the Groth-Sahai techniques.
These signature schemes function exactly like ordinary homomorphic signatures with the
additional restriction that signatures and messages only consist of (vectors of) group ele-
ments whose discrete logarithms may not be available. We describe three constructions and
prove their security under well-established assumptions in bilinear groups.

Our first scheme’s starting point is the one-time (regular) SPS scheme of Abe et al. [6].
By removing certain public key components, we obtain the desired linear homomorphism,
and prove the security using information-theoretic arguments as in [6]. The key observation
here is that, as long as the adversary does not output a signature on a linear combination of
previously signed vectors, it will be unable to sign its target vector in the same way as the
reduction would, because certain private key components will remain perfectly hidden.

Our initial scheme inherits the one-time restriction of the scheme in [6] in that only one
linear subspace can be safely signed with a given public key. Nevertheless, we can extend it
to build a full linearly homomorphic SPS system. To this end, we suitably combine our first
scheme with Waters signatures [248]. Here, Waters signatures are used as a resting ground
for fresh random exponents which are introduced in each signed vector and help us refresh
the state of the system and apply each time the same argument as in the one-time scheme. We
also present techniques to turn the scheme into a fully randomizable one, where a derived
signature has the same distribution as a directly signed message.

3.0.2 Applications

Verifiable computation on encrypted data. First, we show that the primitive enables ver-
ifiable computation mechanisms on encrypted data.1 Specifically, it allows a client to store
encrypted files on an untrusted remote server. While the dataset is encrypted using an ad-
ditively homomorphic encryption scheme, the server is able to blindly compute linear func-
tions on the original data and provide the client with a short homomorphically derived sig-
nature vouching for the correctness of the computation. This is achieved by having the client
sign each ciphertext using a homomorphic SPS scheme and handing the resulting signatures
to the server at the beginning. After this initial phase, the client only needs to store a short
piece of information, no matter how large the file is. Still, he remains able to authenticate
linear functions on his data and the whole process is completely non-interactive.

Non-malleable commitments to group elements. As a more surprising application, we
show that LHSPS schemes generically yield non-malleable [102] trapdoor commitments to
group elements. We actually construct a simulation-sound trapdoor commitment [116] — a
primitive known (by [116, 195]) to imply re-usable non-malleable commitments with re-
spect to opening [94] — from any linearly homomorphic SPS satisfying a relatively mild
condition. To our knowledge, we thus obtain the first constant-size trapdoor commitments
to group elements providing re-usable non-malleability with respect to opening. Previous
non-interactive commitments to group elements were either malleable [138, 135] or inher-
ently length-increasing [108]: if we disregard the trivial solution consisting of hashing the
message first (which is not an option when we want to allow for efficient proofs of knowl-

1Our goals are very different from those of [119], where verifiable computation on homomorphically en-
crypted data is also considered. We do not seek to outsource computation but rather save the client from storing
large datasets.
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edge of an opening), no general technique has been known, to date, for committing to many
group elements at once using a short commitment string.

In the structure-preserving case, our transformation is purely generic as it applies to
a template which any linearly homomorphic SPS necessarily satisfies in symmetric bilin-
ear groups. We also generalize the construction so as to build simulation-sound trapdoor
commitments to vectors from any pairing-based (non-structure-preserving) linearly homo-
morphic signature. In this case, the conversion is only semi-generic as it imposes conditions
which are only met by pairing-based systems for the time being: essentially, we need the
underlying signature scheme to operate over groups of finite, public order. While only par-
tially generic, this construction of non-malleable commitments from linearly homomorphic
signatures is somewhat unexpected considering that the terms “non-malleability” and “ho-
momorphism” are antagonistic, and thus may be considered incompatible.

Constant-Size Quasi-Adaptive NIZK Proofs for Linear Subspaces. Our LHSPS schemes
also allowed us [178] to construct constant-size QA-NIZK arguments of linear subspace
membership. Given a t × n matrix of group elements of rank t < n, the QA-NIZK proofs
of Jutla and Roy [151] save Ω(t) group elements compared to Groth-Sahai. In [178], we
gave QA-NIZK arguments for proving the same statement using a constant number group
elements, regardless of the number of equations or the number of variables. Our one-time
LHSPS system immediately gives QA-NIZK arguments of linear subspace membership com-
prised of only 3 group elements under the DLIN assumption (and 2 group elements under
the SXDH assumption). While our constant-size QA-NIZK arguments are malleable in their
simplest version, they readily extend – at minimal cost – to provide a form of one-time
simulation-soundness defined by Jutla and Roy [150]. Moreover, we describe a construc-
tion of unbounded simulation-sound QA-NIZK argument based on our randomizable LH-
SPS system. Unlike previous unbounded simulation-sound Groth-Sahai-based proofs, our
construction does not involve quadratic pairing product equations and does not rely on a
chosen-ciphertext-secure encryption scheme.

Our constant-size QA-NIZK argument systems allowed us [178] to design new and im-
proved CCA2-secure encryption schemes. In particular, we could significantly optimize
the adaptively secure non-interactive threshold versions of the Cramer-Shoup cryptosystem
given by Libert and Yung [191]. We also built an efficient CCA2-secure keyed-homomorphic
encryption scheme. Keyed-homomorphic encryption is a primitive, suggested by Emura
et al.[104], which allows reconciling homomorphism and IND-CCA2 security. The idea of
Emura et al.[104] is that homomorphic operations can only be carried out using a dedi-
cated evaluation key. A keyed homomorphic scheme should be designed so as to be chosen-
ciphertext-secure against any adversary that is withheld access to the evaluation key. At the
same time, the evaluation key does not enable decryption and IND-CCA1 security should
be preserved even if this evaluation key is made available to the adversary. The keyed
homomorphic constructions of Emura et al.[104] are only known to satisfy a relaxed def-
inition of security where the adversary is only given access to a restricted homomorphic
evaluation oracle. Using our unbounded simulation-sound QA-NIZK proofs, we were able
[178] to build a keyed homomorphic encryption scheme satisfying the strongest definition
of chosen-ciphertext security given in [104]. At the same time, our construction enables
threshold decryption, as shown in [178], which is a useful capability in many applications of
homomorphic encryption. Our results were recently improved by Jutla and Roy [153, 152]
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who gave even shorter QA-NIZK proofs [153] of linear subspace membership and improved
unbounded simulation-sound constructions [152].

3.1 Linearly Homomorphic Structure-Preserving Signatures

3.1.1 Definitions for Linearly Homomorphic Signatures

Let (G, GT) be a configuration of (multiplicatively written) groups of prime order p over
which a bilinear map e : G×G→ GT is efficiently computable.

We consider linearly homomorphic signatures for which the message spaceM consists
of pairs M := T × Gn, for some n ∈ N, where T is a tag space. We remark that, in the
applications considered in this paper, tags do not need to be group elements. We thus allow
them to be arbitrary strings.

Definition 5. A linearly homomorphic structure-preserving signature (LHSPS) over (G, GT)
is a tuple of efficient algorithms Σ = (Keygen, Sign, SignDerive,Verify) for which the message
space isM := T ×Gn, for some n ∈ poly(λ) and some set T , and such that:

Keygen(λ, n): is a randomized algorithm that takes in a security parameter λ ∈ N and an
integer n ∈ poly(λ) denoting the dimension of vectors to be signed. It outputs a key
pair (pk, sk) and the description of a tag (i.e., a file identifier) space T .

Sign(sk, τ, M): is a possibly probabilistic algorithm that takes in a private key sk, a file iden-
tifier τ ∈ T and a vector M ∈ Gn. It outputs a signature σ ∈ Gns , for some ns ∈ poly(λ)
determined by pk.

SignDerive(pk, τ,{(ωi, σ(i))}`
i=1): is a (possibly probabilistic) signature derivation algo-

rithm. It takes as input a public key pk, a file identifier τ as well as ` pairs (ωi, σ(i)),
each of which consists of a weight ωi ∈ Zp and a signature σ(i) ∈ Gns . The output is a
signature σ ∈ Gns on the vector M = ∏`

i=1 M ωi
i , where σ(i) is a signature on Mi.

Verify(pk, τ, M, σ): is a deterministic algorithm that takes in a public key pk, a file identifier
τ ∈ T , a signature σ and a vector M. It outputs 1 if σ is deemed valid and 0 otherwise.

Correctness is expressed by imposing that, for all security parameters λ ∈N, all integers
n ∈ poly(λ) and all triples (pk, sk, T )← Keygen(λ, n), the following holds:

1. For all identifiers τ ∈ T and all n-vectors M ∈ Gn, if σ = Sign(sk, τ, M), then we have
Verify(pk, τ, M, σ) = 1.

2. For all identifiers τ ∈ T , any ` > 0 and any set of triples {(ωi, σ(i), Mi)}`i=1, if we have
Verify(pk, τ, Mi, σ(i)) = 1 for each i ∈ {1, . . . , `}, then

Verify
(
pk, τ,

`

∏
i=1

M ωi
i , SignDerive(pk, τ, {(ωi, σ(i))}`i=1)

)
= 1.

In our constructions, ns will be a constant which does not depend on the dimension n of
signed vectors. This will play a crucial role in certain application like short quasi-adaptive
NIZK proofs of linear subspace membership.
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Security. At first, the very name of the primitive may sound almost self-contradictory
when it comes to formally define its security. Indeed, the security of a linearly homomorphic
scheme [48] notably requires that it be infeasible to publicly compute a signature on a vector
outside the linear span of originally signed vectors. The problem is that, when vector entries
live in a discrete-logarithm hard group, deciding whether several vectors are independent
or not is believed to be a hard problem. Yet, this will not prevent us from applying new
techniques and constructing schemes with security proofs under simple assumptions. In the
security proof of our first construction, the reduction will be able to detect when the adver-
sary has won using the private key of the system.

In linearly homomorphic signatures, we use the same definition of unforgeability as
in [25]. This definition implies security in the stronger model used by Freeman [111] since
the adversary can interleave signing queries for individual vectors belonging to distinct sub-
spaces. Moreover, file identifiers can be chosen by the adversary (which strengthens the
definition of [48]) and are not assumed to be random. As a result, a file identifier can be a
low-entropy, easy-to-remember string such as the name of the dataset’s owner.

Definition 6. A linearly homomorphic SPS scheme Σ = (Keygen,Sign,SignDerive,Verify) is
secure if no PPT adversary has non-negligible advantage in the game below:

1. The adversary A chooses an integer n ∈ N and sends it to the challenger who runs
Keygen(λ, n) and obtains (pk, sk) before sending pk to A.

2. On polynomially-many occasions, A can interleave the following kinds of queries.

• Signing queries: A chooses a tag τ ∈ T and a vector M ∈ Gn. The challenger
picks a handle h and computes σ ← Sign(sk, τ, M). It stores (h, (τ, M), σ) in a
table T and returns h.

• Derivation queries: A chooses a vector of handles h = (h1, . . . , hk) and a set of co-
efficients {ωi}k

i=1. The challenger retrieves the tuples {(hi, (τi, Mi), σ(i))}k
i=1 from

T and returns ⊥ if one of these does not exist or if there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
such that τi 6= τ. Otherwise, it computes the linear combination M = ∏k

i=1 Mωi
i

and runs σ′ ← SignDerive
(
pk, τ, {(ωi, σ(i))}k

i=1

)
. It also chooses a handle h′, stores

(h′, (τ, M), σ′) in T and returns h′ to A.

• Reveal queries: A chooses a handle h. If no tuple of the form (h, (τ, M), σ′) exists
in T, the challenger returns ⊥. Otherwise, it returns σ′ to A and adds ((τ, M), σ′)
to the set Q.

3. A outputs an identifier τ?, a signature σ? and a vector M? ∈ Gn. The adversary A
wins if Verify(pk, τ?, M?, σ?) = 1 and one of the conditions below is satisfied:

◦ (Type I): τ? 6= τi for any entry (τi, .) in Q and M? 6= (1G, . . . , 1G).

◦ (Type II): τ? = τi for ki > 0 entries (τi, .) in Q and M? 6∈ Vi, where Vi denotes
the subspace spanned by all vectors M1, . . . , Mki for which an entry of the form
(τ?, Mj), with j ∈ {1, . . . , ki}, appears in Q.

A’s advantage is its probability of success taken over all coin tosses.

In our first scheme, we will consider a weaker notion of one-time security. In this notion,
the adversary is limited to obtain signatures for only one linear subspace. In this case, there
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is no need for file identifiers and we assume that all vectors are assigned the identifier τ = ε.
In the following, the adversary will be said independent if

• For any given tag τ, it is restricted to only query signatures on linearly independent
vectors.

• Each vector is only queried at most once.

Non-independent adversaries are not subject to the above restrictions. It will be necessary
to consider these adversaries in our construction of non-malleable commitments. Neverthe-
less, security against independent adversaries suffices for many applications — including
encrypted cloud storage — since the signer can always append unit vectors to each newly
signed vector.

At first, one may wonder how Definition 6 can be satisfied at all given that the challenger
may not have an efficient way to check whether the adversary is successful. Indeed, in cryp-
tographically useful discrete-logarithm-hard groups G, deciding whether vectors {Mi}i of
Gn are linearly dependent is believed to be difficult when n > 2. However, it may be possible
using some trapdoor information embedded in pk, especially if the adversary additionally
outputs signatures on {Mi}i.

In some applications, it makes sense to consider a weaker attack model where a Type II
adversary is only deemed successful if it outputs a convincing proof that its target vector
M? is indeed independent of the vectors that were signed for the tag τ?. The proof can be
either a NIZK proof or, alternatively, a vector in the kernel of the matrix whose rows are the
vectors that were signed for τ?. We call such an adversary a targeting adversary.

3.2 Constructions of Linearly Homomorphic Structure-Preserving
Signatures

As a warm-up, we begin by describing a one-time homomorphic signature, where a given
public key allows signing only one linear subspace.

3.2.1 A One-Time Linearly Homomorphic Construction

The construction is based on a one-time structure-preserving signature described by Abe et
al. [6, Appendix C.1] and the observation that this system can be made homomorphic by
removing certain public key components.

In the description hereunder, since only one linear subspace can be signed for each public
key, no file identifier τ is used. We thus set τ to be the empty string ε in all algorithms.

Keygen(λ, n): given a security parameter λ and the dimension n ∈N of the subspace to be
signed, choose bilinear group (G, GT) of prime order p > 2λ. Then, choose generators

h, gz, gr, hz
$← G. Pick χi, γi, δi

$← Zp, for i = 1 to n. Then, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
compute gi = gχi

z gγi
r , hi = hχi

z hδi . The private key is sk = {χi, γi, δi}n
i=1 while the public

key is defined to be

pk =
(

gz, hr, hz, h, {gi, hi}n
i=1
)
∈ G2n+4.
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Sign(sk, τ, (M1, . . . , Mn)): to sign a vector (M1, . . . , Mn) ∈ Gn associated with the identifier
τ = ε using sk = {χi, γi, δi}n

i=1, compute the signature consists of σ = (z, r, u) ∈ G3,
where

z =
n

∏
i=1

M−χi
i , r =

n

∏
i=1

M−γi
i , u =

n

∏
i=1

M−δi
i .

SignDerive(pk, τ,{(ωi, σ(i))}`
i=1): given the public key pk, a file identifier τ = ε and `

tuples (ωi, σ(i)), parse each σ(i) as σ(i) =
(
zi, ri, ui

)
∈ G3 for i = 1 to `. Compute and

return the derived signature σ = (z, r, u) =
(

∏`
i=1 zωi

i , ∏`
i=1 rωi

i , ∏`
i=1 uωi

i

)
.

Verify(pk, σ, τ, (M1, . . . , Mn)): given a signature σ = (z, r, u) ∈ G3, a vector (M1, . . . , Mn)
and a file identifier τ = ε, return 1 iff (M1, . . . , Mn) 6= (1G, . . . , 1G) and (z, r, u) satisfy

1GT = e(gz, z) · e(gr, r) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(gi, Mi), 1GT = e(hz, z) · e(h, u) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(hi, Mi). (3.1)

The security proof relies on the fact that, while the signing algorithm is deterministic,
signatures are not unique as each vector has an exponential number of valid signatures.
However, the reduction can compute exactly one signature for each vector. At the same time,
an adversary has no information about which specific signature the legitimate signer would
compute on a vector outside the span of already signed vectors. Moreover, by obtaining two
distinct signatures on a given vector, the reduction can readily solve a given instance of the
SDP problem [81].

Theorem 3 ([177]). The scheme is unforgeable if the SDP assumption holds in (G, GT).

The scheme can be modified so as to work in asymmetric pairing configurations and the
Double Pairing assumption.

One particularity of this scheme is that, even if the private key is available, it remains
difficult to find two distinct signatures on the same vector if the SDP assumption holds: by
dividing out the two signatures, one obtains the solution of an SDP instance (gz, gr, hz, hu)
contained in the public key.

3.2.2 A Full-Fledged Linearly Homomorphic SPS Scheme

Our one-time construction can be upgraded to obtain a scheme allowing to sign an arbi-
trary number of linear subspaces. Here, each file identifier τ consists of a L-bit string. The
construction builds on the observation that, in the scheme of Section 3.2.1, signatures (z, r, u)

could be re-randomized by computing (z · gθ
r , r · g−θ

z , u · h− logh(gr)·θ
z ), with θ

$← Zp, if h− logh(gr)
z

were available. Since publicizing h− logh(gr)
z would render the scheme insecure, our idea is to

use Waters signatures as a support for introducing extra randomizers in the exponent.
In the scheme, the u component of each signature can be seen as an aggregation of the

one-time construction with a Waters signature (hlogh(gr)
z · HG(τ)

−ρ, hρ) [248] on the tag τ.

Keygen(λ, n): given a security parameter λ and the dimension n ∈ N of the subspace to
be signed, choose bilinear group (G, GT) of prime order p > 2λ. Then, conduct the
following steps.
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1. Choose h $← G and αz, αr, βz
$← Zp. Define gz = hαz , gr = hαr and hz = hβz .

2. For i = 1 to n, pick χi, γi, δi
$← Zp and compute gi = gχi

z gγi
r , hi = hχi

z hδi .

3. Choose a random vector w = (w0, w1, . . . , wL)
$← GL+1 and define a hash function

HG : {0, 1}L → G which maps the L-bit string τ = τ[1] . . . τ[L] ∈ {0, 1}L to
HG(τ) = w0 ·∏L

k=1 wτ[k]
k .

The private key is sk =
(
hαr

z , {χi, γi, δi}n
i=1

)
while the public key consists of

pk =
(

gz, gr, hz, h, {gi, hi}n
i=1, w

)
∈ G2n+4 ×GL+1.

Sign(sk, τ, (M1, . . . , Mn)): to sign (M1, . . . , Mn) ∈ Gn w.r.t. the file identifier τ using the

private key sk =
(
hαr

z , {χi, γi, δi}n
i=1

)
, choose θ, ρ

$← Zp and output σ = (z, r, u, v),
where

z = gθ
r ·

n

∏
i=1

M−χi
i r = g−θ

z ·
n

∏
i=1

M−γi
i

u = (hαr
z )−θ ·

n

∏
i=1

M−δi
i · HG(τ)

−ρ v = hρ

SignDerive(pk, τ,{(ωi, σ(i))}`
i=1): given pk, a file identifier τ and ` tuples (ωi, σ(i)), parse

σ(i) as σ(i) =
(
zi, ri, ui, vi

)
∈ G4 for i = 1 to `. Then, choose ρ′

$← Zp and compute and
return σ = (z, r, u, v), where z = ∏`

i=1 zωi
i , r = ∏`

i=1 rωi
i , u = ∏`

i=1 uωi
i · HG(τ)

−ρ′ and
v = ∏`

i=1 vωi
i · hρ′ .

Verify(pk, σ, τ, (M1, . . . , Mn)): given σ = (z, r, u, v) ∈ G4, a file identifier τ and (M1, . . . , Mn),
return 1 if and only if (M1, . . . , Mn) 6= (1G, . . . , 1G) and (z, r, u, v) satisfy

1GT = e(gz, z) · e(gr, r) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(gi, Mi), (3.2)

1GT = e(hz, z) · e(h, u) · e(HG(τ), v) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(hi, Mi).

The security of the scheme against non-independent Type I adversaries is proved under
the SDP assumption. In the case of Type II forgeries, we need to assume the adversary to be
independent because, at some point, the simulator is only able to compute a signature for a
unique value2 of θ.

Theorem 4 ([177]). The scheme is unforgeable against independent adversaries if the SDP
assumption holds in (G, GT). Moreover, the scheme is secure against non-independent Type
I adversaries.

Since the signature component u cannot be publicly randomized, the scheme does not
have fully randomizable signatures. In Section 3.2.3, we describe a fully randomizable vari-
ant. In applications like non-malleable commitments to group elements, the above scheme
is sufficient however.

2Note that this is not a problem since the signer can derive θ as a pseudorandom function of τ and
(M1, . . . , Mn) to make sure that a given vector is always signed using the same θ.
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3.2.3 A Fully Randomizable Construction

We show that our scheme of Section 3.2.2 can be modified so as to become strongly context-
hiding in the sense of [11, 25]. Namely, signatures produced by the SignDerive algorithm
should be statistically indistinguishable from signatures freshly generated by Sign, even
when the original signatures are given.

The difficulty is that, in the scheme of Section 3.2.2, we cannot re-randomize the un-
derlying θ without knowing hαr

z . To address this problem, it is tempting to include in each
signature a randomization component of the form (hαr

z · HG(τ)
−ζ , hζ), for some ζ ∈ Zp,

which can be seen as a signature on the vector (1G, . . . , 1G). Unfortunately, the security
proof ceases to go through as the reduction finds itself unable to generate a well-formed
pair (hαr

z · HG(τ)
−ζ , hζ) at some step of its interaction with the adversary. Our solution actu-

ally consists in committing to the signature components that cannot be re-randomized and
provide evidence that committed group elements satisfy the verification equations. This
is achieved using Groth-Sahai non-interactive arguments on a perfectly NIWI Groth-Sahai
CRS, as in the linearly homomorphic construction of Attrapadung et al. [26]. A slight dif-
ference with [26], however, is that signature components (HG(τ)

−ρ, h−ρ) are no longer used
and replaced by the technique of Malkin et al. [196], which yields slightly shorter signatures.

In the following notations, for each h ∈ G and any vector g = (g1, g2, g3) ∈ G3, we
denote by E(h, g) the vector (e(h, g1), e(h, g2), e(h, g3)) ∈ G3

T.

Keygen(λ, n): given a security parameter λ and the dimension n ∈N of the subspace to be
signed, choose bilinear group (G, GT) of order p > 2λ. Then, do the following.

1. Choose h $← G and αz, αr, βz, $← Zp. Define gz = hαz , gr = hαr and hz = hβz .

2. For i = 1 to n, pick χi, γi, δi
$← Zp and compute gi = gχi

z · gγi
r , hi = hχi

z · hδi .

3. Generate L + 1 Groth-Sahai CRSes by choosing f1, f2
$← G and defining vectors

f1 = ( f1, 1, g) ∈ G3, f2 = (1, f2, g) ∈ G3 and f3,i
$← G3, for each i ∈ {0, . . . , L}.

The private key is sk =
(
hαr

z , {χi, γi, δi}n
i=1

)
while the public key consists of

pk =
(

gz, gr, hz, h, {gi, hi}n
i=1, f =

(
f1, f2, {f3,i}L

i=0
))

.

Sign(sk, τ, (M1, . . . , Mn)): to sign a vector (M1, . . . , Mn) ∈ Gn using sk =
(
hαr

z , {χi, γi, δi}n
i=1

)
with the file identifier τ, conduct the following steps.

1. Choose θ
$← Zp and compute

z = gθ
r ·

n

∏
i=1

M−χi
i r = g−θ

z ·
n

∏
i=1

M−γi
i u = h−θ·αr

z ·
n

∏
i=1

M−δi
i

2. Using the bits τ[1] . . . τ[L] of τ ∈ {0, 1}L, define the vector fτ = f3,0 ·∏L
i=1 f τ[i]

3,i so
as to assemble a Groth-Sahai CRS fτ = (f1, f2, fτ).
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3. Using fτ, compute Groth-Sahai commitments

Cz = (1G, 1G, z) · f1
νz,1 · f2

νz,2 · fνz,3
τ ,

Cr = (1G, 1G, r) · f1
νr,1 · f2

νr,2 · fνr,3
τ ,

Cu = (1G, 1G, u) · f1
νu,1 · f2

νu,2 · fνu,3
τ

to z, r and u, respectively. Then, generate NIWI proofs π1 = (π1,1, π1,2, π1,3) ∈ G3

and π2 = (π2,1, π2,2, π2,3) ∈ G3 that (z, r, u) satisfy the pairing-product equations
1GT = e(gz, z) · e(gr, r) ·∏n

i=1 e(gi, Mi) and 1GT = e(hz, z) · e(h, u) ·∏n
i=1 e(hi, Mi).

These proofs are obtained as

π1 = (π1,1, π1,2, π1,3) =
(

g−νz,1
z · g−νr,1

r , g−νz,2
z · g−νr,2

r , g−νz,3
z · g−νr,3

r
)

π2 = (π2,1, π2,2, π2,3) =
(
h−νz,1

z · h−νu,1 , h−νz,2
z · h−νu,2 , h−νz,3

z · h−νu,3
)

and satisfy the verification equations

n

∏
i=1

E
(

gi, (1G, 1G, Mi)
)−1

= E
(

gz, Cz
)
· E
(

gr, Cr
)
· E(π1,1, f1) · E(π1,2, f2) · E(π1,3, fτ)

(3.3)
n

∏
i=1

E
(
hi, (1G, 1G, Mi)

)−1
= E

(
hz, Cz

)
· E
(
h, Cu

)
· E(π2,1, f1) · E(π2,2, f2) · E(π2,3, fτ).

The signature consists of

σ = (Cz, Cr, Cu, π1, π2) ∈ G15. (3.4)

SignDerive(pk, τ,{(ωi, σ(i))}`
i=1): given pk, a file identifier τ and ` tuples (ωi, σ(i)), parse

each signature σ(i) as a tuple of the form σ(i) = (Cz,i, Cr,i, Cu,i, π1,i, π2,i) ∈ G15 for i = 1
to `. Otherwise, the derivation process proceeds in two steps.

1. Compute

Cz =
`

∏
i=1

C ωi
z,i Cr =

`

∏
i=1

C ωi
r,i Cu =

`

∏
i=1

C ωi
u,i

π1 =
`

∏
i=1

π ωi
1,i π2 =

`

∏
i=1

π ωi
2,i

2. Re-randomize the above commitments and proofs using their homomorphic prop-
erty and return the re-randomized version σ = (Cz, Cr, Cu, π1, π2).

Verify(pk, σ, τ, (M1, . . . , Mn)): given a pair (τ, (M1, . . . , Mn)) and a purported signature
σ parse the latter as (Cz, Cr, Cu, π1, π2). Then, return 1 if and only if it holds that
(M1, . . . , Mn) 6= (1G, . . . , 1G) and equations (3.3) are satisfied.

We believe this construction to be of interest even if we disregard its structure-preserving
property. Indeed, if we compare it with the only known completely context-hiding linearly
homomorphic signature in the standard model [26], its signatures are shorter by one group
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element. Moreover, we can prove the security under the sole DLIN assumption whereas the
scheme of [26] requires an additional assumption.

The scheme is clearly completely context hiding because signatures only consist of per-
fectly randomizable commitments and NIWI arguments.

As for the unforgeability of the scheme, the proof of the following theorem is along the
lines of [196, Theorem 5]. However, we can only prove unforgeability in a weaker sense as
we need to assume that the adversary is targeting. Namely, in the case of Type II attacks,
the adversary must also output a proof that it actually broke the security of the scheme and
that its vector M? = (M?

1 , . . . , M?
n) ∈ Gn is indeed independent of the vectors for which it

obtained signatures for the target tag τ?.
If {Mi = (Mi,1, . . . , Mi,n)}m

i=1 denote the linearly independent vectors that were signed
for τ?, the adversary could simply output a vector W = (W1, . . . , Wn) ∈ Gn such that
∏n

j=1 e(M?
j , Wj) 6= 1GT and ∏n

j=1 e(Mi,j, Wj) = 1GT for each i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. The latter test
guarantees that the adversary’s output is a non-trivial Type II forgery.

Theorem 5 ([177]). The above scheme provides unforgeability against independent targeting
adversaries if the DLIN assumption holds in G.

3.2.4 Application to Verifiable Computation on Encrypted Data

Linearly homomorphic schemes are known (see, e. g., [11]) to provide verifiable computation
mechanisms for outsourced data. Suppose that a user has a dataset consisting of n samples
s1, . . . , sn ∈ Zp. The dataset can be encoded as vectors vi = (ei|si) ∈ Zn+1

p , where ei ∈ Zn
p

denotes the i-th unit vector for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The user then assigns a file identifier
τ to {vi}n

i=1, computes signatures σi ← Sign(sk, τ, vi) on the resulting vectors and stores
{(vi, σi)}n

i=1 at the server. When requested, the server can then evaluate a sum s = ∑n
i=1 si

and provide evidence that the latter computation is correct by deriving a signature on the
vector (1, 1, . . . , 1, s) ∈ Zn+1

p . Unless the server is able to forge a signature for a vector out-
side the span of {vi}n

i=1, it is unable to fool the user. The above method readily extends to
authenticate weighted sums or Fourier transforms.

One disadvantage of the above method is that it requires the server to retain the dataset
{si}n

i=1 in the clear. Using LHSPS schemes, the user can apply the above technique on en-
crypted samples using the Boneh-Boyen-Shacham (BBS) cryptosystem [44].

The BBS cryptosystem involves a public key (g, g̃, f = gx, h = gy) ∈R G4, where (x, y) ∈
Z2

p is the private key. The user (or anyone else knowing his public key) can first encrypt
his samples {si}n

i=1 by computing BBS encryptions (C1,i, C2,i, C3,i) = ( f ri , hti , g̃si · gri+ti), with

ri, ti
$← Zp, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If the user holds a LHSPS key pair for vectors of di-

mension n + 3, he can generate n signatures on vectors ((C1,i, C2,i, C3,i)|Ei) ∈ Gn+3, where
Ei = (1G, . . . , 1G, g, 1G, . . . , 1G) = gei for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, using the scheme of Section
3.2.2. The vectors {((C1,i, C2,i, C3,i)|Ei)}n

i=1 and their signatures {(zi, ri, ui, vi)}n
i=1 are then

archived in the cloud in such a way that the server can publicly derive a signature on the
vector

(
f ∑i ri , h∑i ti , g̃∑i si · g∑i(ri+ti), g, g, . . . , g

)
∈ Gn+3 in order to convince the client that the

encrypted sum was correctly computed. Using his private key (x, y), the client can then
retrieve the sum ∑i si as long as it remains in a sufficiently small range.

The interest of the above solution lies in that the client can dispense with the need for
storing the O(n)-size public key of his linearly homomorphic signature. Indeed, he can
simply retain the random seed that was used to generate pk and re-compute private key
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elements {(χi, γi, δi)}n
i=1 whenever he wants to verify the server’s response. In this case, the

verification equations (3.2) become

1GT = e(gz, z ·
n

∏
i=1

Mχi
i ) · e(gr, r ·

n

∏
i=1

Mγi
i ) = e(hz, z ·

n

∏
i=1

Mχi
i ) · e(h, u ·

n

∏
i=1

Mδi
i ) · e(HG(τ), v),

so that the client only has to compute O(1) pairings. Moreover, the client does not have
to determine an upper bound on the size of his dataset when generating his public key.
Initially, he only needs to generate {(gj, hj)}3

j=1. When the i-th ciphertext (C1,i, C2,i, C3,i) has
to be stored, the client derives (χi+3, γi+3, δi+3) and (gi+3, hi+3) by applying a PRF to the
index i. This will be sufficient to sign vectors of the form ((C1,i, C2,i, C3,i)|Ei).

Complete and security models for “verifiable computation on encrypted data” are be-
yond the scope of this work. Here, they would naturally combine the properties of secure
homomorphic encryption and authenticated computing. It should be intuitively clear that a
malicious server cannot trick a client into accepting an incorrect result (i.e., one which differs
from the actual defined linear function it is supposed to compute over the defined signed ci-
phertext inputs) without defeating the security of the underlying homomorphic signature.

3.3 Non-Malleable Trapdoor Commitments to Group Elements from
Linearly Homomorphic Structure-Preserving Signatures

This section shows that, under a certain mild condition (fulfilled by our constructions), LH-
SPS imply length-reducing non-malleable structure-preserving commitments to vectors of
group elements.

As a result, we obtain the first length-reducing non-malleable structure-preserving trap-
door commitment. Our scheme is not strictly3 structure-preserving (according to the ter-
minology of [7]) because the commitment string lives in GT rather than G. Still, openings
only consist of elements in G, which makes it possible to generate efficient NIWI proofs that
committed group elements satisfy certain properties. To our knowledge, the only known
non-malleable commitment schemes whose openings only consist of group elements were
described by Fischlin et al. [108]. However, these constructions cannot be length-reducing
as they achieve universal composability [70, 71].

Our schemes are obtained by first constructing simulation-sound trapdoor commitments
(SSTC) [116, 195] to group elements. SSTC schemes were first suggested by Garay, MacKen-
zie and Yang [116] as a tool for constructing universally composable zero-knowledge proofs
[70]. MacKenzie and Yang subsequently gave a simplified security definition which suffices
to provide non-malleability with respect to opening in the sense of the definition of re-usable
non-malleable commitments [94].

In a SSTC, each commitment is labeled with a tag. The definition of [195] requires that,
even if the adversary can see equivocations of commitments to possibly distinct messages
for several tags tag1, . . . , tagq, it will not be able to break the binding property for a new tag
tag 6∈ {tag1, . . . , tagq}.

3We recall that strictly structure-preserving commitments cannot be length-reducing, as shown by Abe et
al. [7], so that our scheme is essentially the best we can hope for if we aim at short commitment stings.
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Definition 7 ([195]). A simulation-sound trapdoor commitment (SSTC) (Setup,Com,FakeCom,
FakeOpen,Verify) is a tuple where (Setup,Com,Verify) forms a non-interactive commitment
scheme and (FakeCom,FakeOpen) are PPT algorithms with the following properties

Trapdoor: for any tag and any message Msg, the following distributions are computationally
indistinguishable:

D f ake := {(pk, tk)← Setup(λ); (c̃om, aux)← FakeCom(pk, tk, tag);

d̃ec← FakeOpen(aux, tk, c̃om,Msg) : (pk, tag,Msg, c̃om, d̃ec)}

Dreal := {(pk, tk)← Setup(λ); (com, dec)← Com(pk, tag,Msg) : (pk, tag,Msg, com, dec)}

Simulation-sound binding: for any PPT adversary A, the following probability is negligi-
ble

Pr[(pk, tk)← Setup(λ); (com, tag,Msg1,Msg2, dec1, dec2)← AOtk,pk(pk) : Msg1 6= Msg2

∧ Verify(pk, tag,Msg1, com, dec1) = Verify(pk, tag,Msg2, com, dec2) = 1∧ tag 6∈ Q],

whereOtk,pk is an oracle that maintains an initially empty set Q and operates as follows:

• On input (commit, tag), it runs (c̃om, aux)← FakeCom(pk, tk, tag), stores the triple
(c̃om, tag, aux), returns c̃om.

• On input (decommit, c̃om,Msg): if a tuple (c̃om, tag, aux) was previously stored, it
computes d̃ec ← FakeOpen(aux, tk, tag, c̃om,Msg), adds tag in Q and returns d̃ec.
Otherwise, Otk,pk returns ⊥.

While our SSTC to group elements will be proved secure in the above sense, a non-
adaptive flavor of simulation-sound binding security is sufficient for the construction of
non-malleable commitments. Indeed, Gennaro used [118] such a relaxed notion to achieve
non-malleability from similar-looking multi-trapdoor commitments. In the non-adaptive
notion, the adversary has to choose the set of tags tag1, . . . , tag` for which it wants to query
the Otk,pk oracle before seeing the public key pk.

3.3.1 Template of Linearly Homomorphic SPS Scheme

We first remark that any constant-size linearly homomorphic structure-preserving signature
necessarily complies with the template below. Indeed, in order to have a linear homomor-
phism, each verification equation necessarily computes a product of pairings which should
equal 1GT in a valid signature. In each pairing of the product, one of the arguments must
be a message or signature component while the second argument is either part of the public
key or an encoding of the file identifier.

For simplicity, the template is described in terms of symmetric pairings but generaliza-
tions to asymmetric configurations are possible.

Keygen(λ, n): given λ and the dimension n ∈ N of the vectors to be signed, choose con-
stants nz, nv, m. Among these, nz and nv will determine the signature length while
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m will be the number of verification equations. Then, choose {Fj,µ}j∈{1,...,m},µ∈{1,...,nz},
{Gj,i}i∈{1,...,n}, j∈{j,...,m} in the group G. The public key is

pk =
(
{Fj,µ}j∈{1,...,m},µ∈{1,...,nz}, {Gj,i}i∈{1,...,n}, j∈{j,...,m}

)
while sk consists of information about the representation of public elements w.r.t. spe-
cific bases.

Sign(sk, τ, (M1, . . . , Mn)): Outputs a tuple σ =
(
Z1, . . . , Znz , V1, . . . , Vnv

)
∈ Gnz+nv .

SignDerive(pk, τ,{(ωi, σ(i))}`
i=1): parses each σ(i) as

(
Z(i)

1 , . . . , Z(i)
nz , V(i)

1 , . . . , V(i)
nv

)
and com-

putes

Zµ =
`

∏
i=1

Z(i)
µ

ωi
Vν =

`

∏
i=1

V(i)
ν

ωi
µ ∈ {1, . . . , nz}, ν ∈ {1, . . . , nv}.

After a possible extra re-randomization step, it outputs
(
Z1, . . . , Znz , V1, . . . , Vnv

)
.

Verify(pk, σ, τ, (M1, . . . , Mn)): given a signature σ =
(
Z1, . . . , Znz , V1, . . . , Vnv

)
∈ Gnz+nv , a

tag τ and (M1, . . . , Mn), return 0 if (M1, . . . , Mn) = (1G, . . . , 1G). Otherwise, do the
following.

1. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , m} and ν ∈ {1, . . . , nv}, compute one-to-one4 encodings Tj,ν ∈
G of the tag τ as a group element.

2. Return 1 if and only if cj = 1GT for j = 1 to m, where

cj =
nz

∏
µ=1

e(Fj,µ, Zµ) ·
nv

∏
ν=1

e(Tj,ν, Vν) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(Gj,i, Mi) j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. (3.5)

In the following, we say that a linearly homomorphic SPS is regular if, for each file iden-
tifier τ, any non-trivial vector (M1, . . . , Mn) 6= (1G, . . . , 1G) has a valid signature.

3.3.2 Construction of Simulation-Sound Structure-Preserving Trapdoor Commit-
ments

Let ΠSPS = (Keygen,Sign,SignDerive,Verify) be a linearly homomorphic SPS. We construct a
simulation-sound trapdoor commitment as follows.

SSTC.Setup(λ, n): given the desired dimension n ∈N of committed vectors, choose public
parameters pp for the linearly homomorphic SPS scheme. Then, run ΠSPS.Keygen(λ, n)
to obtain a public key pk =

(
{Fj,µ}j∈{1,...,m},µ∈{1,...,nz}, {Gj,i}i∈{1,...,n}, j∈{j,...,m}

)
, for some

constants nz, nv, m, and a sk. The commitment key is pk = pk and the trapdoor tk
consists of sk. Note that the public key defines a signature space Gnz+nv , for constants
nz and nv.

4This condition can be relaxed to have collision-resistant deterministic encodings. Here, we assume injectivity
for simplicity.
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SSTC.Com(pk, tag, (M1, . . . , Mn)): to commit to (M1, . . . , Mn) ∈ Gn with respect to the tag

tag = τ, choose
(
Z1, . . . , Znz , V1, . . . , Vnv

) $← Gnz+nv in the signature space. Then, run
step 1 of the verification algorithm and evaluate the right-hand-side member of (3.5).
Namely, compute

cj =
nz

∏
µ=1

e(Fj,µ, Zµ) ·
nv

∏
ν=1

e(Tj,ν, Vν) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(Gj,i, Mi) j ∈ {1, . . . , m} (3.6)

where {Tj,ν}j,ν form an injective encoding of tag = τ as a set of group elements. The
commitment string is defined to be com = (c1, . . . , cm) whereas the decommitment
consists of dec =

(
Z1, . . . , Znz , V1, . . . , Vnv

)
.

SSTC.FakeCom(pk, tk, tag): proceeds like SSTC.Com with (M̂1, . . . , M̂n)
$← Gn. If ( ˆcom, ˆdec)

denotes the resulting pair, the algorithm outputs c̃om = ˆcom and the auxiliary infor-
mation aux, which consists of the pair aux = ((M̂1, . . . , M̂n), ˆdec) for tag = τ.

SSTC.FakeOpen(aux, tk, tag, c̃om, (M1, . . . , Mn)): the algorithm parses c̃om as (c̃1, . . . , c̃m)
and aux as

(
(M̂1, . . . , M̂n), (Ẑ1, . . . , Ẑnz , V̂1, . . . , V̂nv)

)
. It first generates a homomorphic

signature on (M1/M̂1, . . . , Mn/M̂n) for the tag tag = τ. Namely, using tk = sk, com-
pute σ′ = (Z′1, . . . , Z′nz

, V ′1, . . . , V ′nv
) ← ΠSPS.Sign

(
sk, τ, (M1/M̂n, . . . , Mn/M̂n)

)
. Since

σ′ is a valid signature and aux =
(
(M̂1, . . . , M̂n), (Ẑ1, . . . , Ẑnz , V̂1, . . . , V̂nv)

)
satisfies

c̃j =
nz

∏
µ=1

e(Fj,µ, Ẑµ) ·
nv

∏
ν=1

e(Tj,ν, V̂ν) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(Gj,i, M̂i) j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, (3.7)

the algorithm can run (Z̃1, . . . , Z̃nz , Ṽ1, . . . , Ṽnv) ← SignDerive(pk, τ, {(1, σ′), (1, σ̂)}),
where σ̂ = (Ẑ1, . . . , Ẑnz , V̂1, . . . , V̂nv), and output d̃ec = (Z̃1, . . . , Z̃nz , Ṽ1, . . . , Ṽnv) which
is a valid de-commitment to the vector (M1, . . . , Mn) with respect to tag = τ.

SSTC.Verify(pk, tag, (M1, . . . , Mn), com,dec): parse com as (c1, . . . , cm) ∈ Gm
T and the de-

commitment dec as
(
Z1, . . . , Znz , V1, . . . , Vnv

)
∈ Gnz+nv (if these values do not parse

properly, return 0). Then, compute a one-to-one encoding {Tj,ν}j,ν of tag = τ. Return
1 if relations (3.6) hold and 0 otherwise.

In the full version of [177], we generalize the above construction so as to build simulation-
sound trapdoor commitment to vectors from any linearly homomorphic signature that fits a
certain template. This template captures essentially all known pairing-based constructions,
including LHSPS schemes. As a result, we obtain a modular construction of constant-size
non-malleable commitment to vectors which preserves the feasibility of efficiently proving
properties about committed values. In particular, our generalized construction can be instan-
tiated using the CDH-based (non-structure-preserving) linearly homomorphic signature of
Attrapadung, Libert and Peters [25]. Unlike the CDH-based simulation-sound commitment
of Fujisaki [114], our realization is non-interactive and allows committing to vectors with
a constant-size commitment string. Unlike the solution consisting in committing to a short
string obtained by hashing the vector, our solution allows the sender to prove properties
(using Σ protocols or Groth-Sahai proofs) about committed vectors in an efficient way.

For vectors of dimension n = 1, we obtain a simplification of existing multi-trapdoor (or
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identity-based) trapdoor commitments [100, 214] based on Waters signatures. Our general-
ized construction of simulation-sound commitments [177] can also be instantiated under the
Strong Diffie-Hellman assumption using the homomorphic signature of Catalano et al. [78].
For vectors of dimension 1, the obtained non-malleable commitment is a variant of the one
of [118, Section 4.2].

Theorem 6 ([177]). Assuming that the underlying linearly homomorphic SPS is regular and
secure against non-independent Type I adversaries, the above construction is a simulation-
sound trapdoor commitment to group elements.

A standard technique (see, e.g., [116, 118]) to build a re-usable and non-interactive non-
malleable commitment (assuming a CRS) from a SSTC scheme is as follows. To commit
to Msg, the sender generates a key-pair (VK,SK) for a one-time signature and generates
(com, dec) ← SSTC.Commit(pk,VK,MSg) using VK as a tag. The non-malleable commit-
ment string is the pair (com,VK) and the opening is given by (dec, σ), where σ is a one-time
signature on com, so that the receiver additionally checks the validity of σ. This construc-
tion is known to provide independence [93, 121] and thus non-malleability with respect to
opening, as proved in [93, 121].

In our setting, we cannot compute σ as a signature of com, as it consists of GT elements.
However, we can rather sign the pair (Msg, dec) — whose components live in G — as long
as it uniquely determines com. To this end, we can use the one-time structure-preserving
of [6, Appendix C.1] since it allows signing messages of arbitrary length using a constant-
size one-time public key. Like our scheme of Section 3.2.2, it relies on the SDP assumption
and thus yields a non-malleable commitment based on this sole assumption. Alternatively,
we can move σ in the commitment string (which thus consists of (com,VK, σ)), in which
case the one-time signature does not need to be structure-preserving but it has to be strongly
unforgeable (as can be observed from the definition of independent commitments [93]) while
the standard notion of unforgeability suffices in the former case.

3.4 (Constant-Size) Simulation-Sound Quasi-Adaptive NIZK Ar-
guments from LHSPS Schemes

Earlier sections showed that structure-preserving signatures with additive homomorphic
properties have unexpected applications in the design of non-malleable structure-preserving
commitments. In this section, we extend their range of applications and demonstrate that
they can surprisingly be used (albeit non-generically) in the design of simulation-sound
quasi-adaptive NIZK (QA-NIZK) proofs and chosen-ciphertext-secure cryptosystems.

Concretely, our one-time LHSPS scheme of Section 3.2.1 already allows showing mem-
bership of a t × n linear subspace (of rank t < n) using only 3 group elements under the
SDP assumption. Moreover, we show how to extend this construction to get unbounded
simulation-soundness while retaining constant-size proofs. The length of a proof does not
depend on the number of equations or the number of variables, but only on the underly-
ing assumption. Like those of [151], our proofs are computationally sound under standard
assumptions. Somewhat surprisingly, they are even asymptotically shorter than random-
oracle-based proofs derived from Σ-protocols.

Under the DLIN assumption, we obtain QA-NIZK arguments consisting of 15 group el-
ements and a one-time signature with its verification key. As it turns out, it is also the first
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unbounded simulation-sound proof system that does not involve quadratic pairing prod-
uct equations or a CCA2-secure encryption scheme. Efficiency comparisons show that we
only need 20 group elements per proof where the best USS extension [62] of Groth-Sahai
costs 6t + 2n + 52 group elements. Under the k-linear assumption, the proof length becomes
O(k2) and thus avoids any dependency on the subspace dimension.

For applications, like CCA2 security [208, 231], where only one-time simulation-soundness
is needed, we further optimize our proof system and obtain a relatively simulation-sound
QA-NIZK proof system, as defined in [150], with constant-size proofs. Under the DLIN as-
sumption (resp. the k-linear assumption), we achieve relative simulation-soundness with
only 4 (resp. k + 2) group elements!

As the first application of USS proofs, we construct a chosen-ciphertext-secure keyed-
homomorphic encryption scheme with threshold decryption. Keyed-homomorphic encryp-
tion is a primitive, suggested by Emura et al. [104], where homomorphic ciphertext ma-
nipulations are only possible to a party holding a devoted evaluation key SKh which, by
itself, does not enable decryption. The scheme should provide IND-CCA2 security when
the evaluation key is unavailable to the adversary and remain IND-CCA1 secure when SKh
is exposed. Other approaches to reconcile homomorphism and non-malleability were taken
in [221, 222, 223, 51, 83] but they inevitably satisfy weaker security notions than adaptive
chosen-ciphertext security [226]. The results of [104] showed that CCA2-security does not
rule out homomorphicity when the capability to compute over encrypted data is restricted.

Emura et al. [104] gave realizations of CCA2-secure keyed-homomorphic schemes based
on hash proof systems [90]. However, these do not readily enable threshold decryption –
as would be desirable in voting protocols – since valid ciphertexts are not publicly recog-
nizable, which makes it harder to prove CCA security in the threshold setting. Moreover,
these solutions are not known to satisfy the strongest security definition of [104]. The rea-
son is that this definition seemingly requires a form of unbounded simulation-soundness.
Our QA-NIZK proofs fulfill this requirement and provide an efficient CCA2-secure thresh-
old keyed-homomorphic system where ciphertexts are 65% shorter than in instantiations of
the same high-level idea using previous simulation-sound proofs.

Using our relatively simulation-sound QA-NIZK proofs, we then build adaptively secure
non-interactive threshold cryptosystems with CCA2 security and improved efficiency. The
constructions of Libert and Yung [191] were improved by Escala et al. [105]. So far, the most
efficient solution is obtained from the Jutla-Roy results [150, 151] via relatively sound proofs
[150]. Using our relatively sound QA-NIZK proof system, we shorten ciphertexts by Θ(k)
elements under the k-linear assumption.

3.4.1 Construction with Unbounded Simulation-Soundness

In the following, vectors are considered as row vectors. If A ∈ Zt×n
p is a matrix, we denote

by gA ∈ Gt×n the matrix obtained by exponentiating g using the entries of A.
We consider public parameters Γ = (G, GT, g) consisting of bilinear groups (G, GT) with

a generator g ∈ G. Like [151], we will consider languages Lρ = {gx·A ∈ Gn | x ∈ Zt
p} that

are parametrized by ρ = gA ∈ Gt×n, where A ∈ Zt×n
q is a t× n matrix of rank t < n.

As in [151], we assume that the distributionDΓ is efficiently samplable: there exists a PPT
algorithm which outputs a pair (ρ, A) describing a relation Rρ and its associated language
Lρ according to DΓ. One example of such a distribution is obtained by picking a uniform

matrix A $← Zt×n
p – which has full rank with overwhelming probability – and setting ρ = gA.
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Our construction builds on the homomorphic signature recalled in Section 3.2.3. Specif-
ically, the language-dependent CRS ψ contains one-time linearly homomorphic signatures
on the rows of the matrix ρ ∈ Gt×n. For each vector v ∈ Lρ, the prover can use the witness
x ∈ Zt

p to derive and prove knowledge of a one-time homomorphic signature (z, r, u) on v.
This signature (z, r, u) is already a QA-NIZK proof of membership but it does not provide
simulation-soundness. To acquire this property, we follow [196] and generate a NIWI proof
of knowledge of (z, r, u) for a Groth-Sahai CRS that depends on the verification key of an
ordinary one-time signature. The latter’s private key is used to sign the NIWI proof so as
to prevent unwanted proof manipulations. Using the private key of the homomorphic one-
time signature as a trapdoor, the simulator is also able to create proofs for vectors v 6∈ Lρ.
Due to the use of perfectly NIWI proofs, these fake proofs do not leak any more information
about the simulation key than the CRS does. At the same time, the CRS can be prepared
so that, with non-negligible probability, it becomes perfectly binding on an adversarially-
generated proof, which allows extracting a non-trivial signature on a vector v 6∈ Lρ.

Like [151], our QA-NIZK proof system (K0, K1,P,V) is a split CRS construction in that
K1 can be divided into two algorithms (K10, K11). The first one K10 outputs some state in-
formation s and a first CRS CRS2 which is only used by the verifier and does not depend on
the language Lρ. The second part K11 of K1 inputs the state information s and the output of
Γ of K0 and outputs CRS1 which is only used by the prover.

K0(λ): choose symmetric bilinear groups (G, GT) of prime order p > 2λ with g $← G. Then,
output Γ = (G, GT, g)

The dimensions (t, n) of the matrix A ∈ Zt×n
p can be either fixed or part of the language, so

that t, n can be given as input to the CRS generation algorithm K1.

K1(Γ, ρ): parse Γ as (G, GT, g) and ρ as a matrix ρ =
(
Gi,j
)

1≤i≤t, 1≤j≤n ∈ Gt×n.

1. Generate a key pair (pkhsps, skhsps) for the randomizable LHSPS of Section 3.2.3 to

sign vectors of Gn. Namely, choose gz, gr, hz, hu
$← G and do the following.

a. For i = 1 to n, pick χi, γi, δi
$← Zp and compute gi = gz

χi gr
γi and hi = hz

χi hu
δi .

b. Generate L + 1 Groth-Sahai common reference strings, for some L ∈ poly(λ).

To this end, choose f1, f2
$← G and define the vectors f1 = ( f1, 1, g) ∈ G3,

f2 = (1, f2, g) ∈ G3. Then, pick f3,i
$← G3 for i = 0 to L.

Let skhsps = {(χi, γi, δi)}n
i=1 be the private key and the matching public key is

pkhsps =
(

gz, gr, hz, hu, {(gi, hi)}n
i=1, f =

(
f1, f2, {f3,i}L

i=0
) )

.

2. Use skhsps to generate one-time linearly homomorphic signatures {(zi, ri, ui)}t
i=1

on the vectors (Gi1, . . . , Gin) ∈ Gn that form the rows of ρ. These are obtained as

(zi, ri, ui) =
( n

∏
j=1

G
−χj
i,j ,

n

∏
j=1

G
−γj
i,j ,

n

∏
j=1

G
−δj
i,j

)
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , t}.

3. Choose a strongly unforgeable one-time signature Σ = (G,S ,V) with verification
keys consisting of L-bit strings.
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4. The CRS ψ = (CRS1, CRS2) consists of two parts which are defined as

CRS1 =
(

ρ, pkhsps, {(zi, ri, ui)}t
i=1, Σ

)
, CRS2 =

(
pkhsps, Σ

)
,

while the simulation trapdoor τsim is skhsps = {(χi, γi, δi)}n
i=1.

P(Γ, ψ, v, x, lbl): given a vector v ∈ Gn and a witness x = (x1, . . . , xt) ∈ Zt
p such that v =

gx·A, generate a one-time signature key pair (VK, SK)← G(λ) and do the following.

1. Using {(zj, rj, uj)}t
j=1, derive a one-time linearly homomorphic signature (z, r, u)

on v. Namely, compute z = ∏t
i=1 zxi

i , r = ∏t
i=1 rxi

i and u = ∏t
i=1 uxi

i .

2. Using VK = VK[1] . . .VK[L] ∈ {0, 1}L, define the vector fVK = f3,0 ·∏L
i=1 f VK[i]

3,i
and assemble a Groth-Sahai CRS fVK = (f1, f2, fVK). Using fVK, generate com-
mitments Cz, Cr, Cu to the components of (z, r, u) ∈ G3 along with NIWI proofs
(π1, π2) that v and (z, r, u) satisfy (3.1). Let (Cz, Cr, Cu, π1, π2) ∈ G15 be the
resulting commitments and proofs.

3. Generate σ = S(SK, (v, Cz, Cr, Cu, π1, π2, lbl)) and output

π = (VK, Cz, Cr, Cu, π1, π2, σ) (3.8)

V(Γ, ψ, v, π, lbl): parse π as per (3.8) and v as (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Gn. Return 1 if and only if

(i) V(VK, (v, Cz, Cr, Cu, π1, π2, lbl), σ) = 1;

(ii) (Cz, Cr, Cu, π1, π2) forms a valid NIWI proof for the CRS fVK = (f1, f2, fVK), so
that π1 = (π1,1, π1,2, π1,3) and π2 = (π2,1, π2,2, π2,3) satisfy

n

∏
i=1

E
(

gi, (1G, 1G, vi)
)−1

= E
(

gz, Cz
)
· E
(

gr, Cr
)
· E(π1,1, f1) · E(π1,2, f2) · E(π1,3, fVK)

n

∏
i=1

E
(
hi, (1G, 1G, vi)

)−1
= E

(
hz, Cz

)
· E
(
h, Cu

)
· E(π2,1, f1) · E(π2,2, f2) · E(π2,3, fVK).

To simulate a proof for a given vector v ∈ Gn, the simulator uses τsim = skhsps to generate a
fresh one-time homomorphic signature on v ∈ Gn and proceeds as in steps 2-3 of P.

The proof π only consists of 15 group elements and a one-time pair (VK, σ). Remark-
ably, its length does not depend on the number of equations n or the number of variables
t. In comparison, Groth-Sahai proofs already require 3t + 2n group elements in their basic
form and become even more expensive when it comes to achieve unbounded simulation-
soundness. The Jutla-Roy techniques [151] reduce the proof length to 2(n − t) elements –
which only competes with our proofs when t ≈ n – but it is unclear how to extend them
to get unbounded simulation-soundness without affecting their efficiency. Our CRS consists
of O(t + n + L) group elements against O(t(n− t)) in [151]. More detailed comparisons are
given in Section 3.4.3 between proof systems based on the DLIN assumption.

Interestingly, the above scheme even outperforms Fiat-Shamir-like proofs derived from
Σ-protocols which would give Θ(t)-size proofs here. The construction readily extends to
rely on the k-linear assumption for k > 2. In this case, the proof comprises (k + 1)(2k + 1)
elements and its size thus only depends on k, as detailed in the full version of [178].
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Moreover, the verification algorithm only involves linear pairing product equations whereas
all known unbounded simulation-sound extensions of Groth-Sahai proofs require either
quadratic equations or a linearization step involving extra variables.

We finally remark that, if we give up the simulation-soundness property, the proof length
drops to k + 1 group elements under the k-linear assumption.

Theorem 7 ([178]). The scheme is an unbounded simulation-sound QA-NIZK proof system
if the DLIN assumption holds in G and Σ is strongly unforgeable.

The above construction is not tightly secure as the gap between the simulation-soundness
adversary’s advantage and the probability to break the DLIN assumption depends on the
number of simulated proofs obtained by the adversary. For applications like tight CCA2
security [142], it would be interesting to modify the proof system to obtain tight security.

3.4.2 Construction with (Single-Theorem) Relative Soundness

In applications where single-theorem relatively sound NIZK proofs suffice, we can further
improve the efficiency. Under the k-linear assumption, the proof length reduces from O(k2)
elements to O(k) elements. Under the DLIN assumption, each proof fits within 4 elements
and only costs 2n + 6 pairings to verify. In comparison, the verifier needs 2(n − t)(t + 2)
pairing evaluations in [151].

As in [150], we achieve relative soundness using smooth projective hash functions [90].
To this end, we need to encode the matrix ρ ∈ Gt×n as a 2t× (2n + 1) matrix.

K0(λ): choose symmetric bilinear groups (G, GT) of prime order p > 2λ with g $← G. Then,
output Γ = (G, GT, g).

Again, the dimensions of A ∈ Zt×n
p can be either fixed or part of Lρ, so that t, n can be given

as input to the CRS generation algorithm K1.

K1(Γ, ρ): parse Γ as (G, GT, g) and ρ as ρ =
(
Gij
)

1≤i≤t, 1≤j≤n ∈ Gt×n and do the following.

1. Choose two n-vectors d = (d1, . . . , dn)
$← Zn

p and e = (e1, . . . , en)
$← Zn

p in order

to define W = (W1, . . . , Wt) = gA·d> ∈ Gt and Y = (Y1, . . . , Yt) = gA·e> ∈ Gt.
These will be used to define a projective hash function.

2. Generate a key pair (pkots, skots) for the one-time linearly homomorphic signature
of Section 3.2.1 in order to sign vectors in G2n+1. Let the public key be

pkots =
(
(G, GT), gz, gr, hz, hu, {(gi, hi)}2n+1

i=1

)
and let skots = {(χi, γi, δi)}2n+1

i=1 be the corresponding private key.

3. Use skots to generate one-time homomorphic signatures {(zi, ri, ui)}2t
i=1 on the vec-

tors below, which are obtained from the rows of the matrix ρ =
(
Gi,j
)

1≤i≤t, 1≤j≤n.

H2i−1 = (Gi,1, . . . , Gi,n, Yi, 1 , . . . , 1 ) ∈ G2n+1 i ∈ {1, . . . , t}
H2i = (1 , . . . , 1 , Wi, Gi,1, . . . , Gi,n) ∈ G2n+1

4. Choose a collision-resistant hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp.
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5. The CRS ψ consists of a first part CRS1 that is only used by the prover and a
second part CRS2 which is only used by the verifier. These are defined as

CRS1 =
(

ρ, pkots, W, Y, {(zi, ri, ui)}2t
i=1, H

)
, CRS2 =

(
pkots, W, Y, H

)
.

The simulation trapdoor τsim is skots and the private verification trapdoor consists
of τv = {d, e}.

P(Γ, ψ, v, x, lbl): given a candidate vector v ∈ Gn, a witness x = (x1, . . . , xt) ∈ Zt
p such that

v = gx·A and a label lbl, compute α = H(ρ, v, lbl) ∈ Zp. Using {(zi, ri, ui)}2t
i=1, derive

a one-time homomorphic signature (z, r, u) on ṽ =
(
v1, . . . , vn, π0, vα

1 , . . . , vα
n
)
∈ G2n+1,

where π0 = ∏t
i=1(W

α
i Yi)

xi . Namely, compute and output π = (z, r, u, π0) ∈ G4, where

z =
t

∏
i=1

(z2i−1 · zα
2i)

xi , r =
t

∏
i=1

(r2i−1 · rα
2i)

xi , u =
t

∏
i=1

(u2i−1 · uα
2i)

xi , π0 =
t

∏
i=1

(Wα
i Yi)

xi

V(Γ, ψ, v, π, lbl): parse the vector v as (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Gn and π as (z, r, u, π0) ∈ G4. Compute
α = H(ρ, v, lbl) and return 1 if and only if the triple (z, r, u) is a valid signature on the
vector ṽ = (v1, . . . , vn, π0, vα

1 , . . . , vα
n) ∈ G2n+1. Namely, it should satisfy the equalities

1GT = e(gz, z) · e(gr, r) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(gi · gα
i+n+1, vi) · e(gn+1, π0) (3.9)

1GT = e(hz, z) · e(hu, u) ·
n

∏
i=1

e(hi · hα
i+n+1, vi) · e(hn+1, π0).

W(Γ, ψ, τv, v, π, lbl): given a vector v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ Gn, parse π as (z, r, u, π0) ∈ G4 and
τv as {d, e}, with d = (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ Zn

p and e = (e1, . . . , en) ∈ Zn
p. Compute α =

H(ρ, v, lbl) ∈ Zp and return 0 if the public verification test V fails. Otherwise, return 1

if π0 = ∏n
j=1 v

ej+αdj
j and 0 otherwise.

We note that, while the proving algorithm is deterministic, each statement has many valid
proofs. However, finding two valid proofs for the same statement is computationally hard,
as we proved in [178].

The scheme readily extends to rest on the k-linear assumption with k > 2. In this case,
the proof requires k + 2 group elements – whereas combining the techniques of [150, 151]
demands k(n + 1− t) elements per proof – and a CRS of size O(k(n + t)). Subsequently to
our work [178], Jutla and Roy [153] and Abdalla, Ben Hamouda and Pointcheval [1] gave
different constructions of one-time relatively-sound or simulation-sound QA-NIZK proofs
made of only 3 group elements under the DLIN assumption.

Theorem 8 ([178]). The above proof system is a relatively sound QA-NIZK proof system if
the SDP assumption holds in (G, GT) and if H is a collision-resistant hash function.

As an application, we showed in the full version of [178] how the DLIN-based version
[235] of the Cramer-Shoup cryptosystem [88, 90] can be made publicly verifiable (mean-
ing that well-formed ciphertext are recognizable given only the public key) by introducing
only three group elements in the ciphertext. In the threshold setting, the resulting system
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can be distributed – without interaction during the decryption process – and proved secure
against adaptive corruptions. As a result, we obtained [178] a new adaptively secure CCA2-
secure non-interactive threshold cryptosystem based on the DLIN assumption with cipher-
texts comprised of only 8 group elements. In comparison with the best previous variants
[150, 151] of Cramer-Shoup with publicly verifiable ciphertexts, we thus spare one group
element per ciphertext. If we compare our construction [178, Appendix I] with the first
adaptively secure non-interactive threshold version of Cramer-Shoup [189], we shorten ci-
phertexts by 60%. The recent results of Jutla and Roy [153] yield further optimizations, which
allow for ciphertexts made of 7 group elements under the DLIN assumptions (and even 5
group elements under the SXDH assumption).

Under the k-linear assumption, the scheme provides ciphertexts that are Θ(k) group ele-
ments shorter than in previous such constructions.

3.4.3 Comparisons

This section compares the various NIZK proofs of linear subspace membership based on the
DLIN assumption. Comparisons are given in terms of CRS size, proof size and the number
of pairing evaluations for the verifier.

In the table, we consider our basic proof system (without any form of simulation-soundness,
where each proof is a one-time linearly homomorphic signature (z, r, u)), its unbounded
simulation-sound variant and the relatively simulation-sound variant of Section 3.4.2. We
compare these with the original Groth-Sahai proofs, their most efficient unbounded simulation-
sound extensions due to Camenisch et al. [62] and the Jutla-Roy techniques [151, 153] with
and without relative soundness.

Table 3.1: Comparison between proof systems for linear subspaces

Proof systems CRS size♦ ∗ Proof length♦ # of pairings†

at verification

Groth-Sahai [138] 6 3t + 2n 3n(t + 3)
Jutla-Roy [151] 4t(n− t) + 3 2(n− t) 2(n-t)(t+2)
Jutla-Roy RSS [151] + [150] 4t(n + 1− t) + 3 2(n + 1− t) + 1 2(n + 1− t)(t + 2)
Groth-Sahai USS [62] 18 6t + 2n + 52‡ O(tn)
Our basic QA-NIZK proofs 2n + 3t + 4 3 2n + 4
Our RSS QA-NIZK proofs 4n + 8t + 6 4 2n + 6
Our USS QA-NIZK proofs 2n + 3t + 3L + 10 20‡ 2n + 30
Jutla-Roy [153] O(t + n) 2 2n + 4
Jutla-Roy RSS [151] + [153] O(t + n) 3 2n + 4
Abdalla et al., one-time SS [1] O(t + n) 3 2n + 4

n: number of equations; t: number of variables; L: length of a hashed one-time verification key

♦ These sizes are measured in terms of number of group elements.
∗ The description ρ ∈ Gt×n of the language is not counted as being part of the CRS here.
† The table does not consider optimizations using randomized batch verification techniques here.
‡ We consider instantiations using Groth’s one-time signature [133], where verification keys and signatures consist
of 3 group elements and two elements of Zp, respectively.
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As can be observed in the table, our constructions all yield constant-size arguments.
Moreover, the number of pairing evaluations is always independent of the number of vari-
ables t, which substantially fastens the verification process when t ≈ n/2. The last three
rows of the table consider the results that were subsequent to ours, including the impli-
cations of the techniques of Jutla and Roy [153] who independently proposed a different
construction of constant-size QA-NIZK proofs of linear subspace membership. While their
construction of [153] does not provide simulation-soundness, it can be combined with ear-
lier results [150] so as to obtain a (one-time) relatively sound proof system with only 3 group
elements per proof. It is unclear how to extend it into an unbounded simulation-sound proof
system and the same holds for the construction of [1].

We also note that randomized batch verification techniques can be used to drastically
reduce the number of pairing computations. In our USS system, for example, the number of
pairings drops to n + 18 if the two verification equations are processed together and further
optimizations are possible.

Our common reference strings always fit within O(t + n) group elements (with another
O(L) elements in the USS variant) and thus provide significant savings w.r.t. [151] when
t ≈ n/2.

3.5 Conclusion

We gave new and somewhat unexpected applications of structure-preserving signatures in
the construction of non-malleable cryptographic primitives like non-interactive non-malleable
commitments, simulation-sound QA-NIZK proofs and chosen-ciphertext-secure public-key
encryption. Paradoxically, these applications were made possible by first rendering structure-
preserving signatures homomorphic (and thus malleable).

Beyond their applications to non-malleability, our LHSPS primitive is powerful enough
to provide very simple realizations of constant-size QA-NIZK proofs of linear subspace
membership. In fact, it is not hard to see that any one-time LHSPS system can be generically
used to build such a QA-NIZK proof system. Moreover, the specific algebraic properties of
our constructions made it possible to tweak them so as to obtain unbounded simulation-
soundness without sacrificing the constant proof size. Via the technique of Malkin et al.
[196], it is actually possible to combine the Groth-Sahai NIZK proofs with any LHSPS sys-
tems so as to build an USS QA-NIZK argument of subspace membership: the QA-NIZK
proof can consist of a NIZK proof of knowledge of a linearly homomorphic signature. How-
ever, due to the use of Groth-Sahai NIZK proofs for pairing product equations, the resulting
QA-NIZK proofs would not necessarily be of constant size. The constant proof length of our
construction stems from the specific structure of the scheme which, via suitable information
theoretic arguments in the security proof, allows us to only require NIWI (rather than NIZK)
proofs of knowledge for pairing product equations.

Our constant-size QA-NIZK arguments recently allowed us [175] to improve upon the
results of Chen and Wee [86], who gave signature schemes with almost tight security – mean-
ing that the security loss only depends on the security parameter and not on the number of
signing queries made by the adversary – under the K-linear assumption. Under the DLIN as-
sumption, our construction allows reducing the signature length from 8 to 6 group elements.
Our signature scheme [175] crucially relies on the fact that the size of proofs does not depend
of the dimension of the considered subspace. It can be generalized to use any QA-NIZK ar-
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gument of linear subspace membership. Hence, if the improved Jutla-Roy construction [153]
is plugged into the high-level construction of [175], the signature length reduces to 5 group
elements under the DLIN assumption and 3 elements under the SXDH assumption. The
QA-NIZK proofs of [153] thus provide our construction with as short signatures as those of
Blazy, Kiltz and Pan [36] with the benefit of shorter private keys.

Finally, together with Marc Joye and Moti Yung [174], we used our LHSPS systems to
design (albeit in a non-generic manner) fully distributed non-interactive adaptively secure
threshold signatures with round-optimal key generation. We expect our LHSPS primitive
to find other applications in the future. For example, Catalano, Marcedone and Puglisi [79]
recently used them to devise linearly homomorphic signatures which can operate in on-
line/offline mode [106], by allowing expensive public-key operations to take place before
the data to be signed is available.



Conclusion and Perspectives

Summary of Results

This manuscript highlighted the importance of structure-preserving cryptographic primi-
tives and pairing-based non-interactive proof systems. Several applications were described
with a focus on privacy-enhancing cryptographic techniques, like group encryption and
group signatures, and non-malleable non-interactive primitives which include non-malleable
commitments, simulation-sound QA-NIZK arguments of linear subspace membership and
CCA2-secure encryption schemes.

Our contributions in the context of anonymity-related cryptography included the first ef-
ficient realization of the structure-preserving signature primitive suggested for the first time
by Groth [133] in 2006. As an application of the more efficient SPS schemes proposed by Abe
et al. [6, 4], we gave a novel and efficient solution to the venerable problem of conveniently
revoking users in group signatures. Our most efficient revocable group signature [179] suit-
ably combines structure-preserving signatures with other ingredients like the NNL Subset
Cover [205] framework for broadcast encryption and the concise vector commitment scheme
proposed by Moti Yung and myself in 2010 [188].

Surprisingly, the applications of structure-preserving signatures to non-malleability were
made possible by first tweaking certain existing SPS schemes [6] so as to obtain linearly
homomorphic (and thus malleable) structure-preserving signatures. Our construction of
non-interactive non-malleable commitment to group elements is completely generic and can
be based on any LHSPS realization. In their basic version (i.e., without the simulation-
soundness property), our QA-NIZK arguments can also generically rely on any LHSPS
scheme. In order to achieve unbounded simulation-soundness, our construction is no longer
generic since its security proof relies on information-theoretic arguments which are specific
to our concrete homomorphic LHSPS system.

Our results showed that structure-preserving signatures with homomorphic properties
are a powerful primitive with unexpected applications. In a recent result [175], we also used
them to design a more efficient variant of the Chen-Wee [86] signatures with a nearly tight
security proof under the DLIN assumption (a similar result was independently obtained by
Blazy et al. [36]). By applying techniques suggested in [192, 133, 3], we also obtained a more
efficient construction of CCA2-secure public-key encryption scheme in the multi-challenge,
multi-user setting5 [30, 142]. In comparison with the best known construction with tight

5As shown in [30], the multi-user, multi-challenge CCA2 security of a cryptosystem is implied by its secu-
rity in the single-user, single-challenge setting. However, the reduction is linearly affected by the number of
users and the number of challenge ciphertexts per user. Tight multi-user, multi-challenge CCA2 security is thus
generally non-trivial to prove.
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multi-challenge CCA2 security [3], our technique reduces the ciphertext length from 398
to 69 group elements under the DLIN assumption. Together with Marc Joye and Moti Yung
[174], we further used our specific one-time LHSPS scheme of Section 3.2.1 to build fully dis-
tributed non-interactive adaptively secure threshold signatures. We provide two optimally-
resilient constructions – namely, one in the random oracle model and a slightly less efficient
one in the standard model – with a one-round distributed key generation protocol in the
erasure-free setting (meaning that the servers are not assumed to reliably erase all interme-
diate computation results in order to ensure security). To our knowledge, our constructions
are the first non-interactive adaptively secure threshold signatures to simultaneously feature
all these useful properties.

Directions for Future Work

Attribute-Based Encryption from QA-NIZK Proofs

We believe that other applications of linearly homomorphic structure-preserving signatures
have not been explored yet. For example, they allowed us devise an ordinary digital signa-
ture scheme with a nearly tight reduction from a simple assumption in the standard model
[175]. While, at first glance, this signature scheme appears amenable to constructing an
identity-based encryption system (via the standard technique, notably used in [36], of ran-
domizing the verification algorithm), we did not manage to formally prove it. In fact, while
Jutla and Roy managed to construct a fully secure IBE system from their QA-NIZK argu-
ments [151, Appendix H] via the dual system paradigm [249], we have not been able to
build an IBE from our LHSPS schemes yet. One of my future objectives will be to fill this
gap and further extend the realm of applications of the LHSPS primitive.

More generally, it will be interesting to determine the exact extent to which QA-NIZK
proofs can be used to implement the dual system encryption paradigm [249, 171]. Jutla and
Roy [151] used them in a non-generic way to build a very efficient IBE scheme with full
security (as opposed to selective security [40]) under the SXDH assumption in prime order
groups. Related results were obtained by Blazy et al. [36] via a more generic approach.
However, both articles [151, 36] focus on the (hierarchical) IBE setting and it is unclear how
to apply their techniques to get full security in attribute-based encryption [232, 132]. One of
my upcoming goals will be to obtain a framework for building fully secure6 attribute-based
encryption schemes (in prime order groups) from QA-NIZK proofs by extending the dual
system encryption method [249] in the same way as in [169, 215]. Ideally, the new frame-
work should use QA-NIZK proofs so as to translate the techniques of Attrapadung [19]
from composite order groups to prime order groups. This should notably provide us with
fully secure unbounded attribute-based encryption systems for large universes [172, 228]
and online/offline efficiency in prime order groups. Finally, extensions of the framework
will be considered in order to use QA-NIZK proofs so as to build attribute-hiding functional
encryption schemes (like inner product encryption [154]. In summary, my hope is to use
QA-NIZK proofs in order to improve upon existing frameworks [170, 215, 87] for building
fully secure IBE and related primitives [50] in prime order groups.

6Full security, as opposed to selective security [40], refers to the strongest security notion where the aversary
can choose the attribute set of the challenge ciphertext in the challenge phase.
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Better Constructions of Functional Encryption from Different Assumptions

In recent years, a renewed attention has been paid to lattice-based cryptography. Break-
through results [122] showed how to safely implement efficient lattice-based signatures and
identity-based encryption. It is even possible [74, 9] to construct hierarchical identity-based
encryption (HIBE) schemes [123]. Despite certain improvements [10], currently available
lattice-based HIBE schemes still have ciphertexts and private keys whose lengths depend
on the depth of the hierarchy. The reason is that the latter always affects the dimension of
underlying lattices in a way or another. In contrast, the world of bilinear maps allows HIBE
schemes [43] with ciphertexts of constant size: their length only depends on the security pa-
rameter and not on the number of levels in the hierarchy or the depth of the receiver.

In the setting of an ongoing project on functional encryption, I am planning to investigate
whether the aforementioned overhead is inherent to lattice-based cryptography. Should the
answer be negative, I hope for a lattice-based analogue of [43] and aim at designing HIBE
schemes with constant-size ciphertexts. This achievement would notably imply lattice-based
forward-secure public-key encryption schemes with ciphertexts of constant (i.e, independent
of the number of time periods) size and also open the way to lattice-based broadcast encryp-
tion with short ciphertexts. This would solve yet another challenging open problem as, for
the time being, all broadcast encryption systems with short ciphertexts and private keys rely
on ad hoc assumptions. In particular, we do not have a realization based on the standard
learning-with-errors (LWE) assumption [227], let alone with adaptive security [124].

Another limitation of all known adaptively-secure lattice-based HIBE schemes [74, 9, 10]
is that hierarchies are restricted to have a constant and small number of levels: indeed, a
polynomial number of levels would translate into a non-polynomial reduction (and thus fail
to provide any security guarantee) as the security bound exponentially declines with the
number of levels. In order to sidestep the latter limitation, I thus hope to adapt suitable
techniques from pairing-based cryptography [249] in the setting of lattices and obtain HIBE
schemes supporting a polynomial number of levels with a polynomial reduction in their
security proof. Ideally, I would like to obtain a fully secure lattice-based HIBE scheme (in
the standard model) where the number of levels in the hierarchy does not need to be fixed
when the system is set up. While such HIBE systems exist under discrete-logarithm-related
assumptions [172], they remain elusive in the lattice world so far. It would also be interest-
ing to extend those results so as to obtain full security in generalizations of (H)IBE such as
attribute-based and functional encryption [50]. For the time being, we do not have a fully
secure attribute-based encryption scheme based on standard lattice assumptions.

Efficient QA-NIZK Proofs for Lattice Problems

The quasi-adaptive setting [151] made it possible to improve upon the efficiency of existing
NIZK proof systems in the standard model [151, 153, 178] for the specific language of linear
subspaces in vector spaces spanned by vectors of group elements. An interesting open ques-
tion is whether QA-NIZK proofs can be more efficiently obtained than regular NIZK proofs
for specific problems involving lattices.

For example, given a random matrix A ∈ Zm×n
q defined over a prime modulus q and

where m = O(n log q), it would be interesting to have QA-NIZK proofs for the LWE lan-
guage L = {v ∈ Zm

q | v = A · s + e, s ∈ Zn
q}, where e ∈ Zm is a small-norm noise

vector. This problem can be seen as a “subspace closeness” problem rather than a subspace
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membership problem: instead of putting the entries of A and v in the exponent, one adds
a noise to the entries of v. Unfortunately, our techniques of building QA-NIZK proofs from
homomorphic signatures (described in Section 3.4) do not seem to carry over here. In partic-
ular, it seems difficult to apply them to the Boneh-Freeman linearly homomorphic signatures
[47, 46]. The main difficulty is seemingly to guarantee the NIZK property while handling
vectors of integers rather than vectors of group elements.

Solving this problem would help fill important gaps in lattice-based cryptography since,
even in the random oracle model, efficient non-interactive zero-knowledge proof systems are
only available for specific languages [200, 194, 146, 193, 141] so far. In the standard model,
the best constructions we are aware of are those of Peikert and Vaikuntanathan [218], which
are not known to apply to the LWE language. In the future, I am thus hoping to take steps
towards filling this gap.
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Résumé

Ce mémoire s’intéresse aux primitives cryptographiques qui préservent la structure al-
gébrique, ainsi qu’à leur utilisation dans la conception de preuves non-interactives sans di-
vulgation de connaissance (de l’anglais “zero-knowledge”) et de primitives protégeant la
vie privée. En 2008, Groth et Sahai ont montré comment rendre ces systèmes de preuve
efficaces dans des groupes abéliens munis de formes bilinéaires. Toutefois, l’utilisation de
ces techniques nécessite de manipuler des objets qui vivent dans des groupes abéliens cy-
cliques. On a donc besoin de signer des messages sans affecter leur structure algébrique
(en particulier, sans les hacher) de façon à pouvoir prouver efficacement des propriétés à
propos de messages signés secrets. La première partie du mémoire décrit un schéma de sig-
nature préservant la structure qui a été la première réalisation efficace de la primitive sous
des hypothèses algorithmiques ayant fait l’objet d’études préalables. Les mêmes outils sont
ensuite utilisés dans la conception d’un nouveau mécanisme de révocation pour les signa-
tures de groupe, qui permettent à des membres d’une population de signer des messages
au nom de celle-ci tout en cachant leur identité. La seconde partie étudie les applications
des signatures préservant la structure dotées de propriétés homomorphes. Nous montrons
comment les utiliser dans la construction de cryptosystèmes non-malléables. Au moyen de
signatures homomorphes qui gardent la structure, nous construisons ainsi des systèmes de
mise sous scellé et des preuves “zero-knowledge” non-malléables, ainsi que des systèmes de
chiffrement résistant aux attaques à chiffrés choisis.

Abstract

This habilitation thesis deals with cryptographic primitives that preserve the algebraic
structure of underlying objects (messages, keys, etc) and their applications to the design
of non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs and privacy-enhancing cryptographic primitives.
In 2008, Groth and Sahai showed how to make these proof systems relatively efficient in
abelian groups endowed with a bilinear map. These techniques, however, require to work
with lower-level primitives where handled objects all live in a cyclic abelian group. Among
other things, we need to sign messages without destroying their algebraic structure (in par-
ticular, without hashing them first) so as to be able to efficiently prove properties about
hidden signed messages. The first part of this thesis describes a structure-preserving sig-
nature scheme which was the first efficient realization under previously studied algorith-
mic assumptions. These tools are also utilized in the design of a novel revocation mecha-
nism for group signatures, which allow users to anonymously sign messages on behalf of
a population they belong to. The second part of this thesis considers structure-preserving
signatures endowed with homomorphic properties. We show how to use them in the de-
sign of non-malleable cryptographic primitives. Using linearly homomorphic structure-
preserving signatures, we notably obtain non-malleable commitments to group elements
and non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs, as well as public-key encryption schemes that
resist chosen-ciphertext attacks.
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